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ABSTRACT 

 Spirituality in educational leadership is still a relative new concept in the area of 

education due to the limited research available; however, in the last 15 years, the topic 

has gained interest due to the increasing demands placed on teachers, as well campus and 

central office administrators within public school districts.  Many educational leaders are 

leaving the profession due to the increased demands, or just feeling burned out from the 

constant stress of the job. Because of this, many public school leaders are searching for a 

source of motivation, a sense of hope, or even a new form of leadership which injects 

passion and energy to perform their job responsibilities.  Spirituality has become a new 

avenue in which public school administrators lead and make decisions because many 

educational leaders are searching for a way to lead which evokes passion and motivation 

for not only the leaders, but for the employees whom they lead.  

 The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the use of spirituality within 

the praxis of educational leadership and decision-making for four public school 

administrators.  I explored the participants’ practices, beliefs, and influences on their 

leadership, as well as his or her decision-making as each led his or her respective campus 

or district.  The data was collected by the use of four semi-structured interviews, three 

journal entries, and documents submitted by two out of the four participants.  In addition, 

the data was analyzed using NVivo 12 Pro, which is a computer software program for 

analyzing qualitative data.  The themes (School Administrators’ Daily Practices of 

Spirituality, Spiritual Leadership as a Guide to Become a Better Leader, and Spirituality 

in Decision-Making for Public School Administrators) were revealed in the participants’ 

perspectives and understanding on how they led and made decisions in their current role 
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as a public school administrator.  The findings showed participants used life-experiences, 

spiritual beliefs, and internal and external influences in their development as an 

educational leader.  In addition, elements such as role models, mentors, reflection, and 

family influenced each participant’s decision-making process.  As a result, the 

participants’ use of internal and external influences and additional elements (role models, 

mentors, reflection, and family) were not used in isolation, but rather as an interwoven 

process to assist each participant in their leadership and decision-making opposed to 

isolated actions or practices. 

Keywords: spirituality, decision-making, public school administrators 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

School leaders have a multitude of leadership models and literature at their 

disposal, and given the current level of public school scrutiny, these education leaders 

need every tool available to remain relevant. Literature that focuses on meeting the needs 

of campus administrators, teachers, students, and even parents is available to help leaders 

grow and refine their craft. In addition, research is available to help educational leaders 

remain abreast of those areas of leadership that may enable them to address the particular 

needs of an entire district or a single campus, especially if transformation or reformation 

is necessary to meet the ever evolving federal and state accountability requirements.    

The trail blazing federal legislation known as No Child Left Behind [NCLB] 

(2002) sparked, perhaps, the most intensive analysis of education in the United States 

since mandatory integration was enacted. NCLB was designed to help increase student 

academic success rates. In other words, NCLB was a follow up to integration since 

integration alone did not necessarily mean that “all” students were learning equitably. 

According to Shields, Edwards, and Sayani (2005), today’s educational leader faces an 

enormous amount of responsibility and demands to ensure that every single defined 

student group achieves academic success.  Students successful performance on state 

assessments, the inclusion of parents in the academic decision-making process, and the 

assurance of a safe learning environment for students measures this academic goal.  

Ironically, raising academic scores has proven to be more difficult than it sounds, and 

achievement analyses have exposed some unexpected results. Hunter and Solomon 
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(2002) note that for educational leaders to be successful in this new climate of 

educational measurement and transparency, their style needs to be one that moves beyond 

academic performance as a stand-alone element and evokes a component that focuses on 

the purpose and meaning of choosing to lead.   

 An educational leader’s philosophical standpoint is a vital component that helps 

shape a district’s mission, vision, and value statements.  With today’s unprecedented 

stress and pressure on public school administrators, specifically curriculum and 

instructional leaders, passion and enthusiasm can quickly fade away.  Leaders have to 

examine ever more ways to respond to the growing expectations of NCLB and its 

successor, Every Student Succeeds Act. Over the last decade, the concept of leading 

through spirituality has emerged as a means for educational leaders to find deeper 

meaning within what they do on a day-to-day basis.  Leaders who accept this style of 

leadership rely more on collaborative, grassroots leadership.  According to Houston 

(2002), a hunger exists for finding deeper purpose and conducting work in a more 

enlightened manner.   

 Spirituality offers an alternative method for public school administrators to 

employ in order to fulfill the need to find purpose in one’s work. In addition, spirituality 

can be an important and an effective characteristic that public school administrators can 

employ to lead teachers at the classroom level, as well as other public school 

administrators. In fact, Palmer (1998a) argued that the spiritual is present in public 

education whether it is publicly recognized and acknowledged or not.   
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Background to the Problem 

The topic of spirituality is fairly new in education circles and many educators are 

reluctant to delve into this topic whole-heartedly (Miller, 2000).  With the lack of 

consensus from educational leaders and other stakeholders on the viability or the legality 

of the topic, it is difficult for spirituality to be viewed as a credible component in an 

educational leader’s toolbox. Indeed, it is a challenge for public school administrators to 

incorporate spirituality in their decision-making when others view it as an unimportant 

component of education reform within school systems. However, leadership that creates a 

sense of respect and generates courage for employees on the campus level to be risk 

takers in their approach to educating students could be beneficial for all involved in the 

educational process. According to Bolman and Deal (2002), the emergence of spirituality 

is seen more in response to a continual emergence of depression and other mental health 

issues among workers. In addition, they discovered that many employees feel they were 

performing the same mundane tasks minus any feeling of accomplishment or productivity 

while burdened with a sense of dejection for the work they perform each day.   

Palmer (1998b) implied that many problems seen in society are reflected in public 

schools and some schools ignore the needs of the human soul on a regular basis.  Palmer 

(1998b) added that true reform cannot be achieved in public schools by merely renewing 

appropriations, restructuring schools, rewriting curriculum, and revising texts. With the 

growing turnover rate of teachers and educational leaders in public education, 

attributable, in part, to the failure of the profession itself to address an individual’s 

purpose, it becomes imperative to change the politically driven education reform mindset 
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(Kohn, 2005).  It is vital that educational leaders find inner motivation and purpose in 

their everyday responsibilities and tasks in order to address the needs of the human soul.       

  As the educational landscape has changed, many school district leaders find 

themselves questioning the purpose of their chosen vocation, one they entered with 

passion and vigor. When quantitative outcome metrics of success are analyzed outside 

the actual culture and community from which it was produced, this same passion and 

vigor can begin to wane. Once confident and vigorous leaders begin to question their own 

abilities and ideals. It is at this point in their careers that a rejuvenation of mind and spirit 

is needed; otherwise, these well-meaning, passionate people may also leave the 

profession unable to tap into their “why” anymore. Thompson (2005) asserted that 

spirituality in leadership provides an energy that awakens consciousness to deeper levels 

of experience, purpose, values, and meanings.  

Understanding and using these characteristics could be game changing for public 

school administrators if they are willing to see their importance.  Johnson (2005) noted 

that school leaders are tasked with the duty to meet the needs of all students.  To be 

successful, school leaders must simultaneously manage the task and lead people. This 

responsibility is where transformation of old practices, such as top-down leadership, 

meets newer practices, such as the utilization of spirituality. This particular component 

offers public school administrators renewed hope for creating an environment for all to 

flourish. 

 In the mundane tasks and elevated expectations of school performance that 

educational leaders are required to navigate, spiritual decision-making can become 

suppressed or even non-existent.  Constant scrutiny and measurement tends to render 
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time for personal renewal as superfluous, needless, and a waste of valuable time. As a 

result, educational leaders may not view spirituality as a vital decision-making tool, 

specifically one that can be used routinely.  Tisdell (2003) wrote,  

Perhaps the prior silence of the topic of spirituality in areas of academics is due  

not only to the difficulty of defining spirituality, but also to the ambivalence of 

many who work in an academic world that has emphasized rationality and the 

scientific model for most of the 20th century. (p. 25)   

 

Sergiovanni (1992) goes a step further and denounces the traditional emphasis on  

rational and psychological management models.  He argues that we have separated the 

hand of leadership and decision-making from its heart and mind, and leading schools 

should be viewed as personal and spiritual rather than just facts and numbers.  To take a 

spiritual approach in educational leadership a leader must be willing to evoke such 

aspects as kindness, providing an environment of self-reflection, and a willingness to help 

others discover their hearts’ wisdom (Palmer, 1998c). 

 In order to promote the integration of spiritual approaches within educational 

leadership, we must be willing to implement and investigate the impact spirituality can 

have on decision-making among public school administrators, and the role it can play in 

serving as a catalyst for change.  Covey (1989) argues that when educational leaders 

renew their sense of spirituality, it also reinforces their leadership skills on a personal 

level. Covey (1989) states, 

You increase your ability to live out of your imagination and conscience instead  

of only your memory, to deeply understand your innermost paradigms and values,  

to create within yourself a center of correct principles, to define your own unique  

mission in life, to rescript yourself to live your life in harmony with correct  

principles and to draw upon your personal sources of strength. (p. 316) 
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According to Sokolow (2002), the ability to achieve this type of 

interconnectedness and interrelatedness of life can be derived from key principles such as 

intention, attention, and trust, as well as other principles that leaders can draw upon to use 

spirituality effectively.   

Problem Statement 

With multiple mandates placed on public school administrators in today’s 

educational setting, there is little room for educational leaders to use characteristics of 

spirituality in their leadership style to help teachers become enthusiastic, caring 

educators. Public school administrators are expected to focus their time and efforts 

ensuring policy and procedures are adhered to, as well as researched-based instructional 

strategies are used in the delivery of content to students. In other words, the 

characteristics of spirituality in leading, teaching, and learning are neglected in lieu of the 

mechanics of the job.  Given the negative conditions in public education, many public 

school administrators are forced to make difficult decisions concerning budget, personnel 

and staff that seemingly disregard characteristics of spirituality. 

Reform efforts to improve teacher quality and raise student scores on standardized 

state assessments have primarily focused on increasing accountability from the state and 

federal government, while threatening to withhold funding and, possibly, closing down 

schools altogether. Many states across the nation have relied heavily in changing rules, 

increasing workload for administrators, teachers, and students instead of focusing on 

matters, which, unfortunately may not be easily quantified.  Thompson (2005) wrote: 

In this environment, no educational leader can hope to succeed by using old style, 

 mechanistic management. No leader can create sufficient stability for people to  

feel secure and safe. No leader can control the chaos, nor command the people  
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through the turbulence. Attempts to lead through command and control, through  

fear and coercion, are doomed to fail. Instead, leaders must support people to  

develop an adult relationship  with uncertainty and chaos. Leaders must act on the  

knowledge that people would rather make a meaningful contribution than be safe.  

They must seek out those processes that reconnect people and that restore our  

faith in one another. Above all, leaders must remember that the greatest  

organizational resource, hidden within reach, is the human spirit. (p. x) 

 

With state and federal legislators receiving pressure from sources outside of 

public education, more and more pressure is put on public school administrators to 

denounce public opinion that public schools are failing students.  Because of this climate, 

it is rare to find the discussion of spirituality, and the positive affects it can have in public 

schools, and leadership decision-making in the same conversation.  The topic of 

spirituality is relatively new and ventured into with caution as it relates to public 

education. One thing is clear: new approaches are needed to help administrators make 

decisions which positively affect teachers and students beyond just test scores, especially 

since massive amounts of time and money have been spent in reforming public education 

with very little return. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this qualitative study is to explore the role of spirituality in 

educational leadership and decision-making by public school administrators. In the 

current study, the four participants from four different public school districts within 

Texas and were utilized to identify trends and patterns in their responses to isolate data 

which can be used to improve and promote effective decision-making for public school 

administrators within their praxis of educational leadership and the process of decision-

making.  It should be noted I was one of the four participants within the current study in 

order to build trust among the participants, vulnerability, and reflexivity within the 
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current study. Each aspect will be discussed further in the “Participants” section in 

Chapter III. 

Research Questions 

Over-arching question:  

In what ways does spirituality influence educational leadership? 

Sub-questions: 

1. How do school district administrators practice spirituality in their work? 

2. What does spirituality look like in a leader’s daily activities? 

3. What does it mean for district administrators to practice spirituality at work? 

4. What role does spirituality play for district administrators in becoming better 

leaders? 

 

Significance of the Study 

Overall, the current study advances the limited research regarding the use of 

spirituality in a public school administrator’s leadership and decision-making repertoire.  

The hesitation of using spirituality within a public education setting is due to fear of 

violating the law as is it relates to the separation of church and state; hence, this 

association is why the conversation has been muted (Dantley, 2005).  Public school 

administrators have the ability to infuse spirituality within their leadership and decision-

making without violating the law. They may also promote their own personal beliefs on 

those they lead, but they themselves must be exposed to the ways such a task can be 

accomplished.  Secondly, this may also serve to help inform current and aspiring public 

school leaders what spirituality is and how it can play a positive role within the praxis of 

educational leadership. It is difficult to practice a different way of doing things unless the 
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knowledge of such options exists.  Finally, the study serves as an alternative leadership 

approach which aspiring public school administrators can implement.  Spirituality, then, 

could impact the way educational leadership preparation programs train and develop 

future educational leaders as they could offer another leadership approach and solidify 

spirituality’s place along with the traditional approaches that are currently taught.  

Finally, through the analysis of the data, the use of spirituality proved to be useful 

as the participants examined their thoughts, belief system, and desired actions and results.  

Each participant’s use of spirituality was unique and intimate for each individual, and 

was shaped through life-experiences and the connection each person had through their 

faith, life experiences, family, as well as their vision, calling, and love for others.  What is 

new about my study which is absent of the current literature is the use of intrapersonal 

communication for public school administrators.  By re-conceptualizing the elements 

discovered which assisted the four public school administrators’ daily practices, spiritual 

leadership and decision-making, the intrapersonal communication which was conducted 

by each participant became the driving force in developing their decisions and outward 

actions in order to reach a desired outcome.  Intrapersonal communication was the 

internal conversation each participant had with himself or herself while recognizing 

internal and external factors within their organization which assisted in their overall 

leadership practice and decision-making.   

 The representation of the intrapersonal communication process was developed to 

offer a visual representation of what factors can influence leaders as they work towards a 

desired outcome.  The purpose of the representation is to assist educational leaders in 

helping understand their own intrapersonal communication and the role spirituality can 
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play in their leadership and decision-making.  In other words, current and aspiring public 

school administrators can use the representation to reflect on their past and current 

actions and decisions which can lead them to a place to become better leaders and 

decision-makers for those they lead.  Public school administrator’s reflective practice of 

the intrapersonal communication process can help one move past impractical leadership 

approaches and spawn an intimate, meaningful, and purpose-driven spiritual approach.   

 The circles which create a cycle outside the Intrapersonal Communication 

represents individual factors which contribute to the overall process of and conversation 

leaders have within themselves. External influences are defined as factors which have the 

potential to influence leaders’ thoughts, decisions, and actions as they go through their 

Intrapersonal Communication.  The outcomes are the decisions and actions the leader has 

decided to take once the internal conversation has taken place, and the leader is ready to 

move forward to achieve the desired result.  Finally, the leader assesses the results of the 

decisions and actions taken and determines if the actual results aligns to the anticipated 

results intended.  The Intrapersonal Communication process (see Figure 1.1) is 

contingent on two things: 1) The leader’s recognition and understanding of how 

spirituality plays a role in their daily praxis as a public school leader. 2) The leader’s self-

awareness of the factors which contribute to his or her Intrapersonal Communication.  

Furthermore, the leader must be willing to see the process as a reflective practice which 

can be utilized to refine and enhance the ability to lead and make decisions.  
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Figure 1.1. Intrapersonal communication process. 

Definitions of Terms 

The following terms are used throughout the body of the study.   

• Curriculum - Curriculum is comprised of specific learning standards, skills, 

lessons, assignments, and resources that should be implemented within a 

given subject area within a public educational setting for Grades Pre-K 

through 12. 

• Decision-making - The process of making choices by assessing the situation, 

gathering information, and considering alternative decisions. 

• Instruction - Instruction may be described as specific strategies used within 

the classroom setting to assist in the delivery of a subject- specific curriculum 

to promote learning of specific standards and skills for students. 
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• Public school administrators - Public school administrators who are 

responsible for overseeing, managing, and implementing specific instructional 

techniques, curriculum, policies, and procedures, as well as providing 

leadership for a district and/or school/campus. 

• Public school(s)/district(s) - A public school or district is a school or district 

that is supported by public funds, such as local, state, and federal tax dollars, 

while offering educational opportunities for Grades Pre-K through 12.   

• Spirituality - Spirituality is a state of mind or consciousness that enables a 

person to perceive deeper levels of experiences, meaning, values, and purpose 

than can be perceived from a strictly materialistic vantage point (Thompson, 

2005).  

Researcher’s Assumptions 

According to Fischer et al. (2008), assumptions are beliefs the researcher brings to 

the study which are recognized and valid.  Within the study, I made the following 

assumptions: 

1. With the spiritual frameworks discussed and the literature reviewed, it was 

assumed that the use of spirituality in the praxis of educational leadership and 

decision-making would produce favorable benefits from its utilization.  The 

assumption was based on my experience as a practicing public school 

administrator, as well as my knowledge base of spirituality as an emerging 

researcher.   
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2. It was assumed each participant would be able to make a distinction between 

spirituality and religion during the course of the study.  The basis for this 

assumption was each participant was given an introduction of the subject of 

spirituality prior to semi-structured portion of the interviews beginning, and 

their perceived understanding of what spirituality meant to them. 

3. It was assumed the use of spirituality would make public school 

administrators a better leader in their praxis of educational leadership.  The 

assumption derived from my current use of spirituality in my role as a 

superintendent; however, the participants used spirituality more of process to 

achieve an end versus intentionally using spirituality to make them better at 

their craft. Many of the participants used spirituality without knowing the 

benefits which could be gleaned from such utilization.  

Limitations 

When considering the research findings, the limitations of the current study must 

be considered.  First, the sample size used was limited in nature to four participants 

overall which limited the transferability; however, future research could increase the 

transferability beyond the participants used within the current study.  Initially, I sought to 

use six participants representing various administrative positions ranging from central 

office, elementary campuses, and secondary campuses, but due to the lack of interest to 

participate in the study and one participant withdrawing from the study due to time 

constraints, this goal was not achieved.  In addition, the participant pool did not include a 

male perspective from an elementary level which excluded an important voice and 

perspective that could have added insight to the study. 
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 A second limitation to the study was the geographical area in which the 

participants resided within the State of Texas:  west Texas, the Dallas/Fort Worth 

Metroplex, and south Texas were represented in the study. The absence of other areas of 

the state limited the insight gathered through the research process.  Furthermore, limiting 

the study only to Texas public school administrators left a void of other views and voices 

from across the nation on the presence of spirituality utilized with public school districts 

across the United States.   

A final limitation of the study is the current role I hold as a superintendent.  

During the interview process, the participants alluded to the fact I probably knew more 

than them when it came to the area of educational leadership, and the process I took when 

making my decisions.  During the first two interviews one participant sought affirmation 

to her responses by asking me if the responses she was giving were correct.  Also, due to 

my absence from the classroom and leadership at the campus level, there were some 

questions I failed to ask each participant since my leadership role as a superintendent 

involves looking at a situation from a broader or global lens versus a more finite 

perspective from a campus level approach. Each participant worked extensively with 

teachers on a day to day basis, whereas my role does not allow me that affordance, so 

there were opportunities I missed in delving deeper into the relational aspect that each 

teacher had with their teachers.  
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Overview of the Study 

Chapter I provides an introduction, background to the problem, problem 

statement, purposes to the study, research questions, definitions of terms, and 

assumptions and limitations to the study. The literature review in Chapter II is divided 

into sections to offer an overview of topics pertinent to the study, as well as the following 

titled sections: Leadership Styles, Spirituality, Spirituality: Relationship to Religion, 

Spirituality in the Workplace, Spirituality in Educational Leadership, Studies on 

Spirituality in Educational Leadership, and Texas Education Code: Roles and 

Responsibilities.  In addition, I provide information concerning the theoretical 

frameworks used to analyze the data collected. Chapter III includes the rationale, research 

design, population and sample, and techniques used for data collection and analysis for 

the current study.  Chapter IV includes an explanation of the data collected and an 

explanation of patterns and trends identified in the analysis.  Finally, Chapter V includes 

a discussion of the current study, future implications, and recommendations for future 

research.   
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

Spirituality is an unseen force that is both part of humankind and at the same time  

greater than humankind. It’s the force through which all people are connected,  

the great force that no one can completely understand even though most people  

recognize it in their lives in some form. (Houston & Sokolow, 2006, p. xxiv) 

 

The quotation above provides a viewpoint on spirituality and the role it plays in 

people’s lives even though they may not truly understand or recognize its existence.  The 

unknown intrigues humans so it is no surprise that the specific role spirituality plays in 

leadership and how decision-making causes confusion for those in the public education 

realm. Those leaders who correlate spirituality with religion grapple with this association 

as the First Amendment separates church and state; spirituality, then, may be viewed in a 

negative light and a public school leader could be risking his/her reputation.  What, 

therefore, is meant by spirituality, and how does spirituality differ from other educational 

leadership and decision-making styles within the praxis of public education?  The 

literature review addresses the questions above and various other topics as they relate to 

spirituality.    

 The literature review traces the role that the First Amendment plays in relation to 

education throughout history.  Spirituality, as it relates to and as it can be observed 

through the lens of religion is presented to assert that the topic can lead to an avoidance 

by leaders in public education.  Finally, spiritual leadership is presented to reveal an 

alternative form of leadership within public education without violating the idea of 

separation of church and state.  Houston and Sokolow (2006) note that there is a growing 
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interest in the 21st century about how spirituality influences educational leadership due to 

an emergence of the topic, as well as leaders looking for leadership model options.   

Spirituality is a term that is familiar to people, but when you ask individuals to 

define the term there are various responses.  Crossman (2010) suggested that “spirituality 

and spiritual leadership has the potential to be a powerful and courageous innovative 

management style for the 21st century” (p. 604).  Since spirituality in educational 

leadership and decision-making is still new, many people are still unfamiliar with the 

potential benefits it can provide within public education, leadership, and decision-

making.    

According to Galvan (2009), a literature review provides a rationale to explain the 

reason a research is being conducted, as well as to provide a comprehensive review of the 

topic.  Pan (2004) believed that a literature review examines the topic and the reviewer 

produces an original work based on the literature the reviewer has found.  To add strength 

to the literature, only books and scholarly journal articles were searched and used from 

search engines such as Education Resources Information Center and Google Scholar™.  I 

used search terms based on the themes explored in the literature review such as: 

spirituality, religion, leadership, separation of church and state, and spirituality in 

decision-making. 

Leadership Styles 

 Innumerable books, journal articles, and dissertations provide information 

concerning leadership styles, and the strengths and weaknesses that each style/theory 

possesses; however, due to the complex nature of defining the best leadership style/theory, 

a consensus continues to be debated.  According to Northouse (2018),  
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Leadership styles/theories have been studied using various qualitative and 

quantitative methods in contexts such as small groups, large organizations, and 

therapeutic groups, so these findings provide a picture of a process that is far more 

complicated and advanced than the often simplistic view presented in some popular 

publications on leadership. (p. 1)   

 

In addition, according to Rost (1993), “the problem with leadership studies as an 

academic discipline is that neither scholars nor practitioners have been able to define with 

precision, accuracy, and conciseness which leadership style/theory is the absolute best for a 

leader to follow” (p. 6). 

 Rost (1993) reviewed literature from Calas & Smircich, 1988; Mintzberg, 1982; 

Watkins, 1989, and he claimed that each destroys the notion that leadership literature adds 

up and makes sense.  He goes on to emphasize that one leadership style cannot be viewed 

as a one-size-fits-all approach.  His argument is summarized by contending that all the 

works up to this point have missed the mark in five important areas: 

1. The narratives reviewed were about leadership theory as given to students and 

practitioners, the consumers of the leadership literature, by social psychologists 

and management scientists, and the studies leave out the stories of leadership 

theory from other academic disciplines and from the popular press. 

2. The narratives indicate that the different theories of leadership were separate 

and distinct movements in the history of leadership studies, but the reality is 

that the models they produced were not different. The theories are a mish - 

mash of the structural-functionalist framework of groups and organizations, and 

the models feed on one another and are so entangled that one cannot distinguish 

one model from another unless his/her profession was one of leadership style 

studies.  
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3. The narratives suggest that each of the movements had a beginning and an 

ending, which is not true since the movements and models still live in 

leadership books and journal articles today. 

4. The narrative tells us about the theories of the dominant paradigm at the time, 

but do not take into account the alternative leadership theories that have been in 

existence for years. 

5. The narratives are intended to communicate the view that progress is being 

made in our understanding of leadership giving a false sense that all is well with 

leadership in the world as we know it.  He argues that we do know more about 

leadership today than what we did in the 1960s to the present; however, there is 

still more to be learned. (Rost, 1993, p. 23) 

 According to Fleishman, Mumford, Zaccaro, Levin, Korotkin, & Hein (1991), over 

the past 60 years there have been over 65 classification systems developed in order to try to 

define the dimensions of leadership styles/theories.  So how does one begin to choose and 

define the appropriate leadership styles/theories for a particular study or even to try to 

define them all?  The work by Northouse (2018) will be the focal point in identifying and 

defining the numerous leadership styles/theories since his research focuses on the stance 

that leadership is a complex phenomenon, both leaders and followers are part of the 

leadership process, and that leadership traits and styles can be learned and are available for 

both the leaders and the followers.   
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Trait Approach  

 The trait approach of leadership focuses on identifying different personality traits 

that are common to successful leadership across various situations.  Cherry (2018) 

investigated the nature of effective leadership and is tied to the “great man” theory of 

leadership (p. 1).  According to this leadership theory, the ability to lead is something that 

people are born with and not something that can be developed, which ultimately focuses on 

inheritable traits.  In addition, the trait approach leadership theory has the following 

implications: certain traits produce certain behavior patterns, patterns are in line across 

different situations, and people are born with leadership traits.     

 Northouse (2018) believed that the trait approach does not lay out a set of 

hypotheses or principles about what a leader should and should not do in a specific 

situation, but rather emphasizes that having a leader with a certain set of traits is crucial to 

having effective leadership;  suggests that organizations work better if the people in 

leadership positions have a designed leadership profile; and can be used for personal 

awareness and development simply by analyzing their own traits, which allows a manager 

to gain an idea of their strengths and weaknesses, as well as get a feel for how others in the 

organization see them.   

 Northouse (2018) identified four strengths to trait approach in his work:  First, the 

trait approach is instinctively appealing because it fits clearly with people’s notion that 

leaders are the ones out front and leading the way in our society, an image that the popular 

press and leadership community hold by viewing leaders as special kind of people with 

gifts that allow them to do extraordinary things. This viewpoint gives power to the 

perception that leaders are different and their difference resides in the special traits they 
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possess.  A second strength mentioned in this leadership theory has an enormous amount of 

research to support its findings, which give the trait approach a large measure of credibility. 

The enormity of data points captured in the extensive research is compelling. Another 

strength is how trait approach focuses on the leadership component in the actual leadership 

process.  By focusing on the role of the leader in leadership, the trait approach itself has 

been able to provide people with a deeper understanding of how a leader and the traits are 

related within the leadership process.  Finally, the trait approach has provided some 

benchmarks for what people need to look for if one wants to be a leader.  It also identifies 

what traits people should have and if the traits they possess are the best for leadership.  

  Northouse (2018) also highlighted the weaknesses identified with trait approach: 

First is the failure of the approach to develop a concise list of leadership traits.  As 

mentioned above, there is an enormous amount of research that has been conducted on this 

topic; however, the findings from these studies have been uncertain on many occasions.  

Another criticism is that the trait approach has failed to take various situations into 

consideration making it difficult to pinpoint a set of traits that are common of leaders 

without factoring situational effects into the equation.  Thirdly, a subjective determination 

has developed when identifying the most crucial leadership traits.  Once more, due to the 

plethora of data and research on this topic, there have been so many findings on traits that 

much subjective interpretation of the meaning of the data exists, and lists of definitive 

traits, not grounded in reliable research, have been created by many authors just to appease 

those who yearn for such a list.  A final weakness mentioned is that trait approach is not 

useful for training and developing leaders.  Teaching traits is not an easy task because 
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changing traits can be extremely difficult due to traits being linked to fixed psychological 

structures limiting the value of teaching and leadership training.   

Skills Approach 

 Katz (1955) defined skills approach theory as: a leader-centered perspective on 

leadership, but rather than the personality, the style approach emphasizes the skills 

(technical, human, and conceptual) and abilities that can be learned and developed, and that 

knowledge and ability are needed to be a strong leader.  Skills imply what a leader can 

accomplish while traits imply who leaders are.  As mentioned above, the three skills which 

are associated with the skills approach theory are defined as follows: 1) technical skills are 

knowledge about and competency and proficiency in a specific work or activity; 2) human 

skill is one that enables a leader to work with people and help others get along with and 

communicate with others within a team; 3) conceptual skill are abilities to work with ideas 

and concepts which helps people understand and decide the actions and measures that have 

to be taken in a particular field (Katz, 1955). 

 Four strengths concerning the skills trait theory have been identified by Northouse 

(2018): The skills approach theory is a learner-centered model that brings attention to the 

importance of developing specific leadership skills, and it is the first approach to create a 

structure of the process of leadership around a set of skills.  Next, the skills approach is 

appealing because this allows leadership to be available to everyone by framing leadership 

as a set of skills that can be studied and practiced which allows one to become a better 

leader and enhancing their job performance.  Third, this theory allows for a wide range 

view of leadership that includes a variety of components (problem solving, social judgment 

skills, knowledge, individual attributes, career experience, and environmental influences), 
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and because of these numerous components, a skills approach captures many complexities 

of leadership not seen in other models.  Finally, a skills approach offers a structure and 

mirrors curricula of most leadership education programs that teach on subject matter such 

as problem solving, conflict resolution, listening, and teamwork.   

 Consequently, Northouse (2018) discussed the following weaknesses associated 

with the skills approach theory:  Due to the depth in which skills approach extends beyond 

the boundaries of leadership and the numerous components that are related to this 

approach, it creates a very general and less precise approach in explaining leadership 

performance within an organization.  The second and third weaknesses in a skills approach 

seem to intertwine and are criticized due to its lack of explanation on how skills lead to 

effective leadership performance.  In addition, criticism is also noted due to the skills 

approach being touted as not being a trait model; however, the skills approach model 

includes individual attributes which can be translated as trait-like.  Lastly, since the skills 

approach model was based on a large sampling of military personnel and observing their 

performance in the armed service, not enough research exists that this approach can be 

generalized in other organizational settings.  

Behavioral Approach 

 Behavioral approach emphasizes the behavior of the leader, significantly different 

from the first two approaches described above which addressed the personality traits of the 

leader and emphasized the leader’s capabilities. It should be noted that the behavioral 

approach focuses more on what leaders do and how they act in various contexts.  

Behavioral approach does not offer any neat organized perceptions for leaders, but it does 
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provide a framework for assessing leadership in a broad process, and it reminds leaders that 

their actions towards people happens at a task and relationship level (Casimir & Ng, 2010).   

 There are several strengths which are associated with this approach: According to 

Northouse (2018), the behavioral approach widened the area of leadership research to 

include behaviors of leaders and what they do in different situations, such as what leaders 

did and how they acted.   In addition, Littrell (2013) suggests that “the studies conducted on 

behavioral approach strengthen the viable approach to understanding the leadership 

process, as well as validating and giving credibility to the basic characteristics of the 

behavioral approach theory” (p. 567).  Third, researchers on this specific theory bolstered 

the belief that a leader’s style includes two major behaviors (task and relationship), which 

form the bases of the leadership process and explains that effective leaders can balance the 

two behaviors (Northouse, 2018).  The fourth strength discussed is how the behavioral 

approach is heuristic by providing people with a broad map that is: 1) worthwhile to use in 

order to help understand leadership, 2) leaders can learn about themselves and how they 

come across to others while keeping in mind the task and relationship characteristics in 

mind, and 3) leaders can gauge their actions and can determine what they want to change 

and improve on in their leadership approach (Northouse, 2018).  

 Several weaknesses associated with this approach should be taken into 

consideration. Yukl (2003) insisted that “the behavioral approach has failed to find a 

universal style of leadership that can be effective and can be used in every situation, and it 

has been unable to identify universal behaviors that are linked to effective leadership” (p. 

73).  Another weakness noted is that most research on this topic has been derived from a 

U.S.- centered perspective using norms and values from this culture obviously neglects 
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non-U.S. contexts; other cultures could prefer different leadership styles (Northouse, 2018).  

Finally, the behavioral approach suggests that effective leadership style is the high-to-high 

style, which means high task and high relationship gives the perception that leaders who 

function in this realm are the most effective when, in reality, this may not be the case for all 

situations (Northouse, 2018). 

Situational Approach 

 Hersey and Blanchard (1988) maintained that a situational approach focuses on 

leadership in various situations, and that different situations should use different leadership; 

while at the same time, the leader is always evaluating the followers within the 

organization and assessing how competent and committed each one is performing a given 

task or goal while keeping in mind the directive and supportive dimensions, which should 

change in order to meet the ever changing needs of the followers.  According to this theory, 

a leader should adapt his or her leadership style to the demands of the situation.   

 Several strengths to consider in the situational approach theory are as follows:  

First, the approach itself has a deep history in the marketplace as reported by Hersey and 

Blanchard (1988) and has been used in training programs for more than 400 of the Fortune 

500 companies, which bolsters its effectiveness and popularity within numerous 

organizations as a viable option for leadership.  Next, Northouse (2018) declared that the 

theory is viable for those who choose to lead through situational approach.  Situational 

approach is easy to understand, makes sense, and can be applied in various settings such as 

work, family, and school while at the same time providing a straight-forward approach that 

can be easily implemented. The third strength is that the approach stresses that leaders 

should know more about their followers’ needs and adapt their leadership style to meet the 
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need of the current situation in which they are dealing. Finally, Fernandez and Vecchio 

(1997) claimed that,  

 A strength of this approach is that it reminds leaders that they should treat each 

 follower in the organization differently depending on the goal at hand, and use this 

 an opportunity to teach followers new skills, which will help their followers  

 become better at doing their job. (p. 82)   

 Along with the strengths mentioned above, Northouse (2018) identified four 

criticisms with the situational approach theory. The first criticism of this approach is that 

only a few studies have been conducted and published, aside from dissertations which 

address this theory and justify the assumptions and ideas set forth by the situational 

approach theory. Second is the lack of evidence on how the leader matches the appropriate 

leader style to the actual development of the follower, which is the basis of the model. In 

addition, the approach has been criticized for failing to account for certain demographic 

characteristics such as experience, education, and gender, and how these characteristics 

influence the leader-follower approach as well the development of the followers 

themselves. Finally, the approach does address the issue of one-to-one versus group 

leadership within an organization and how the lack of research does not explain how a 

leader can adapt his or her style at the same time in order to meet the developmental levels 

of the individual member of the organization and the whole group. 

Transformational Leadership 

 Transformational leadership is a process that transforms people while at the same 

time stays focused on the emotions, values, ethics, and long-term goals of the individual.  

Bass and Steidlmeir (1999) stated, “Authentic transformational leadership provides a more 

reasonable and realistic concept of self…a self that is connected to friends, and community 
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whose welfare may be more important than oneself…” (p. 186), as well as “involving a 

form of influence which moves individuals to accomplish more than what is expected by 

incorporating charismatic and visionary leadership” (p. 186).  Burns (1978) first introduced 

the concept of transforming leadership in his descriptive research on political leaders, but 

this term is now used in organizational psychology as well. According to Burns (1978), 

transforming leadership is a process in which "leaders and followers help each other to 

advance to a higher level of morale and motivation" (p. 20).  

 To Bass and Avolio (1994), transformational leadership is known for the following 

four elements within the model: 

1. Individualized Consideration – the degree to which the leader attends to each 

follower's needs, acts as a mentor or coach to the follower and listens to the 

follower's concerns and needs. The leader gives empathy and support, keeps 

communication open and places challenges before the followers.  

2. Intellectual Stimulation – the degree to which the leader challenges 

assumptions, takes risks and solicits followers' ideas. Leaders with this style 

stimulate and encourage creativity in their followers. They nurture and develop 

people who think independently.  

3. Inspirational Motivation – the degree to which the leader articulates a vision 

that is appealing and inspiring to followers. Leaders with inspirational 

motivation challenge followers with high standards, communicate optimism 

about future goals, and provide meaning for the task at hand. Followers need to 

have a strong sense of purpose if they are to be motivated to act; purpose and 

meaning provide the energy that drives a group forward.  
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4. Idealized Influence – Provides a role model for high ethical behavior, instills 

pride, gains respect and trust.  The followers trust and respect the leader; the 

followers duplicate this leader and internalize his or her ideas. (pp. 136-137)   

Northouse (2018) linked the following strengths associated with transformational 

leadership as follows: First, transformational leadership is instinctively appealing because it 

lends itself to society’s notion of what leadership means since transformational leadership 

creates an image that the leader is out front advocating change for individuals.  

Transformational leadership treats the process of leadership as occurring between the 

followers and leaders, infusing the idea that leadership does not solely rely on the leader, 

but as a collective group (leader and followers).  In addition, transformational leadership 

provides a larger view of effective leadership providing an expanded portrait of leadership 

that includes rewards, attention to the needs and growth of the followers, as well as 

contributing to the leader’s growth.   

 Yukl (1999) identified several weaknesses which pertain to transformational 

leadership: (1) the theory fails to explain the interacting characteristics and work outcomes, 

(2) an overemphasis of the theory on leadership processes at the dyadic level, (3) rationale 

for differentiating among the behaviors is not clearly explained, (4) insufficient 

specification of situational variables within the transformational theory, and (5) the theory 

does not explicitly identify a situation where transformational leadership is negative.  

Howell and Avolio (1993) argued that the charismatic nature of this leadership model can 

present risks for the organization as a whole and individuals because it can be used for 

negative purposes.  Finally, a weakness that was established by Anderson, Baur, Griffith, 

and Buckley (2017) is that the model may not be received well by millennials since they 
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are replacing baby boomers and practices are constantly being changed in order to meet the 

needs of millennials.  The organization and this model could be less effective because 

millennials may not want to engage in collaboration in order to achieve a shared goal.    

Authentic Leadership  

 Northouse (2018) argues that there is not a set definition for this leadership style; 

however, he mentions that it can be conceptualized into three areas: intrapersonal (focusing 

on the leader and the leader’s knowledge, self-regulation, and self-concept), developmental 

(emphasizes components of authentic leadership that is developed over time and triggered 

by life events), and interpersonal (claims that authentic leadership is a collective process 

that is created by leaders and followers).  Luthans and Avolio (2003) define authentic 

leadership as a “process that draws from both positive psychological capacities and a 

highly developed organizational context, which results in both greater self-awareness and 

self-regulated positive behaviors on the part of the leader and associates” (p. 243).  Klenke 

(2007) states that “authentic leadership is defined more as an overlapping of contemporary 

perspectives that include transformational, charismatic, servant, and spiritual leadership” 

(p. 71).  Avolio, Gardner, Walumbwa, and May (2004) argue that positivity, transparency, 

and high ethical standards are critical components that help differentiate authentic 

leadership from other leadership theories.  With authentic leadership being relatively new 

to current research, an academic definition for this theory has yet to be established and 

agreed upon.   

 Northouse (2018) highlighted the following strengths associated with authentic 

leadership: First, authentic leadership provides answers to people who may be searching for 

solid leadership in an uncertain realm as it relates to effectiveness when leading others. 
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Second, authentic leadership gives guidelines on how leaders can become authentic leaders 

while taking into account the self-awareness, moral perspectives, balanced processing, and 

transparency with those they lead. Finally, authentic leadership takes into account both the 

practical and theoretical approaches of other leadership theories with the idea that requires 

leaders to do what is right and good for those that they lead and for society in general. In 

other words, leaders place their follower’s needs above their own when implementing 

authentic leadership.    

 Weaknesses brought forth by Northouse (2018) are as follow:  First, he points out 

that authentic leadership is still in the “formative” stage and several questions remain to be 

addressed as it relates to the practical approach; in other words, those who choose to lead 

using authentic leadership should tread cautiously because not enough research exists 

concerning the process itself.  Next, even though authentic leadership implies that leaders 

are motivated by higher end values, there is not a clear way to explain how these values 

function in their influence on authentic leadership. Finally, it remains unclear how 

authentic leadership results in positive organizational outcomes since this theory is still new 

and not enough research has been conducted to address issues such as whether this 

approach is effective, the contexts in which it can be effective, and whether this approach 

does result in positive outcomes.   

Servant Leadership  

 Robert Greenleaf is credited for originating the term “servant leadership” which is 

grounded in the idea that the leader puts the followers first.  Greenleaf (1970) defines 

servant leadership as: 
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It begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first. Then 

conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead.  He/she is sharply different from the 

person who is leader first, perhaps because of the need to assuage an unusual power 

drive or to acquire material possessions…The difference manifests itself in the care 

taken by the servant - first to make sure that other people’s highest priority needs 

are being served. The best test, and difficult to administer, is: do those served grow 

as persons; do they, while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more 

autonomous, more likely themselves to become servants? And, what is the effect on 

the least privileged in society; will they benefit, or, at least, will they not be further 

deprived? (Who is the Servant-Leader? section, para. 1-2). 

 

To further clarify the unique and complex idea of what servant leadership is, Spears (2010) 

derived 10 characteristics which he described as being crucial within the realm of servant 

leadership: listening, empathy, healing, awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, 

stewardship, commitment to growth, and building community (pp. 5-10). Wong and Davey 

(2007) believe that,  

Servant leadership is a radical approach in the leadership theory paradigm because 

the core belief is that it is a humanistic and spiritual approach rather than rational 

and mechanistic where: workers are at the center of attention, it motivates workers 

through a caring and supportive workplace, and it relies on the optimistic idea that 

employees will respond in a favorable manner towards their servant leader. (p. 3) 

  

 According to Northouse (2018), strengths associated with the servant leadership 

theory include: First, servant leadership is unique due to its core characteristic that the 

leader should put the follower first, facilitate growth, and be willing to share decision-

making and control with his/her followers.  Second, servant leadership argues that control 

should be shared instead of remaining solely with the leader, and should be the goal of the 

servant leader, which, once again, diverges from traditional top-down models associated 

with leadership within various organizations. Finally, research on servant leadership has 

shown that this theory is not a remedy for all situations as other leadership models may 

suggest.  Instead, servant leadership research has shown there are conditions in which 
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servant leadership is not the most appropriate model to use within a given situation, and 

that a servant leader should not always lend himself/herself to only relying on the servant 

leadership approach.    

 Wong and Davey (2007) raised several weaknesses to consider when discussing the 

idea of servant leadership:  

First, servant leadership is too restrictive due to the need of various leadership 

qualities such as risk taking and courage. Second, servant leadership can be seen as 

hypocritical because many can claim to be servant leaders but do not behave as 

such. Lastly, the newness of this model creates an idea within leaders that they 

cannot function as an effective leader if they implement this theory. (p. 4)    

 

In addition, Wong (2003) cited that  

 servant leadership lacks in overall acceptance when high risk situations are  

 involved because leaders who adopts this approach opens themselves up for  

 scheming and ambitious individuals who can take advantage of a servant leader;  

 novice leaders who are insecure about their leadership ability may fear losing their  

 prowess to lead; and the theory is difficult to implement unless the leader has gone 

 through a personal transformation. (p. 13)   

 

Although the leadership theories are not all encompassing, it provides a snap shot into the 

unique characteristics and complexity related to defining and determining which leadership 

style is the most effective.  From a theoretical and practical standpoint, several of the 

leadership theories presented share many common elements which lend themselves to one 

another as well as to spiritual leadership described in an earlier section.  The literature 

reviewed suggests that leadership models are open for various interpretations and 

implementations dependent on the leader who determines which style is best for him/her, 

the leader’s character, as well as the situation in which he/she chooses to utilize a particular 

leadership theory.  

 There is an abundance of leadership approaches that a current or aspiring public 
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school administrator can choose to practice.  It is up to the practitioner to determine if a 

particular leadership approach is efficient and effective for a particular situation or a 

specific organization.  All leadership approaches have strengths and weaknesses, and to 

say one leadership approach is the most effective has yet to be agreed upon by all who 

research leadership.  The different leadership approaches reviewed in this section 

provides information on the various approaches that exist and are not a promotion of one 

approach over another.  Ultimately, in the praxis of leadership, it is still up to the leader 

to choose an approach that lends itself to the leader’s personal and professional ideals.   

 Table 2.1 is a summary table that outlines the approaches discussed in this section 

and includes definitions, strengths and weaknesses associated with each approach. 

Table 2.1 
 

Summary of Leadership Approaches, Definitions, Strengths, and Weaknesses According 

to Northouse (2018). 
 

Leadership Approach Definition Strengths Weaknesses 

Trait Rooted in leadership 

theory that suggests 

that certain people 

were born with 

special traits that 

made them great 

leaders. 

- Large measure of 

research findings that 

give this approach 

credibility. 

- Focuses exclusively 

on the leader that 

provides an in-depth 

understanding of the 

leader component in 

the leadership 

process. 

- Provides benchmark 

on what people 

should look for in a 

leader. 

- Fails to provide a 

definitive list of 

leadership traits. 

- A subjective list of 

the most important 

leadership trait that is 

not grounded in 

reliable research. 

- Does not adequately 

link traits of leaders 

with other outcomes 

such as group or team 

performance. 

 (table continues) 
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Table 2.1 (continued). 

Leadership Approach Definition Strengths Weaknesses 

Skills Leader-centered 

perspective that 

emphasizes the 

competencies of 

leaders. 

- Stresses the 

importance of the 

leader’s abilities and 

skills. 

- Provides 

sophisticated map 

that explains how 

effective leadership 

performance can be 

achieved. 

- Model extends 

beyond the boundaries 

of leadership. 

- It does not explain 

how a person’s 

competencies lead to 

effective leadership 

performance. 

 

  - Offers a structure 

for leadership 

education and 

development 

programs. 

- Claims not to be a 

trait approach; 

however, motivation, 

personality, and 

abilities play a role in 

the model. 

Behavioral Suggests that leaders 

engage in two 

primary types of 

behaviors: task and 

relationship 

behaviors. 

- Broadens the scope 

of leadership research 

to include the study 

of behaviors of 

leaders versus only 

the personal traits or 

characteristics. 

- Reliable approach 

because a wide range 

of studies supports it. 

-  Provides a broad 

conceptual map that 

is useful in gaining 

understanding of our 

own leadership 

behaviors. 

 

- Researches have not 

been able to associate 

the behaviors of 

leaders with outcomes 

such as job 

satisfaction, morale, 

and productivity. 

- Absence of a 

universal set of 

leadership behaviors 

that consistently result 

in effective leadership. 

- Fails to support fully 

the idea that the most 

effective leadership 

style is a high-high 

style. 

 (table continues) 
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Table 2.1 (continued). 

Leadership Approach Definition Strengths Weaknesses 

Situational Leadership approach 

that suggests how 

leaders can become 

effective in many 

different types of 

organizational 

settings involving a 

wide variety of 

organizational goals. 

- Recognized by 

many as a standard 

for training leaders. 

- It is a practical 

approach that is 

easily understood and 

easily applied. 

 

- Sets a clear set of 

prescriptions for how 

leaders should act if 

they want to enhance 

their leadership. 

 

- The approach does 

not have a strong body 

of research findings to 

justify and support the 

theoretical 

underpinnings on 

which it stands. 

 

- Model does not 

address how 

demographic 

characteristics affect 

follower’s preferences 

for leadership. 

Transformational Stresses that leaders 

need to understand 

and adapt to the 

needs and motives of 

followers, as well as 

the process leaders 

use to inspire 

followers to 

accomplish great 

things. 

- Popular model that 

is supported by an 

abundance of 

research. 

- Emphasizes the 

importance of 

followers in the 

leadership process. 

- Goes beyond 

traditional transaction 

models and broadens 

leadership to include 

the growth of 

followers. 

- Approach lacks 

conceptual clarity. 

- Creates a framework 

that implies that 

transformational 

leadership has a trait-

like quality. 

- Has the potential to 

be used 

counterproductively in 

negative ways by 

leaders. 

Authentic Focuses on the 

leader’s knowledge, 

self-regulation, and 

self-concept, while 

emphasizing 

components of 

authentic leadership 

that is developed and 

triggered by life 

events.  

- Provides answers to 

those searching for 

good and sound 

leadership. 

- Provides broad 

guidelines about how 

leaders can learn to 

be authentic. 

- Frames a process 

that is developed by 

leaders over time. 

- Ideas set forth for the 

approach have not 

been fully 

substantiated by 

research. 

- Evidence is emerging 

that this type of 

approach may be 

ineffective with the 

millennial generation. 

 

                                                                                                                              (table continues) 
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 Table 2.1 (continued). 

Leadership Approach Definition Strengths Weaknesses 

Servant Emphasis that leaders 

should be attentive to 

the needs of 

followers, empowers 

them, and helps them 

develop their full 

human capacities.  

- Provides a proactive 

approach to the use of 

influence where 

leaders give up 

control rather than 

seek it. 

- Research supports 

that there are 

conditions under 

which servant 

leadership is not a 

preferred kind of 

leadership.- Research 

identifies seven 

distinct dimensions of 

the process.  

- The paradoxical 

nature of the approach 

creates semantic noise 

that diminishes its 

value. 

- No consensus exists 

on the theoretical 

framework for this 

type of approach. 

- Does not offer clarity 

on why 

conceptualizing is a 

defining characteristic 

of servant leadership.  

 

Spirituality 

  There are numerous meanings to the term spirituality, so the word is difficult to 

reduce into one single definition.  Most of the literature reviewed acknowledges that 

spirituality relates to people’s moral values, attitudes, and actions, but comprehending all 

these characteristics and placing an academic definition to spirituality becomes complex.  

Stokely (2002) asserted that spirituality is mysterious and continues to defy a succinct 

definition, and the definitions found in literature are numerous and difficult to agree on 

just one definition (p. 49).  According to Shields, Edwards, and Sayani (2005), 

“spirituality functions as an epistemology which creates its own systems of explanation 

that provide the framework for individuals to interpret their own world and generate 

knowledge and truth from their experiences” (p. 228).  Defining what a person’s spiritual 

life might consist of, and to simplify it into one meaning, is a daunting task.  The word 
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spirituality includes very many perspectives, such as: making sense of situations, 

significance of life, deriving purpose, beliefs, standards, ethics that one holds sacred, 

increased awareness of a connection of life that calls for reflection and experience 

including a sense of how one is and how one knows (Martsolf & Mickley, 1998). 

 Dent, Higgins, and Wharff (2005) argued that “spirituality can be an individual 

and collective phenomenon due to the vast majority of literature that suggests that it 

could be both” (p. 640).  According to Houston and Sokolow (2006), “the word is 

familiar to everyone, yet when you ask a people what this word means to them you get 

varying responses” (p. xxiii).  In a considerable amount of literature reviewed, the idea of 

spirituality is seen as an innate human dimension, but not all people recognize it as such 

(Fraser & Gootenboer, 2004).  To further support the intrapersonal and interpersonal 

connection to define spirituality, Starratt (2004) stated that “spirituality is a way one can 

be present to the deepest realities of his or her own world” (p. 67).  Palmer (1998c) 

supported the intrapersonal and interpersonal significance in teaching and leading when 

he writes, “The diverse ways we answer the heart’s longing to be connected with the 

largeness of life” (p. 5). 

 A person’s meaning of spirituality reflects his or her unique life experiences, 

which influences his or her educational, political, religious or organizational practices 

(Shields et al., 2005).  In addition, Sergiovanni (2000) affirmed that “spirituality is 

complex because it can be seen in various modes: emotional, cultural, and social” (p.15).  

Klenke (2006) expressed the complexity of trying to define what spirituality is and is not 

when he writes: 

 Spirituality is often defined by what it is not. Spirituality . . . is not religion.  
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 Organized religion looks outward; depends on rites and scripture; and tends to be 

dogmatic, exclusive, and narrowly based on a formalized set of beliefs and 

practices. Spirituality, on the other hand, looks inward, tends to be inclusive and 

more universally applicable, and embraces diverse expressions of 

interconnectedness. (p. 59) 

Defining spirituality is not straightforward due to individual life experiences, beliefs, 

educational, cultural and social ideas and practices.  A person’s perception of this term is 

ever changing based on negative and positive experiences; hence, the complexity in 

creating and limiting an academic definition of the term continues to evolve and 

challenge.   

Spirituality: Relationship to Religion 

 According to Yob (1994), the separation of church and state, and its defined lines 

of avoidance within the public educational setting, causes fear among many educational 

leaders to have spiritual discourse due to the false perception that spirituality is linked to 

religious sentiment.  The First Amendment was written to ensure a specific set of 

religious beliefs were not forced upon people, and to safeguard people’s freedom of 

religious choice and expression, not to squelch dialogue on matters of spirituality which 

does not contradict the intent of the amendment.  Shields et al. (2005) observed that when 

one addresses spiritual matters in public school, it is frequently confused with religion.  

Bolman and Deal (2001) stated, “We relegate spirituality to churches, temples, and 

mosques…we shun it at work” (p. 21).  Therefore, discussion about the relationship 

between spirituality and its existence within educational leadership is avoided or ignored.  

 Vail (1998), however, challenged educational leaders when he states, “…we must 

rethink the boundary between the secular and the sacred, between the natural and the 

transcendental by fostering a form of leadership which encompasses humankind’s 
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aspiration and an internal passion of life’s meaning” (p. 5).  Leaders should not be afraid 

to allow the secular and the sacred to intermingle.  When a leader’s passion for life’s 

meaning becomes a part of leading and making decisions, meaningful change can occur 

without involving religious views. Rogers and Dantley (2001) made a distinction about 

spirituality and religion: “organized religion is an outward, public process, and 

spirituality is an internal, private one” (p. 591).   

 According to Fullan (2002), spirituality can be seen as the inward characteristics 

that help mold a person’s development by the “principled behavior connected to 

something greater than ourselves that relates to social development” (p. 17).  Spirituality 

is the inner force that drives the visible action which a person views as religion.  One 

thing that creates a lack of focus and intent when it comes to spirituality is the absence of 

a universal definition for the term.  Religion is understood as a specific belief or attitude 

when referencing specific practices or one’s belief and connection to God.  In addition, 

Ray (1992) claimed that spirituality was an emerging idea that does not refer to religion, 

but to the power of inner wisdom, authority, connection, and the wholeness in humanity.  

Shields et al. (2005) implored educational leaders to view spirituality not as a law or 

creed, but as a life-inspiring force which spawns a dynamic inner motivation.   

 District administrators have an avenue to lead and make decisions without having 

to solely rely on data and state mandates.  In order to evoke meaningful change within the 

public education arena, district leaders must be willing to include their passion for people 

and their desire to help them succeed without always using accountability as a motivating 

force.  Spirituality offers another approach for leaders to use when making decisions, 
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leading others within their organization, or simply searching for another approach that 

evokes passion for those they lead.     

Education and the First Amendment 

 With public education and the many court cases that have found school districts in 

violation of the concept of separation of church and state, many public school officials 

shy away from discussing the idea of spirituality.  It is vital to understand that spirituality 

from the definition given above creates a distinction from the theological sense as many 

of the court cases have established in years passed.   

 The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution states, “Congress shall make no 

law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise therefore…” 

The writers of the Constitution were trying to avoid a single government from endorsing 

a specific church or religion, which in turn would avoid such battles of religion present in 

England in the eighteenth century.  The legitimacy of different religions has caused a fear 

of sponsorship by a government, which has caused a strong promotion for a visible 

separation of church and state (Roan, 2003).   Early in our young nation’s history, the 

battle of separation of church and state began; however, as separation of church and state 

pertains to education, it was mid-twentieth century before court battles ensued.  

 McCollum v. Board of Education (1948) was one of the early court cases that was 

heard by the Supreme Court in relation to the separation of church and state pertaining to 

education.  The court found that allowing religious instruction on school grounds, during 

the school day, provided assistance to organizations by providing pupils for their 

religious classes through use of the state’s compulsory public school machinery.  It was 

clear that schools were not to promote any specific religious community. The main points 
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of the McCollum complaint were that protestant groups exercised an advantage over 

other protestant denominations, the school district's calling the classes "voluntary" was in 

name only because school officials coerced or forced students' participation, the school 

superintendent's oversight of instructors selected by a religious group served to determine 

which religious faiths participated in the instructional program, and it was a form of 

censorship of religion. 

 In recent years, the topic of prayer at interscholastic sporting events was the basis 

of Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe (2000).  The decision in this case 

prohibited school officials, administrators, and employees from initiating, leading, 

sponsoring, or promoting prayer at interscholastic athletic events.  Santa Fe Independent 

School District v. Doe (2000) was a court case heard before the U.S. Supreme Court that 

argued a policy permitting student-led, student-initiated prayer at high school football 

games violated the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.  The court ruled that 

the school’s policy was unconstitutional.  Religion in public schools can be seen as a 

combative issue as well.  Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) was a U.S. Supreme Court case 

concerning the teaching of creationism.  The court ruled that the law in Louisiana 

requiring that creationism and evolution be taught in public schools was a violation of the 

First Amendment because the law was intended to advance a particular religion.  There 

are proponents of schools allowing religious activity, rationalizing that the absence of 

religion actually promotes atheism and secularism.  Others argue that mere mention of 

religious tenets in school is an infringement upon students’ religious freedom (Cline, 

1998). 
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 The fine line between separation of church and state is one that many lawmakers 

and district officials advise educational leaders not cross when it comes to educating 

students. Dantley (2005) maintained that with political pressures to have constitutional 

mandates to completely separate church and state, the conversation of spirituality in 

education has been muted.  Broudy (1965) believed the public would not allow the 

educational administrator the same moral latitude that it allows other civil servants when 

it comes to utilizing religion in the workplace.  When addressing spirituality from a non-

theological standpoint, and one that deals from a level of experience, meaning, value, and 

purpose that can be perceived without involving religious views many district leaders can 

adhere to the separation of church and state.  Spirituality within education can be used 

and seen without the violation of the First Amendment, and is necessary within 

educational leadership.  Bolman and Deal (1995) wrote:  

… in the workplace, all of us need a language of moral discourse that permits  

discussions of ethical and spiritual issues, connecting them to images of  

leadership…Heart, hope, and faith rooted in soul and spirit, are necessary for  

today’s managers to become tomorrow’s leaders, for today’s sterile bureaucracies 

to become tomorrow’s communities of meaning, and for our society to rediscover 

its ethical and spiritual center. (p. 2) 

 

 The relationship between spirituality and organized religion are oftentimes seen as 

one and the same, which raises the argument of whether spirituality has a place in 

educational leadership.  There is a difference, however, between the two.  This 

perpetuates the question of whether one can have spirituality without purporting an 

organized religion.  Houston (2002) claimed, “Religion gives us a rubric for working 

with the deity, while spirituality is the energy that connects us to the deity” (p. 6).  

Houston (2002) also insisted that religion should be viewed as broadly inclusive in its 
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transcendence of denominational doctrine and practice.  Fullan (2002) defined spirituality 

as a moral purpose that indicates a principled behavior connected to something larger 

than us that relates to human and social development.  Thompson (2005) states 

spirituality as, “a state of mind or consciousness that enables one to perceive deeper 

levels of experience, meaning, values, and purpose that can be perceived from a strictly 

materialistic vantage point” (p. 5).   

 There is ongoing support that spirituality and religion are two distinct terms.  The 

use of spirituality within educational leadership is becoming accepted in today’s 

educational setting.  Thompson (2005) stressed that “spiritual leadership is the heart of 

leadership….  It has the power to move boulders that have made progress in systematic 

educational change so painstakingly slow” (p. 4).  In addition, Vail (1998) recommended 

that managers can use spirituality to actively and continually learn to be able to cope with 

the complexities and rapidity of change in today’s organization.   

Spirituality in the Workplace 

 According to Giacalone and Jurkiewicz (2015), “the interest in workplace 

spirituality has grown not only in the United States, but globally” (p. 3).  Studies on 

workplace spirituality have been conducted to help ease changes brought upon by social 

and business changes, as well as to investigate the growing spiritual movement or 

renaissance due to changing values within organizations across the world (Neal, 1998; 

Mitroff & Denton, 1999; and Cash, Gray, & Rood, 2000).  Dent et al. (2005) wrote, “The 

topic of workplace spirituality is beginning to appear in organizational behavior 

textbooks indicating that it is now being taught in a mainstream manner…” (p. 625).   
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 I believe there are several reasons why there has been such an interest in the role 

of spirituality in the workplace.  First, it is the search for a consistent definition of 

workplace spirituality.  Giacalone and Jurkiewicz (2015) discussed four studies (Naisbitt, 

1982; Hoge, 1996; Spohn, 1997; DiPadova, 1998) which offers various definitions of 

workplace spirituality, as well as the variety of the types of spiritualties (eg. New Age 

practices to multiple step programs) which are present within an organization.  In 

addition, fourteen different definitions are offered as it relates to spirituality in the 

workplace, and all fourteen are different in its meaning and interpretation by each 

researcher. A second reason for the popularity of the spirituality in the workplace 

literature which has shown a positive effect on allowing people to fulfill fundamental 

values at work, enhanced individual creativity, ethical and honest behavior, and a greater 

sense of fulfillment for employees (Ashmos & Duchon, 2000).  Finally, claims have been 

made by Moore (2008) that “workplace spirituality enhances cohesion and benefits for 

employee’s mental and physical health” (p. 87).  Benefits from workplace spirituality 

increases the curiosity on how this practice can benefit employees, but also contribute to 

an organization’s production and bottom line.   

 Dialogue between the connection of workplace spirituality in leadership is 

associated to the idea that when the two are present together, it will increase commitment 

and productivity.  Fry and Matherly (2006) wrote, “Of these performance categories, 

employee commitment is the central and leading indicator of the other performance 

categories; in other words, a high degree of workplace spirituality and spiritual 

leadership, is a driver of organizational commitment and productivity” (p. 3).  In 

addition, an interpretation from Fry and Matherly’s (2006) work is when leaders apply 
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spirituality in the workplace, the leader is more aware of the needs of those they lead, 

which in turn, employees begin to produce outcomes in which the leader of the 

organization strives to accomplish by “tapping into the basic and essential needs, spiritual 

leaders produce follower trust, intrinsic motivation, and commitment that is necessary to 

simultaneously optimize organizational performance and human well-being” (p. 17).    

 Giacalone and Jurkiewicz (2015) cited some concerns with the acceptance of 

workplace spirituality, such as “a shared definition and understanding of workplace 

spirituality, and ethical and practical utilization” (p. 5).  With such concerns raised, 

leaders may ask themselves if spirituality should be separated from their work and 

leadership style? Due to the potential legal repercussions of workplace spirituality, fear 

has been generated which leads to organizations and scholars to avoid the use of 

workplace of spirituality just by the simple mentioning of the word spirituality.  To do 

this, is to dismiss all the benefits that spirituality in the workplace can bring to a leader 

and those they lead.  Giacalone and Jurkiewicz (2015) state, when spirituality is 

associated with “dogmatic, proselytizing, ethereal machinations” then the benefits it has 

to offer substantive change within policies and practices has been lost (p. 12).  With the 

amount of literature I have reviewed, the positive effect workplace spirituality brings to 

leader and those within an organization, it is reasonable to expect spirituality present in 

the workplace would yield similar results for those holding leadership positions within a 

public school district, and it is a research topic which is important enough to continue to 

study.  
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Spirituality in Educational Leadership 

 There has been an emergence of academic research concerning the topic of 

spirituality in education over the last twenty years which focuses on aspects such as 

ethics, servantship, values, and the well-being of employees (Flintham, 2003; (Giacalone 

& Jurkiewicz, 2010; Palmer, 1998a).  Other researchers have used terms such as faith, 

soul, the Devine, spiritual journey, and sacred when discussing educational leadership 

and reform (Dantley, 2004; Palmer, 1993b; Noddings, 1998; Sergiovanni, 1992).  In 

addition, such spiritual practices viewed as successful in the corporate world are being 

utilized in education due to the improved productivity of employees because leaders help 

others find meaning, purpose, and community in the organization in which they work 

(Fry & Altman, 2013).  The increasing body of literature suggests that spirituality in 

education should not be silenced, rather should release the spiritual dimension of human 

existence and must be recognized when leading others in the field of education (Riaz & 

Normore, 2008; Shields, Starratt, Sayani, Edwards, Langlois, & Fraser, 2004).   

 Hunter and Solomon (2002) asserted that educational leaders must utilize the use 

of spirituality in order to address the human element of those they lead by modeling the 

example within their school community in how the leader goes about his or her daily 

tasks.  Spirituality allows educational leaders to provide the individuals the meaning and 

motivation in which they eagerly seek (Houston & Sokolow, 2006).  It is through the use 

of spirituality that allows educational leaders to lead in an area which some say is the 

toughest job in American today (Carr, 2003) because leaders “must stay focused on core 

business despite disparate stakeholder demands, uncertain funding, critical labor 

shortages, and must be highly skilled at dealing with sensitive and divisive issues within 
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a politically charged environment (Carr, 2003, p. 14).  With the increasing academic 

expectations of schools, and the cultural issues becoming more complex each year, 

leaders who are courageous enough to rise to the challenge find strength in their 

spirituality in order to meet such challenges within the realm of educational leadership 

(Wheatley, 2002).  

 Along with increasing demands on educational leaders, spirituality is considered a 

viable solution to address the needs of those they lead, as well as to deal with the 

stressors of the job; however, the use of spirituality in educational leadership may be 

squelched by the need to place spirituality into a scientific model (Tisdell, 2003); 

however,  Greenleaf (1977) challenged this idea by asserting spirituality in leadership 

means to move beyond a set standard of managing or directing, and to lead in a creative 

venture, take risks, and move towards an animating force which encourages others to 

serve and lead which keeps the needs of those they lead in mind. Educational leaders 

must fight the temptation to fit spirituality into a prescriptive model which gives the false 

perception that if one follows a model he or she will be automatically successful. 

Spirituality in education moves a leader from just getting people to follow, to a place 

where being a leader is more important that just doing tasks of a leader (Fairholm, 1997).  

 As it relates to public education, there has been a continuous effort in supporting 

aspiring and current public school administrators to be an efficient and effective leader 

when it comes to managing curriculum and instruction; however, to assume that 

curriculum and instruction are the only two things public school administrators must be 

concerned with is not accurate (Fullan, 1998).  Although providing leadership in the area 

of curriculum and instruction are key components for public school administrators to 
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execute, other areas, such as managing and transforming schools are additional 

responsibilities public school administrators must address on a daily basis. Thompson 

(2005) believed that leaders in a public school environment must weave through various 

responsibilities, while at the same time dealing with a myriad of increasing pressures, 

criticism, and conflicting interest from outside factors of the public school system. Due to 

the increasing demands, stress, complexities of the job and societal issues which affect 

public education and leadership, there is a call to move beyond the traditional ways of 

leading. Bolman and Deal (2001) wrote, “There is growing consensus that people today 

need a new paradigm to move beyond the traps of conventional thinking. In truth, we 

may need to rediscover and renew an old paradigm, one deeply embedded in traditional 

wisdom” (Reclaiming the Soul, Interlude section, para. 8).   

 Over the last 35 years, there have been significant contributions made to the study 

of spirituality and leadership within a public school domain.  Such studies focused on 

areas such as servant leadership, organizational transformation, expression within the 

field of educational leadership, ethical leadership, and moral leadership (Greenleaf, 1977; 

Sergiovanni, 1992; Malone & Fry, 2003; Woods, 2007).  The initial research on the topic 

of spirituality and educational leadership derived from the area of business leadership and 

organizational management.  More practical studies are needed to examine the 

connection between spirituality and education leadership within the realm of public 

school leadership.  In addition, attention needs to be given to public school administrators 

and how the role of spirituality is utilized and practiced in order to improve leadership 

and decision-making. 
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Theoretical Framework: Fry and Nisiewicz’s Spiritual Leadership Model and 

Phipps’s Model of Moderation Variables: Organizational and Contextual Factors 

  

  A theory of spiritual leadership is still new in the educational circles, and some 

may argue that such leadership cannot be considered as a viable option for school and 

district leaders. Dantley (2003) wrote: 

The field of educational leaders is being challenged to consider a cacophony of 

voices that dispute the normative discourse of hierarchical and bureaucratic  syntax, 

empirical and positivist idioms, and expressions of efficiency and productivity that 

have been borrowed from the classic business discourse. These new voices are 

communicating a language of spirituality, liberatory to praxis, and democratic 

dialogue.  Essentially, educational leadership is being challenged to engage in a 

broader conceptualization of its purpose. (p. 182) 

   

Lyon (2004) suggested that educational leaders were within their rights to lead with 

spirituality as long as they refrained from imposing their personal beliefs upon those they 

lead.  Bolman and Deal (1995) emphasized a journey of spiritual leadership is one we must 

take, and, at the same time, we must motivate others to take the same journey, not alone but 

together.   

 When one chooses to embark on this journey, they can begin to define who they are 

as a leader by using characteristics of motivation and heart rather than leading by fear.  

Covey (1994) offered the idea that educational leaders have a spiritual need to have a 

“sense of meaning, purpose, personal congruence and contribution” (p. 45).  Dantley 

(2004) stated, “leaders who use a source of motivation in their spiritual selves actually have 

the wherewithal to serve as activists or public, transformative intellectuals, who can 

articulate an agenda for radical reconstruction of schools” (p. 5).   

  According to Klenke (2003), the root of effective leadership is grounded within 

spiritual ideals and that spirituality provides leaders the opportunity for aligning personal 
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and organizational values. Fry (2005) claimed spirituality in organizations and in leadership 

was being seriously considered by academics as moving beyond the level of good theory 

towards a viable model. Spiritual leadership has moved passed a theory into a relevant 

practice, one that school administrators can use in the workplace where positive results can 

be seen.  In a review of literature by Reave (2005), she believed values that have been 

considered spiritual ideals (honesty, integrity, and humility) had a direct influence on a 

leader’s success.  Benefiel, Fry, and Geigle (2014) asserted that spiritual leadership in the 

workplace positively impacted organizational commitment, job satisfaction, retention, 

behavior, loyalty, and work productivity, to name a few.  Fairholm (1997) insisted that 

spiritual leadership deals with touching people’s souls, not controlling their actions, and 

this type of leader is able to connect with others going beyond day-to-day tasks.  In order 

for the traditional model of leadership (such as the top-down method) to be changed, 

educational leaders must be courageous in taking the next step towards leading through 

spirituality.    

 Fry and Slocum (2007) concluded that spiritual leadership motivates and inspires 

others within a given organization by creating a shared vision based on values that creates a 

committed and productive workforce within the organization.  Two key components, which 

Fry and Nisiewicz (2013) argued are essential to spiritual leadership are: 1) creating a 

vision where leaders and followers experience a sense of calling so that their lives have 

meaning, and 2) establishing a culture based on the values of altruistic love whereby 

leaders and followers have a sense of membership and community.   

 Fry and Nisiewicz’s Model (2013) of Spiritual Leadership assisted me in the 

analysis of the data by taking a focusing on such aspects of hope/faith, vision, calling and 
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membership.  According to Fry (2016), spiritual leadership is an inner life or a mindful 

practice.  He goes on to define that inner life speaks to the feelings that individuals have 

about fundamental meaning, who they are, and what contributions they are making, and 

that inner life in spiritual leadership is a quest for a source of strength that fuels faith and 

hope in a transcendent vision to love and serve others.  Finally, he contends that the 

following model depicts how spiritual leadership works. Figure 2.1 portrays how spiritual 

leadership works in the following ways: 

 A commitment to an inner life or mindful practice positively influences spiritual 

leadership, which is comprised of hope/faith, vision, and altruistic love. Spiritual 

leadership, then, produces a sense of spiritual well-being through calling and membership 

that, ultimately, positively influences important individual and organizational outcomes 

such as:  

 Organizational commitment -  people with a sense of calling and membership will 

 become attached, loyal to, and want to stay in an organization that satisfies these 

 spiritual needs. 

 Unit productivity – people who experience calling and membership will be 

 motivated to foster work unit continuous improvement and productivity to help the 

 organization succeed. 

 Life satisfaction – people with a sense of calling and membership will feel more  

 fulfilled by having a sense of purpose and belonging and, therefore, will perceive  

 their lives as richer and of a higher quality (Fry & Nisiewicz, p. 4).  

Figure 2.1 developed by Fry and Nisiewicz Model (2013) depicts the process a spiritual 

leader takes within an organization as he or she moves from the realm of “spiritual leader” 
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to “spiritual well-being” to the end result, “triple bottom line” (people, place, profit).  In 

each phase of the process, there are elements (hope/faith, vision, altruistic love) that are 

associated with an intrinsic motivation model for leaders to follow. Finally, elements such 

as calling and membership are considered essential to a spiritual survival, and the spiritual 

leadership model is seen as inclusive of the religious, ethical, and values-based approaches 

to spiritual leadership (Spiritual Model section, para 4, 221).  

Figure 2.1. Model of spiritual leadership. 

Note. Adapted from Fry and Nisiewicz’s Model of Spiritual Leadership (Spiritual Model section, para. 4, 

221) 

  

 In addition to Fry and Nisiewicz’s Model of Spiritual Leadership, I also used 

Phipps’s (2012) Model of Moderating Variables: Organizational and Contextual Factors 

due to the focus on how the personal spiritual beliefs from a leader influenced decision-

making within an organization.  The study proposed a model in hopes that it would serve 

as foundation for future research to assist in the development of multi-level spirituality 

and leadership. The proposed framework included Moderation Variables: Organizational 

and Contextual Factors shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Phipps’s (2012) model of moderating variables: Organizational and 

contextual factors. 
 

 Phipps (2012) described the various components of the Model of Moderating 

Variables: Organizational and Contextual Factors which include six propositions (pgs. 

182-185): 

• Proposition 1 (Spiritual Beliefs and Schema) - The personal spiritual beliefs of 

a leader act as a schema during strategic decision making by filtering out 

information and framing information for the leader. 

 

• Proposition 2 (Constructive Development) - The leader’s stage of constructive 

development will mediate the effect of the leader’s beliefs on strategic 

decision making. 

 

• Proposition 3 (Meta-Belief) - What a leader believes about his or her spiritual 

beliefs (meta-belief) will mediate the effect of the leader’s beliefs on strategic 

decision making. 

 

• Proposition 4 (Organizational Context) - Proposition 4 Components of the 

omnibus (national and organizational culture, industry and occupation, 

organizational structure, time) and discrete (situational) context combine to 

moderate the effect of the leader’s spiritual beliefs on the information 

considered and used by the leader in strategic decision making. 

 

• Proposition 5 (Leadership Style) - The leadership style in use by the leader 

will moderate the effect of the leader’s spiritual beliefs on the information 

considered and used by the leader in strategic decision making. 
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• Proposition 6 (The Framework) - The information considered by the strategic 

leader and the way that information is used in strategic decision making will 

be influenced by the leader’s personal spiritual beliefs. That influence will be 

mediated by the meta-belief and constructive development of the leader and 

moderated by the organizational context and leadership style in use. (pp. 182-

185). 

  

Phipps (2012) focused her attention towards the idea of strategic leadership.  

Strategic leadership was defined as being concerned with the top level leaders of the 

organization, as well as the responsibility the top level leader has over the organization in 

terms of executives, management teams, and board of directors. In addition, strategic 

leadership is the acknowledgement of the process or way top level leaders make 

decisions are influenced by what the leader brings to the task at hand. Strategic leadership 

is important to an organization because it does influence how an organization functions, 

because the top level leader’s decisions, as well as the way in which the leader goes about 

leading those within the organization are important.  In essence, top level leaders do not 

lead, nor make decisions the same way executives or directors would (Lewis & Jacobs, 

1992).    

 The framework provided by Phipps (2012) focused on helping improving the 

organizational development for businesses, and how businesses can cultivate a more 

productive management style by recognizing the influences of spirituality within strategic 

leadership decision-making.  The framework offered a foundation of the various factors 

to consider, but it did not discuss how this framework could be used within the praxis of 

educational leadership and decision-making for public school administrators.  In addition, 

the framework does not fully explain how the leader’s intrapersonal beliefs and practices 

influence decision-making, thus, creating the need to delve deeper into an individual’s 
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daily practice of spirituality and beliefs.  Finally, the framework was not meant to 

illustrate the entire process of decision-making for an educational leader; however, the 

framework was used to gain a better understanding on various variables which play a role 

in the use of spirituality within the decision-making process, as well as to expand beyond 

the top level leader’s use of spirituality and extend the current research to include public 

school leaders and the roles each play within a school district.   

 Astin (2004) implied that intrapersonal beliefs are what an individual possesses or 

connects with and helps a person make sense of who he or she is and where he or she 

comes from. In order to fully understand a person’s leadership style or decision-making, 

there must be a deeper investigation into such beliefs and how they are sacred and 

intimate to the individual, as well as to gain a better understanding about how 

intrapersonal connectedness plays a role in their leadership and decision-making process.  

Ashmos and Duchon (2000) created a spiritual framework which assumes that spirituality 

can be understood through the utilization of three components: meaningful work, inner 

life, and a sense of community, and defines spirituality as the recognition that employees 

have an inner life which is nurtured by meaningful work within the context of 

community.   

 The framework implies that components such as inner life (emotions, values, 

beliefs) can be measured by creating a measurement scale constructed by experts within 

the field of spirituality.  The framework does address the intrapersonal aspect of 

spirituality, but simplifies the use of spirituality and how it can be measured.  In this 

respect, the framework oversimplifies how spirituality can be gauged which diminishes 

the role a person’s life experiences and practices play within leadership, as well as failing 
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to explore the aspect of decision-making.  The framework was relevant in gaining a better 

understanding on how inner life can be defined and viewed in various aspects of a 

leader’s daily work.  In addition, the framework offers an opportunity for further research 

to be conducted to investigate how daily practices, beliefs, and decisions are made in the 

realm of educational leadership.   

 Studies on Spirituality in Educational Leadership 

 Various studies using multiple methodological approaches have been used when 

conducting studies on the subject of spirituality in educational leadership. The following 

discussions unveil the results of research conducted in eight different empirical studies.  

Of the eight studies cited, six utilized a qualitative methodology. 

 The ethnographic study conducted by Keyes, Hanley-Maxwell, and Capper 

(1999) incorporated a longitudinal approach that allowed for data gathering through 

interviews and surveys conducted over a period of 15 months.  The qualitative study 

focused on a female principal of special education (equal opportunities for children with 

disabilities), and empowering principal behaviors in a Midwestern city in the United 

States.  The 30 participants for the study included general education teachers, special 

education teachers, and teacher aides, parents, children, and administrators.   

The findings of the study affirmed the importance of the principal stimulating 

continuous responsive critique by staff of their practice while at the same time 

developing a supportive and democratic school environment in which such reflective 

practice was able to operate without the fear of negative repercussions (Gibson, 2011). 

Keyes et al. (1999) stated that “the principal confirmed that spirituality was the core of 

her leadership, which suggested that spirituality was significant and an integral part of her 
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personal self and professional practice” (p. 203).  Keyes et al. (1999) wrote, 

“Empowering principal behaviors are under-girded by a spirituality grounded in six 

beliefs: valuing personal struggle, recognizing the dignity of all, blending the personal 

and professional, believing people are doing their best, listening, and dreaming” (p. 203). 

 The findings suggest that spirituality in educational leadership was perceived as 

highly integrated which brought forth the notion that spirituality is not a single element in 

leadership, as well as identifying spirituality as an element that informs professional 

practices since the educational leader practice was informed by what the leader believes 

about people and the best ways to work together to achieve specific goals.  The authors 

attest that the effectiveness of spirituality in the principal’s leadership and her influence 

as a leader were linked to her integrity (Keyes et al., 1999). 

 Dixon’s (2002) qualitative case study involved five principals with diverse 

demographics who worked in state, public, and primary schools in a region located in 

Waikato. The focus of her inquiry was whether the principals had explicit philosophies of 

education and leadership, and if spirituality was a part of the principal’s way of leading.  

In the case study, spirituality is understood as being inclusive of diverse perspectives that 

included cultural and transcendent views.   

 Dixon’s (2002) findings revealed that each principal acknowledged an aspect of 

spirituality within their leadership.  In the study, spirituality in principal leadership was 

described in behavioral terms of relational connectivity, care, sensitivity to diversity, 

respect, and making a conscious effort to speak and act on “the outside in ways that were 

the same as the truth they know on the inside” (p. 184).  Issues such as having an attitude 

to serve and value each person, workplace resilience, finding balance in life, and personal 
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motivation were identified by principals as their spiritual beliefs and spirituality.  One 

important thing to point out is that the author’s thesis precluded gathering data from the 

staff at the five schools to “obtain their perceptions of the impact of their principals’ 

philosophies, as well as the absence of comments on possible contextual factors that may 

mediate the integration of spirituality into the workplace” (Dixon, 2002, p. 189). 

 Flintham (2003) conducted a qualitative study involving a cross-sectional sample 

of 25 serving head teachers from primary and secondary schools from within the region 

of Devon to Durham, Lancashire to London.  The sample size included a total of 25 

participants comprised of 14 males and 11 females.  In addition, the participants worked 

in eight different church schools, 13 secular schools, four of which were described as 

high ethnic.  The enrollment of each school varied from 60 to 1,600 students, and they 

were located in a variety of contexts including poor inner urban areas to more affluent 

suburban and rural areas.   The research method focused on a single, semi-structured and 

open-ended, face-to-face interview with each head teacher.  A key focal point was for the 

researcher to draw upon the participants’ recollection of critical experiences and their 

reflection upon them to illustrate their responses to the questions.  The data gathered was 

then personalized, but not triangulated by any other data gathering instrument or other 

personnel from their perspective schools.   

 Flintham (2003) draws a distinction between spiritual and moral management, 

and spiritual and moral leadership.  He writes that in the English educational context, the 

spiritual and moral management might include religious education and citizenship in 

curriculum whereas spiritual and moral leadership are “concerned with the often 

intangible aspects of interpersonal engagement and quality of relationships” (p. 3).  
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Flintham (2003) goes on to explain that this spiritual and moral leadership can be 

particularly tested by external pressures and yet “is preserved by clearly articulated 

structure of moral and ethical values” (p. 3).  In addition, Flintham (2003) summarizes 

the difference between leadership and management as the “difference between being and 

doing” (p. 3). 

 The main findings of this study showed the presence of diverse “faith perspectives 

and belief systems” (Flintham, 2003, p. 6) which reflected the pluralistic English society 

and cross sectional research design. It also affirmed his pre-supposition that “spirituality 

is accepted as a common human phenomenon which includes but is not defined by 

organized religion” (Flintham, 2003, p. 8). Flintham (2003) also believed the findings 

justified the use of secular spirituality and strengthened the research. The head teachers’ 

value systems guiding their moral and spiritual leadership were divided into categories 

including egalitarian, vocational, and Christian perspectives, with some of the 

participants identifying with more than one of these. 

 Malone and Fry (2003) from Tarleton State University undertook a quantitative 

field experiment in their local central Texas school district to “determine if there was a 

relationship between the qualities of spiritual leadership and teacher organizational 

commitment and productivity” (p. 5). Their intention was to engage two schools in the 

daunting task of organizational transformation in which changes would be made to the 

workplace “environment, vision, goals, strategies, structure, processes and organizational 

culture” (Malone & Fry, 2003, p. 6). 

 The foundation of their method was based off of five disciplines of learning 

organizations and theoretical work on spiritual leadership as a causal model for 
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organizational transformation. This model was linked to intrinsic motivation theory and 

incorporated a number of concepts including “vision, hope/faith, and altruistic love, 

theories of workplace spirituality, and spiritual survival” (Malone & Fry, 2003, p. 8).  

Malone and Fry (2003) explained the practical meaning of some of these concepts by 

writing that, 

creating a vision where leaders and followers experience a sense of calling, in  

that their life has meaning and makes a difference, establishing a social and  

organizational culture based on the values of altruistic love in which leaders and  

followers have a sense of membership, feel understood and appreciated, and have  

genuine care, concern, and appreciation for both self and others. (p. 8)  

The research was based on the belief that spiritual leadership could positively contribute 

to the needs of school personnel. They believed the practice of spiritual leadership could 

develop in people a sense of calling and membership leading to greater alignment in 

terms of their shared vision and values, as well as improved individual, team and 

organizational empowerment.  

 In summarizing their research design and results, Malone and Fry (2003) wrote,  

 Our field experiment initially examined 229 employees from three elementary and 

 one middle school to test and validate a general casual model for spiritual   

 leadership, employee spiritual survival, and organizational commitment and  

 productivity.  A one-year longitudinal field experiment was then conducted with  

 two of the original schools with an OT (organizational transformation)   

 visioning/stakeholder analysis intervention, performed in one school with the 

 other as control. Initial results show strong support for the model and the  

 Intervention. (p. 2)    

 

 Examination of their results shows the school that reported high levels of vision 

and altruistic love also indicated high levels of commitment, motivation and retention of 

staff. The other school, which lacked vision and love, experienced a noticeable 

deterioration in its organizational culture. This school was marked as “a very 

intimidating, conflict ridden environment” (Malone & Fry, p. 16). However, in their 
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conclusion, the researchers concede, “The conceptual distinction between spiritual 

leadership theory variables and other leadership theories and constructs must be refined” 

(Malone & Fry, p.18). Secondly, Malone and Fry (2003) point out that although there 

was evidence validating value-based leader behavior having positive effects on “follower 

motivation and work unit performance” (p. 19), more research is needed in terms of 

linking spiritual leadership to such effects. 

 Woods (2007), an Honorary Research Fellow in the School of Education at the 

University of Aberdeen, Scotland, examined the importance of spiritual experience as a 

phenomenon which enables leaders to better understand internally and find deeper 

meaning, and to provide evidence of the significance and influence of spiritual 

experience for educational leadership in schools. The empirical study gathered data from 

surveys from 244 primary, middle, and secondary school head teachers within three local 

education authorities in England with a response rate of 43%. Of this sample, 54% of the 

head teachers came from non-denominational schools, 45% from Church of England and 

Catholic schools, and 1% from Jewish schools.  

 The research also obtained further interview data from seven of the head teachers 

who were selected by theoretical sampling. This sample included two agnostics, one 

atheist, one humanist, and three head teachers identified with Christian religious beliefs. 

There was a balance of male and female head teachers and types of schools. Spirituality 

was perceived to be important to the atheist, one of the agnostics and two of the religious 

head teachers and of some importance to the others. All seven of these participants 

affirmed that they often had been conscious of and perhaps influenced by some power, 
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whether God or not, which may either appear to be beyond their individual selves or 

partly, or even entirely, within their being. 

 In summarizing her findings, Woods (2007) identified that spiritual experiences 

varied widely in intensity and frequency and are “not confined to religious believers” (p. 

151). In addition, Woods (2007) says that spiritual experiences of the type that “appear to 

connect with some spiritual power, enhance capacity for practical action and increase 

ethical sensitivities and orientation are widespread among head teachers” (p. 143). The 

findings also suggest that spirituality contributed in a variety of ways to head teachers’ 

resources and to the way they imbued spirituality in their role.  Although Woods (2007) 

believes there is substantial evidence for the existence of spiritual experiences, she also 

cautions that, “it is important not to make simplistic associations between spiritual 

experiences and attitudes and attributes of leadership; spiritual experience is not the only 

factor to influence attitudes to spirituality and leadership” (p. 136). 

 Wellman, Perkins, and Wellman (2009), assistant professors from Northwestern 

State University Los Angeles, researched the question, “What is the relationship, if any, 

between educational leaders’ spirituality and leadership practices?” (p. 2).  Five 

leadership practices were selected and described as “challenging the process, inspiring a 

shared vision, enabling others to act, modeling the way, and encouraging the heart” 

(Wellman et al., 2009, p. 2). These five practices were identified as the dependent 

variable. The data were gathered from a survey of 71 participants out of 100 randomly 

selected Texas school principals (35 females and 36 males) during 2004-2005. The data 

were analyzed using parametric and non-parametric statistical operations, including a 

bivariate correlation analysis. 
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 Wellman et. al. (2009) write that the findings yielded statistically significant 

relationships between spirituality as measured on the inventory of spirituality and the five 

leadership practices. The findings also showed a relatively strong relationship between 

spirituality and modeling the way, a significant relationship between spirituality and 

inspiring the way, a strong relationship between spirituality and challenging the process, 

a moderately strong relationship to enabling others to act, and a moderately strong 

correlation between spirituality and the leadership practice of encouraging the heart.  

 In their discussion of the findings, Wellman et al. (2009) say, “The results of this 

study revealed that spirituality and good leadership practices are correlated at a very 

significant level for the participants in the survey” (p. 3). In their concluding remarks, 

Wellman et al. (2009) indicate that an empowered spiritual, scholar-practitioner might be 

an ideal blended form of leadership, because “spirituality is having an anchor that 

provides the courage to do that which is right for others in a manner that is caring, just, 

equitable and democratic” (p. 3). 

 A study on spirituality in educational leadership by Ramirez (2009), conducted 

through qualitative, exploratory case study, focused on spirituality in the praxis of four 

elementary public school principals from Texas, Northern Virginia, and California.  

Prospective participants were identified through a nomination process in which her 

colleagues suggested the names of educational leaders who “appeared to lead through 

spirituality” (Ramirez 2009, p. 58). Selection was made to provide a range of 

demographics. The participants conceptualized their spirituality as socially constructed, 

separate from religious institutional frameworks and connected to diverse sources. 

 Ramirez’ (2009) research methodology was the testing of eight out of some 42 
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key concepts. The eight concepts emphasized leadership intention and attention, 

recognition of uniqueness of gifts, gratitude, uniqueness of life lessons, a holistic 

perspective, openness, and trust. The research method included gathering data from three 

semi-structured one-to-one interviews, a focus group meeting and electronic and written 

journal documents. Two of the research questions were: What are the lived work 

experiences of principals that provide evidence of spirituality? How do principals 

perceive the meaning of spirituality in their work?  

 The most critical finding was the need for and practice of openness. Connected 

with this practice were in-depth reflection, self-awareness, and relationship building. 

Another key finding was that all four participants used what Ramirez (2009) called, “a 

spiritual filter as a basis of decision-making and as an informed framework for their 

leadership” (p. 152).  This notion of a spiritual filter was described as going inward and 

being reflective, listening to an inner voice as participants ran situations through it, 

“seeking guidance, direction, and peace, all the while adding the lessons learned to their 

cache of wisdom” (Ramirez, 2009, p. 111).  In addition, inclusion of negative effects of 

leading through spirituality were described as “misunderstanding and stereotyping, 

attacks on leadership style, increased vulnerability, isolation, and over-whelming self-

imposed pressure” (Ramirez, 2009, p. 153).  The positive effects attributed to spirituality 

by participants were that they derived strength, courage, wisdom, stability, and an 

increase in relational skills. 

 Walker and McPhail (2009), from Morgan State University, Baltimore, explored 

community college president and chancellor perceptions of the phenomenon of 

spirituality and the role of spirituality in their leadership style. Fourteen participants with 
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diverse cultural, gender, age, and experience demographics were selected from various 

geographic locations within the United States. Their selection was also based on their 

interest in the topic of spirituality. 

 Walker and McPhail’s (2009) findings included religious and non-religious 

definitions of the phenomenon of spirituality. The religious-spirituality perspectives, a 

term identified in their literature review, was described as a “belief in a higher power, 

specifically God, for meaning-making, guidance, protection, decision-making, and a 

personal journey that leads to a core of central values” (p. 326).  Some of the findings 

describe non-religious perspectives in which one participant emphasized ethical behavior. 

The findings also describe the ways in which participants expressed spiritual qualities in 

their work. These included their values and beliefs, community building, creativity and 

communication, and that center of servant-leadership. All participants “regardless of race 

or gender indicated that spirituality plays a role in the work of community college 

leaders” (Walker & McPhail, 2009, p. 331). 

Texas Education Code: Roles and Responsibilities 

To better understand why public school administrators do what they do, it is 

important to understand what professional expectations are set forth at the state level.  

Public school administrators must do more than just balance their local adopted policies 

within a school district, but they must also take into consideration state level job 

responsibilities.  According to the Texas Education Code (TEC), which are statutes that 

help govern public education, outline areas of responsibilities for superintendents and 

principals as follows: Subchapter E. Superintendents and Principals  
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Sec. 11.201.  Superintendents 

(a) The superintendent is the educational leader and the chief executive officer of  

the school district. 

(b) The board of trustees of an independent school district may employ by  

contract a superintendent for a term not to exceed five years. 

(c) For purposes of this subsection, "severance payment" means any amount paid 

by the board of trustees of an independent school district to or in behalf of a 

superintendent on early termination of the superintendent's contract that 

exceeds the amount earned by the superintendent under the contract as of the 

date of termination, including any amount that exceeds the amount of earned 

standard salary and benefits that is paid as a condition of early termination of 

the contract.  The board of trustees that makes a severance payment to a 

superintendent shall report the terms of the severance payment to the 

commissioner. The commissioner shall reduce the district's Foundation School 

Program funds by any amount that the amount of the severance payment to 

the superintendent exceeds an amount equal to one year's salary and benefits 

under the superintendent's terminated contract. The commissioner may adopt 

rules as necessary to administer this subsection. 

 

(d)  The duties of the superintendent include: 

 (1)  Assuming administrative responsibility and leadership for the planning,  

   organization, operation, supervision, and evaluation of the education  

   programs, services, and facilities of the district and for the annual  

   performance appraisal of the district's staff; 

(2)  except as provided by Section 11.202, assuming administrative authority 

       and responsibility for the assignment, supervision, and evaluation of all 

       personnel of the district other than the superintendent; 

(3)  overseeing compliance with the standards for school facilities established  

  by the  commissioner under Section 46.008; 

(4)  initiating the termination or suspension of an employee or the nonrenewal  

 of an employee's term contract; 

(5)  managing the day-to-day operations of the district as its administrative  

  manager, including implementing and monitoring plans, procedures,  

  programs, and systems to achieve clearly defined and desired results in 

 major areas of district operations; 
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(6)  preparing and submitting to the board of trustees a proposed budget as  

  provided by Section 44.002 and rules adopted under that section, and  

  administering the budget; 

(7)  preparing recommendations for policies to be adopted by the board of  

  trustees and overseeing the implementation of adopted policies; 

(8)  developing or causing to be developed appropriate administrative  

   regulations to implement policies established by the board of trustees; 

(9)  providing leadership for the attainment and, if necessary, improvement of  

  student performance in the district based on the indicators adopted under  

  Sections 39.053 and 39.301 and other indicators adopted by the  

 commissioner or the district's board of trustees; 

    (10)  organizing the district's central administration; 

     (11)  consulting with the district-level committee as required under Section  

   11.252(f); 

     (12)  ensuring: 

 (A)  adoption of a student code of conduct as required under Section  

         37.001 and enforcement of that code of conduct; and 

(B)  adoption and enforcement of other student disciplinary rules and  

        procedures as necessary; 

(13)  submitting reports as required by state or federal law, rule, or regulation,   

and ensuring that a copy of any report required by federal law, rule, or  

regulation is also delivered to the agency; 

(14)  providing joint leadership with the board of trustees to ensure that the  

         responsibilities of the board and superintendent team are carried out; and 

(15)  performing any other duties assigned by action of the board of trustees. 

(e)  The superintendent of a school district may not receive any financial  

       benefit for personal services performed by the superintendent for any  

       business entity that conducts or solicits business with the district.  

Any financial benefit received by the superintendent for performing personal 

services for any other entity, including a school district, open-enrollment charter 

http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/GetStatute.aspx?Code=GV&Value=44.002
http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/GetStatute.aspx?Code=GV&Value=37.001
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school, regional education service center, or public or private institution of higher 

education, must be approved by the board of trustees on a case-by-case basis in an 

open meeting.  For purposes of this subsection, the receipt of reimbursement for a 

reasonable expense is not considered a financial benefit. 

Sec. 11.202.  PRINCIPALS.  

(a) The principal of a school is the instructional leader of the school and shall be  

  provided with adequate training and personnel assistance to assume that role. 

 (b)  Each principal shall: 

 (1)  except as provided by Subsection (d), approve all teacher and staff  

        appointments for that principal's campus from a pool of applicants selected  

        by the district or of applicants who meet the hiring requirements established  

        by the district, based on criteria developed by the principal after informal  

        consultation with the faculty; 

 (2)  set specific education objectives for the principal's campus, through the  

        planning process under Section 11.253; 

 (3)  develop budgets for the principal's campus; 

 (4)  assume the administrative responsibility and instructional leadership, under  

                   the supervision of the superintendent, for discipline at the campus; 

 (5)  assign, evaluate, and promote personnel assigned to the campus; 

 (6)  recommend to the superintendent the termination or suspension of an  

        employee assigned to the campus or the nonrenewal of the term contract of an  

        employee assigned to the campus; and 

 (7)  perform other duties assigned by the superintendent pursuant to the policy of  

        the board of trustees. 

 (c)  The board of trustees of a school district shall adopt a policy for the selection  

       of a campus principal that includes qualifications required for that position. 

(d) The superintendent or the person designated by the superintendent has final  

placement authority for a teacher transferred because of enrollment shifts or   

program changes in the district.  
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 In the absence of all the responsibilities which have been listed, the TEC does not 

address responsibilities, or even give guidance to individuals who hold public school 

administrative positions such as: associate superintendent, assistant superintendent, 

executive directors, or coordinators to name a few.  However, public school 

administrators are expected to make effective decisions each day, but are not given the 

guidance from the state level on how to achieve this task, plus many others.  There is a 

glaring gap of guidance from the state level for public school administrators who do not 

hold positions such as a superintendent or principal which should be addressed to offer 

support for all public school administrators.   

History of Education in Texas 

 In order to truly understand the existence of the Texas Education Code (TEC), 

one must understand key components in which the Texas Education Agency attributes to 

the development and implementation of the TEC.  Table 2.2 outlines the history of Public 

Education in Texas and the influence asserted on curriculum and instruction through 

legislation affecting local control and school finance. 
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Table 2.2 

Historical Event(s) 

 

Date 

 

                                      Historical Event(s) 

1845 A new school law set aside as a permanent school fund $2 million of the 

$10 million in five-percent U.S. indemnity bonds received in settlement of 

Texas' boundary claims against the United States. 

1876 After the Civil War and Reconstruction, the new state constitution of 1876 

set aside 45 million acres of public domain for school support and directed 

that the income from the new Permanent School Fund be invested in 

bonds. 

1884 School law was once rewritten. The office of state superintendent was re-

created, the state ad valorem tax was affirmed, and the Permanent School 

Fund was to be invested in county and other bonds to increase income.  

1949 The Gilmer-Aikin laws which created the Foundation School Program to 

apportion state funds to local school districts. The new legislation also 

reorganized the administration of public education, created an elected 

State Board of Education that appointed a commissioner of education, and 

reorganized the administration of state public school policy through the 

Texas Education Agency. 

1983 Texas voters approved a constitutional amendment that provides for the 

guarantee of school district bonds by the Permanent School Fund. On 

approval by the commissioner of education, bonds properly issued by a 

school district are fully guaranteed by the corpus of the Fund. 

1984 Texas Legislature passed what is commonly known as House Bill 72, 

enacting sweeping reforms of the public school system. House Bill 72 

provided a pay raise for teachers, revamped the system of public school 

finance to funnel more money to property-poor school districts, and took 

many other steps aimed at improving the academic achievement of 

students. 

                    (table continues) 
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  Table 2.2 (continued). 

 

Date                                       Historical Event(s) 

1995 Seen as the second major reform to the Texas Education System, there was 

a complete overhaul of the Texas Education Code. Passed by the 74th 

Legislature, Senate Bill 1 stripped the education code of several state-

mandated rules and returned more authority to local school districts; gave 

the governor power to appoint the commissioner; gave the State Board of 

Education authority to grant open-enrollment charter schools, and 

established the separate State Board for Educator Certification. 

2002 No Child Left Behind was signed into law which the Texas accountability 

system measures and holds schools and districts accountable for student 

performance on assessment tests and dropout rates. Campuses and districts 

each year receive an accountability rating based on the percentage of all 

students and the four student groups (White, Hispanic, African American 

and economically disadvantaged) that pass the state’s assessment tests at 

Grades 3-11. The rating also considers the overall student dropout rate and 

each individual student group.  Texas students continue to be held to ever-

increasing accountability standards through more rigorous curriculum and 

graduation requirements, and implementation of a new, tougher statewide 

assessment test, including the provision that third-grade students must pass 

the test, along with their coursework to be promoted. In the future, 

additional grades will be required to pass the test, along with coursework 

to be promoted to the next grade. 

Note. Source:  Adapted from the Texas Education Agency website titled, “An Overview of the History of  

                        Public Education” 
 

 There are many turning points which led to the creation and implementation of 

legislation as it relates to the History of Education in the State of Texas; however, there 

are some who see public policy as more than just a set of rules or laws one must follow in 

order to meet state and federal mandates.  According to Sunderman (2006), “it is difficult 

to implement a one size fits all approach which is generally taken by agencies and 

governments as it relates to policies and statues because of the lack of attention that is 

given to educational and political contexts in which the policy is intended to govern” (p. 

52).   
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 Other factors which seem to be overlooked is a school’s or district’s demographic 

make-up, funding per pupil, and geographical boundaries and the problems that vary 

from rural, urban, and suburban school settings.  There is very little research on 

educational policy creation within Texas; however, the research does not study the effects 

that policy and mandates have within the educational system.  In addition, with the 

numerous policy which exists today, Furham (1993) suggested that policies within 

education lack coherence from one to another.  Furgol and Helms (2012) believed that 

“policy is continually shaped and reworked with rulemaking being the key for 

implementation, adds complexity, and adapts mandates to the demands of practice within 

an educational setting” (p. 783).   

 Interestingly enough, Senate Bill 1 (mentioned in Table 2.2) was the State of 

Texas’ answer to give Local Education Agencies (LEAs) more local control and provided 

a series of instructional, curricular, and administrative responsibilities to each LEA, but 

what the state failed to accomplish was to provide guidance for the people who are 

assigned the role in making instructional and curricular decisions at the local level aside 

from the superintendent and campus principal.  As cited above, TEA establishes 

responsibilities for superintendents and principals, but it does not consider, nor offer 

guidance to deputy/associate/assistant superintendents, executive directors, curriculum 

directors, and instructional coaches when making decisions that affect instruction in the 

classroom for 5.2 million students currently being educated in Texas.  With such high 

emphasis placed on standardized testing, but offering zero guidance for those who tend to 

drive the decision-making for many school districts in the realm of curriculum and 

instruction, many of these leaders are left to rely on their own experiences and leadership 
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style to make such decisions for millions of students.   

 To understand the history of education in Texas is to focus on the education 

system, theories, themes, and other related issues which have influenced education as we 

know it today.  Earlier in this section, factors such as geographical boundaries and 

funding per pupil were discussed and how each factor plays a part in decisions which are 

made today for students inside the classroom.  In addition, policies which have been 

crafted play a role in a public school administrators decision-making; however, to study 

the past and the decisions made at a particular point in time helps one see how the 

decisions influence the present and future educational system in Texas.  In addition, 

political, cultural, and societal influences play a role in decision-making, but in order to 

comprehend what historical factors weigh in on present day decisions, one must know 

where education in Texas started and why certain decisions are made today.  In other 

words, we must know where we started to know where we are today.   

Summary of Chapter II 

 Trying to place a succinct definition to the term spirituality can be allusive and 

challenging for academic researchers due to the numerous meanings the term can take, as 

well as developing a definition in which all can agree on (Shields et al., 2005; Stokley, 

2002).  Furthermore, the term spirituality includes various perspectives such as making 

sense of the situations, significance of life, making sense of situations, significance of 

life, deriving purpose, beliefs, standards, ethics that one holds sacred, increased 

awareness of a connection of life that calls for reflection and experience, including a 

sense of how one is and how one knows (Martsolf & Mickley, 1998).  Spirituality is an 

allusive term which many have tried to define, yet continues to allude a definition which 
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embodies all the unique characteristics and elements associated with the term, as well as 

gaining a place within the praxis of educational leadership and the process of decision-

making.  

 Spirituality has grown in interest both nationally and globally, as well as 

increased studies conducted brought upon by the ever changing social and business 

changes which take place in order to meet the needs of employees within an organization 

(Cash, Gray, & Rood, 2000; Giacalone &Jurkiewicz, 2010, Neal, 1998).  The benefits 

from workplace spirituality have been documented, and have been identified as having 

positive effects such as: fulfillment at work, creativity, ethical and honesty behavior, 

increased cohesion, and improvement of employee’s mental and physical health (Mitroff 

& Denton, 1999; Ashmos & Duchon, 2000; Moore, 2008; and Krishnakumar & Neck, 

2002).  The literature reviewed in Chapter II, as it relates to workplace spirituality has 

shown to bring many positive effects to an organization which one can assume such 

presence of spirituality can yield the same results within public education.   

 Spirituality in educational leadership has seen a significant increase and 

contribution to the body of literature due to the increased demands, stress, criticism, 

complexities of the job, and societal issues which face educational leaders today (Bolman 

& Deal, 2001; Thompson, 2005); however, the use of spirituality in educational 

leadership seems to be squelched by the need to place spirituality in a scientific box 

(Tisdell, 2003).  Studies dealing with spirituality and leadership within the public school 

domain (Dixon, 2002; Greenleaf, 1977; Flintham, 2003; Keyes, Hanley-Maxwell, & 

Capper, 1999; Starratt, 1991; Malone & Fry, 2003; Sergiovanni, 1992; Wellman, Perkins 
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& Wellman, 2009; Woods, 2007) have focused on: organizational transformation, ethical, 

servant, and moral leadership.   

 In addition, there has been a continuous effort in supporting current public school 

administrators, and aspiring educational leaders in the area of curriculum and instruction; 

yet, one cannot assume these are the only two areas which current and future educational 

leaders should be concerned with (Fullan, 1998).  Furthermore, with the ever presence of 

separation of church and state (Dantley, 2005), many have shied away from the subject 

matter of spirituality altogether in fear of being seen as trying to impose one’s personal 

beliefs upon another person. There remains a gap in the literature on how spirituality can 

effect decision-making for public school administrators.  More research is needed to 

prove or disprove the notion that spirituality can have a positive effect for public school 

administrators within their decision-making which leads researchers to question the 

validity of such utilization of spirituality.  

 To address the gap in the literature, the study examined the role spirituality played 

in the area of educational leadership and decision-making for public school 

administrators paying particular attention to components such as: beliefs, life-

experiences, role models, mentors, faith, love, vision, commitment, and use of spirituality 

in daily practices to name a few.  In addition, the study served as an initial step in 

exploring how such components mentioned in the previous sentence were used, not an 

isolated component, but instead, used in unison within an interwoven process for public 

school administrators in the praxis of educational leadership, as well as the process of 

decision-making.  Although a model was created for consideration to show how 

spirituality is an on-going cycle, it is not intended to be used as a standalone model, 
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rather to help in the exploration of spirituality within the public school domain for current 

and future educational leaders, as well as serve as a foundation to move past the fear of 

evoking spirituality in the public domain and continue to ignite the courage needed to 

affirm that spirituality does have a place in public education, educational leadership, and 

decision-making.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

 Mulford (2008) upheld the belief that “if we only look at scientific and 

technological knowledge, or focus only on literacy and numeracy, we can suffer in other 

areas such as physically, morally, and spiritually” (p. 24).  His stance bolstered the need 

to pursue information and knowledge in a more balanced approach, while not ignoring a 

place for spiritual knowledge to be achieved. He also included how the importance of 

knowing how the spiritual fits in the pursuit of this knowledge.  The purpose of the 

current study is to highlight how spirituality plays a role in decision-making process of 

public school administrators as it relates to curriculum and instruction, and how 

administrators lead and make decisions using this lens to ensure success for various 

stakeholders within a public school district or campus. 

Research Questions 

 The following research questions guided the current study: 

Over-arching question:  

In what ways does spirituality influence educational leadership? 

Sub-questions: 

1. How do school district administrators practice spirituality in their work? 

2. What are their daily practices of spirituality like? 

3. What does it mean for district administrators to practice spirituality at work? 

4. What role does spirituality play for district administrators in becoming better 

leaders? 
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 I decided to explore the leadership and decision-making process of spirituality 

from a public school administrator’s perspective. Furthermore, not defining the term 

spirituality for the participants was intentional in order to avoid creating a metaphorical 

box in which participants were forced to structure their responses to questions asked of 

each of them.  I wanted the participants to have freedom to say and think what was 

natural to them in order to truly embark in a genuine conversation.  Through this process, 

my study will be relevant to new or experienced administrators at the central office and 

campus level within a public school district, as well as to those individuals who have an 

interest in the area of leadership through spirituality.  

 Chapter III discusses the research process used in the current study, and is 

organized in four sections.  The first section focuses on the qualitative, exploratory case 

study, while the second section discusses the participant sample and the recruitment 

process taken.  The third section covers the procedures used to collect and analyze 

qualitative data. The use of semi-structured interviews, participant journal responses, and 

documents and records are addressed.  Finally, Chapter III concludes with examining the 

evaluative criteria to ensure the trustworthiness of the research process and the outcomes 

discussed.   

Rationale for Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research allows others to have a voice within the process. Sofaer 

(1999) suggested that qualitative research helps to clarify the language and meanings of 

people who play different roles in organizations and communities.  Through my 

experiences as a public school administrator (superintendent), it was important for me to 

find a methodology that would allow the idea of spirituality to be better understood and 
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help construct meaning for others in the field of education.   Denzin and Lincoln (2000) 

wrote:  

Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world.  It 

consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible.  

These practices transform the world. They turn the world into a series of 

representations, including field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs, 

recordings, and memos to the self. ... This means that qualitative researchers study 

things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of or to interpret, 

phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. (pp. 4-5) 

 

Denzin and Lincoln (2000) went on to assert that “research in an interactive 

process shaped by…personal history, biography, gender, social class, race and ethnicity” 

(p. 6).  For one to ignore personal history, gender, social class, race, and ethnicity in the 

scope of the dissertation topic would be simply stating that all human experiences can be 

gauged on a numerical value.  Another argument on qualitative vs. quantitative is argued 

by Patton (2002) when the author implies that qualitative research as attempting to 

understand the unique interactions in a particular situation. The purpose of understanding 

is not necessarily to predict what might occur, but rather to understand in depth the 

characteristics of the situation and the meaning brought by participants and what is 

happening to them at the moment. The aim of qualitative research is to truthfully present 

findings to others. 

 According to Mays and Pope (1995), qualitative research has various strategies 

available to protect against bias and enhance the reliability of findings.  Bowling (1997) 

described qualitative research as follows: “Qualitative methods help provide rich 

descriptions of phenomena. They enhance understanding of the context of events as well 

as the events themselves. The use of these methods tends to enhance peripheral vision, 

which is especially important at the early stages of inquiry” (p. 16). 
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 Qualitative research is a complex field of inquiry that continues to develop in 

various overlapping historical moments which have occurred in the past century, and 

according to Denzin and Lincoln (2000), the current historical moment is concerned with 

moral discourse with the development of sacred textualities.  Throughout history of 

qualitative research, researchers have defined their work in terms of hope, values, 

religious faiths, and professional ideologies which is relevant to my study.  Furthermore, 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) believed the sacred science and human functioning do find 

legitimacy because sacred spaces become authoritative sites for human inquiry and it is 

where the spiritual meets the social inquiry.  In addition, qualitative methods help to 

identify patterns and configurations among variables and make distinctions. Thus, 

qualitative research not only serves the desire to describe, it also helps move inquiry 

toward more meaningful explanations.   

 Creswell (1998) argued that qualitative research moves beyond numbers and 

quantifiable data and employs different claims, strategies of inquiry and methods of data 

collection and analysis.  Qualitative research delves into the thick and rich understanding 

of complex phenomena by moving beyond the numerical value of a person and delving 

into the textual data.  Guba (1990) challenged researchers to move past the objectivism 

and begin to understand that reality can never be totally understood or apprehended, only 

approximated.   

 Qualitative research focuses on the questions how and why instead of questions 

which seek a specific outcome (Glanz, 2003).  Through purposive sampling, I gained a 

maximum variation (array of responsibilities ranging from decision-making from grade 

levels Pre-K-12) in a public school district setting from which four participants were 
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selected in order to make the number of participants manageable.  Hatch (2002) 

addressed the issue of quantitative and qualitative when he takes the stance that in a 

quantitative research, the researcher desires to have a large number of participants 

because a larger sample tends to represent some larger population; however, in 

qualitative research, the argument is that there is no direct relationship between the 

number of participants and the quality of the study.    

 There are some qualitative researchers who are critical of the natural sciences 

positivist model when applied to the social world (Marshall & Rossman, 1995).  In 

essence, qualitative research is not trying to explain what is believed to be truth or myth, 

but is focused on understanding what is true about human behavior.  According to 

Bryman (2001), qualitative research seeks to understand the meaning of social action, 

while recognizing there are many lenses, voices, layers of social-cultural, and situational 

factors through which interpretations may be distorted.  In criticizing positivism which 

focuses on external, physical stimuli that is isolated and measured, Laverty (2003) 

suggested important variables can be missed, as well as ignores context and constructs an 

artificial situation.   

Research Design: Exploratory Case Study 

A case study is a form of qualitative research that focuses on providing a detailed 

account of one or more cases (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003).  The benefit for using an 

exploratory case study method is it can open the way for discoveries (Shaughnessy, 

Zechmeister & Zechmeister, 2015).  A case study is not a data-gathering technique, but is 

used as a methodological approach which encompasses a number of data gathering 

measures (Hamel, Dufour, & Fortin, 1993).  In addition, Babbie (2007) notes that 
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exploratory research is used when the topic or issue is new and when data is difficult to 

collect.  Hays (2004) cited that a case study involves a close examination of programs, 

people, topics, and issues.  In addition, Berg (2009) insisted that case studies allow for 

examination of simple to complex phenomenon, which allows flexibility in not just solely 

focusing on one particular phenomenon.  Due to the complex nature of the research, the 

flexibility a case study allowed is the best design to follow in order to delve into the topic 

of spirituality in leadership and decision-making for public school administrators.   

In order to help bring context to why a case study is used as a research strategy, 

Creswell (1998) wrote, “An exploration of a bounded system over time though detailed, 

in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information rich in context” (p. 

61).  Bell (1999) asserted that a case study is focused on interaction of factors and events, 

while Bryman (2001) emphasized that a case study is concerned with the complexity and 

distinct nature of the case question within the research.  It is not uncommon for a case 

study to delve into the contexts of a community or an organization which helps justify the 

duration of time needed to dive deep in understanding the participants and the context in 

which the researcher is studying.  This is why the selection of an exploratory case study 

was appropriate for my inquiry into the role spirituality played in leadership and 

decision-making for four public school administrators. 

Participants 

 Purposive sampling was used to select four public school administrators for the 

study.  This type of sampling allows for purposeful and strategic selection of the 

participants, as well as increase the range of data exposed and increase the ability to 

identify themes which take adequate account of contextual conditions and norms 
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(Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993).  The selection criteria for the participants 

included: currently a central office or campus administrator in a public school district 

with five or more years of experience in public education.  To recruit participants for this 

study I utilized the nomination process used by Miller and Nozawa (2005).  I sent out an 

email to over 35 school districts’ central office administrators ranging from 

superintendents, associate superintendents, and curriculum directors asking them to 

nominate public school administrators who have day to day dealings with instructional 

and curricular decisions at a district or campus level.  I also included language within the 

email inviting the recipient to consider participating in the study even if they nominated 

an administrator.   

 Upon receiving only one response to the initial email, I sent a second email and 

followed up with a phone call to 10additional school districts explaining the purpose of 

my study and asking for nominations for potential participants for the study.  One phone 

call was made to a university asking for a nomination of participants for the study which 

produced one nomination.  Through this process, four administrators (two central office 

administrators and one campus principal) were selected for this study.  One 

superintendent was recruited for this study, but decided not to participate after setting up 

the first initial interview due to time constraints faced during the time the study was 

conducted.   

 It should be noted that I chose to include myself as a participant for many reasons.  

First, I wanted to build the trust between the participants and myself by actually going 

through the same process they did.  I wanted the participants to know I was in this with 

them, and we would go through this intimate exploration of spirituality together.  A 
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second reason I chose to become a participant in the current study was for the participants 

to see that I was willing to be vulnerable.  I asked questions which delved into personal 

life-experiences, and for someone to answer these questions took courage.  If I was 

asking my participants to be courageous, why should I not expect the same from myself?  

There are several life-experiences and thoughts written in the current study which I have 

not shared with anyone up to this point, and I wanted the participants to know I was an 

open book to them just like they were for me. Finally, being a participant allowed for 

reflexivity about the topic in which I was exploring.  Reflexivity is an attempt to find 

answers to such questions as, “What do I know?” and “How do I know it?” (Carolan, 

2003).  As a current public school administrator and working with current and aspiring 

public school administrators, I was motivated to examine the role of spirituality in 

educational leadership and decision-making.  The interest in spirituality was not solely a 

research topic, but a way to gain insight that would funnel back into my personal and 

professional life.  I was not merely studying public school administrators with whom I 

hoped to connect through the dialogue of the use of spirituality, as well as individuals 

who may have gone through the same professional struggles as myself.   

 It was my intent to use a variety of district sizes and locations within my research 

in order to include a small, mid, and large school district.  I also wanted to ensure that 

each district used represented a varied student enrollment. This was done because Texas 

has over 1,000 public school districts, and I wanted to include an array of school district 

sizes with respect to student enrollment.   
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Participants’ Work Experience  

 All participants of the study have over five years’ experience within a public 

school district setting.   Melissa has 11 years’ experience, Sam has 22 years’ experience, 

and Rose has 28 years’ experience, and I has 20 years’ experience.  The participants are 

all administrators of a public school district.  Melissa is an elementary campus principal, 

Sam is an Executive Director for Curriculum and Instruction for her district, Rose is a 

language development specialist and serves 25 elementary campuses within her current 

district, and I am a superintendent of schools in my current district. Below is a 

description of each participant’s district or campus in which they work. 

Melissa’s Campus 

 Melissa serves students, Grades Pre-K through 5 at a suburban elementary 

campus. In the academic year 2018-2019, the staff numbered 69 and student enrollment 

numbered 750.  The demographic make-up of the students on the campus was: African 

American 2.0%, Hispanic 77.0%, White 19.0%, Asian 0.1%, Economically 

Disadvantaged 81.2%, Non-Economically Disadvantaged 23.2%, English Language 

Learners (ELLs) 2.9%, Students w/Disciplinary Placements 2.7%, At-Risk 35.4%. 

Sam’s School District 

 Sam works in a rural school district located in west Texas which serves Grades 

Pre-K through 12 and includes four campuses.  In the academic year 2018-2019, the staff 

numbered 172 and student enrollment numbered 425.  The demographic make-up of the 

students in this district was African American 3.0%, Hispanic 58.0%, White 37.1%, 

American Indian 0.6%, Pacific Islander 0.1%, Two or More Races 1.2%, Economically 
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Disadvantaged 76.8%, Non-Economically Disadvantaged 23.2%, ELLs 2.9%, Students 

w/Disciplinary Placements 2.7%, At Risk 35.4%. 

Rose’s School District 

 Rose works in an urban school district located in south Texas which serves 

Grades Pre-K through 12 and has 42 campuses within the district.  In the academic year 

2018-2019, the staff numbered 4,404 and student enrollment numbered 32,667.  The 

demographic make-up of the students in the district was:  African American 0.1%, 

Hispanic 99.1%, White 0.6%, American Indian 0.1%, Asian 0.1%, Economically 

Disadvantaged 90.8%, Non-Economically Disadvantaged 9.2%, ELLs 42.8%, Students 

w/Disciplinary Placements 0.7%, At Risk 76.1%. 

John’s School District 

 I am a superintendent of an urban school district which serves students from 

Grades Pre-K through 12.  In the academic year 2018-2019, the staff numbered 516 and 

student enrollment numbered 3,940.  The demographic make-up of the students in the 

district was: African American 1.5%, Hispanic 78.9%, White 18.1%, Asian 0.3%, 

Economically Disadvantaged 85.2%, Non-Economically Disadvantaged 14.8%, ELLs 

35.6%, Students w/Disciplinary Placements 1.3%, At-Risk 74.4%. 

Ethical Considerations 

 Stake (2000) believed that qualitative researchers are guests in private spaces of 

the world which requires the manners of the researcher to be good and their code of 

ethics strict.  Qualitative case study research must tread lightly in order to avoid the 

invasion of a participant’s private and professional world; hence, I was cognizant of 

exercising discretion and great care was given with the participant’s disclosure of 
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information.  Each participant was fully informed of their rights, as well as provided the 

contact information to Human Research Protection program at Texas Tech University 

(Appendix H).  To ensure anonymity, pseudonyms were used for each participant, and 

confidentiality was achieved by securing transcribed materials on a password protected 

desktop device, and secured in a locked cabinet located in the researcher’s office area.  At 

no time was any information disclosed in such a way that compromised the participants’ 

identity or their professional relationships within the school district each participant was 

currently employed.   

 As mentioned earlier, all participants finished all interviews, except for one 

participant (a superintendent) who withdrew prior to the first interview due to time 

constraints.  Contact was by voice calls, emails and text messages (all content was 

password protected by all electronic devices) with the three participants. One participant 

met with me face-to-face for all four interviews due to geographical location.  The times, 

dates, and places were determined after carefully collaborating with each participant to 

accommodate their schedules, needs, throughout the duration of data gathering.   

Data Collection Timeline 

After receiving approval to conduct my research in March of 2018, I began the 

recruitment process for the participants.  Once the four participants were identified and 

consent forms were received, I began to schedule interview times and dates with the 

participants.  Data gathering began in April of 2018 and continued to February of 2019. 

Various factors, including availability for participants due to work schedule and family 

emergencies dictated flexibility of data gathering.  The first data collection used was an 

initial interview, followed by a journal entry selection for each participant to respond to 
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after each interview for the duration of the research.  In addition, participants were given 

the opportunity to submit documents and records of their work history or even personal 

portraits of their family to enhance the researcher’s understanding of who they are as a 

person and a professional.  Two out of the four participants submitted additional 

documents for the study. 

Data Collection Methods 

 Data collection was accomplished through: 1) Semi-structured interviews 2) 

Participants’ Journal 3) Document/Record Gathering.  Data analysis took place 

simultaneously with data collection by using constant comparative method of coding.  

Trustworthiness was accomplished in the research by addressing credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability. 

Semi-structured Interviews 

According to Merriam (1998), semi-structured qualitative interviews are more 

open-ended and less structured.  Gubrium and Holstein (2002) defined qualitative 

interviews as a conversation that is utilized to create data by having people talk about 

themselves.  In addition, Seidman (2006) highlighted the importance of interviews as 

crucial if the researcher’s goal is to understand the meaning of people who are involved 

in education make their experience, then this process is a necessary step.  In interviewing, 

Guest, Bunce, and Johnson (2006) encouraged the use of open-ended questions as they 

help to encourage the participant to share his/her understanding, beliefs, experiences, and 

point-of-view. Interviews were conducted in a semi-structured way which allowed 

questions to be focused, but remained open and flexible in the way it is worded and timed 

(Erlandson, et al., 1993).  I chose four semi-structured interviews to be held with each 
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participant consisting of five to 10 questions for each interview.  The semi-structured 

interviews fit my study because it gave me the flexibility to respond to participants within 

the interview process, such as allowing me to probe for deeper understanding, clarify any 

questions which were not understood, as well as to summarize key components for 

verification which were verbalized by the participant’s response to each question.  Eaude 

(2001) declared that if we are to understand what and how others think about spirituality, 

we must probe deeper into underlying meanings which are ascribed to individuals.  As a 

point of clarification, the fourth interview was conducted by allowing the participants to 

interview me making myself part of the research process, as well as allowing myself to be 

vulnerable so each participant could delve deeper into who I am a researcher. The 

interview questions were exploratory in nature to seek administrator’s use of spirituality 

in their leadership and decision-making.   

 The interviews for two of four participants were conducted off-site via a phone 

conference for the participants’ convenience due to geographical location. The third 

participant’s interviews were conducted at the office on-site in her office in close 

proximity to where she resided. For the fourth interview, the participants interviewed me 

via face-to-face (Melissa), while the other two participants utilized off-site interviews via 

a phone conference.  The participants were made aware of the planned fourth interview 

prior to the data collection method beginning, and were again reminded after the 

conclusion of the third interview.  Participants were invited to ask any question they had 

of me so that I could immerse myself into the study.  All interview conversations were 

digitally recorded and transcribed by me. This process invaluable to because it provided 

the opportunity to listen to each interview more than once, as well as to reflect upon the 
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conversation.  All interview transcripts were sent to participants for editing and approval. 

The interview schedule was spread across four term periods to allow sufficient time for 

this process of transcribing and editing, and to avoid burdening the participants during the 

course of the study. 

 To allow for member checking during each interview, I periodically attempted to 

summarize what participants were saying to provide opportunity for clarity and 

understanding on my part. It also allowed the participants freedom to share and interpret 

meaning and experiences as they answered each question.  Interviews were designed for 

45-60 minutes to avoid being too time consuming; however, if the interview ran longer, 

the participants’ responses were not cut off for time sake in order to maintain the 

authenticity of their answers and the interview process. Overall, 12 semi-structured 

interviews were planned, recorded, transcribed and analyzed.  

Participant Journal 

 The second data source in my research design was journaling (Corti, 1993; 

Stewart & Prebble, 1993). The intention was for each of the participants to participate in 

a reflective journaling activity four times during the school year. The journal pro forma, 

which I developed, was emailed to each of the participants and provided three general 

guidelines for them to respond (Appendix F). These guidelines included multi-level 

question or a response to an article link sent to them, aimed at trying to grasp a better 

understanding of the participants’ leadership or decision-making through identification 

and description of spirituality, to higher order thinking of analysis, application, evaluation 

and reflection in action (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Barth, 1990).   
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 Four reflective journal entries were completed by the participants via online 

submission using their personal email account. The emailing of the journal pro forma 

made sending and receiving of data easy. The journaling instrument was considered 

helpful by two of the participants who noted that when working on their journal entry 

they began to reflect on their own decision-making process, as well as the decisions they 

had made that week or even that month.  The journaling instrument was helpful in 

providing another avenue of exploring the phenomenon of spirituality, as well as using 

the journal entries as another way to truly understand the participant and their thought 

process during the study.  Participants in the study were highly encouraged to keep a 

paper or electronic journal to help with collection of data.  The participants’ journal 

entries were to be used in such a way to create an authentic account of the thought 

process prior/after a decision had been made either through day-to-day responsibilities or 

during a crucial time of the year as it pertains to public school administration.   

Additional Documents/Records 

 Participants were given the opportunity to submit personal documents to help gain 

further insight on the participants’ life-experiences and daily work responsibilities.  

Examples of documents offered to the participants to submit consisted of diaries, 

photographs, schedules, etc.  Fetterman (1989) maintained that personal documents, as a 

way of helping the evaluator understand how the participant sees the world and what 

he/she wants to communicate to an audience.  Yin (1994) suggested that the qualitative 

researcher is expected to draw upon multiple sources of evidence, including physical 

artifacts which help the researcher achieve convergence and corroboration through the 

use of different data sources. Unlike other sources of qualitative data, collecting data 
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from documents was relatively invisible to, and required minimal cooperation from the 

participants.   

 Two of the participants shared photos of themselves and their family in order to 

help me understand the connection they had to their loved ones, as well as to gain a better 

insight on who they were as a person versus a participant.  The goal of this type of 

physical artifact was to gain a deeper knowledge of the participant outside of the 

professional world of administration.  Hodges, Keeley, and Grier (2000) insisted that the 

visual image has been used to describe what is most important to humans throughout 

history and is able to evoke emotions, abstract ideas, and the shared human experience. 

Harrison (2002) promoted the idea that photographs can be seen as a form of story-

telling, exploring narrative, and providing insight into memory and identity construction.  

With the participants being allowed flexibility to submit photos, they were given the 

freedom to tell a story by using images, as well as create a view into their past for me to 

truly understand the stories they shared during the research process.  The use of personal 

photos was appropriate for this study because it allowed me to narrate experiences and 

gain a better understanding of what each participant’s experience meant during that 

particular point in their life.   

Trustworthiness 

 In order to address trustworthiness of the data, four criteria were addressed in the 

current study: 1) Credibility 2) Dependability 3) Transferability 4) Confirmability. 

Credibility 

 According to Creswell and Miller (2010), there are eight primary strategies a 

qualitative research can implement in the study: triangulation, member checking, rich, 
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thick description, clarifying bias, presentation of bias information, prolonged time in the 

field, peer debriefing, presenting negative or discrepant information, and the use of 

external auditor.  For this study, I incorporated six out of the eight strategies listed above.   

 Schwandt (2007) stated triangulation is a means of checking the integrity of the 

inferences one draws.  It can involve the use of multiple data sources, multiple 

investigators, multiple theoretical perspectives, and/or multiple methods. He continues by 

adding that “the strategy of triangulation is often built on to the assumption of data from 

different sources or methods must come together to reveal the truth” (p. 298).  Glanz 

(2003) wrote, Triangulation enhances the credibility of qualitative data analysis.  The use 

of various data collection instruments and the comparison of emerging themes in one data 

collection instruments to other instruments greatly contributes to the credibility analysis.   

 To reduce the risk of using and obtaining incomplete data and making inaccurate 

interpretations, I used triangulation in various ways.  First, it was through the recruitment 

of four public school administrators in four different school districts.  Second, was the 

use of multiple research instruments to obtain data, and thirdly, was a year-long approach 

in the collection of my data for the study.   

Member checking was another strategy used during the data gathering portion of 

the research process.  All participants were sent copies of their transcript via email of 

their first interviews for editing and transparency purposes.  It should be noted there was 

not a single change required or advised by the participants.  All other transcripts were 

available to each participant at their request; however, they did not go through the same 

process for the preceding three interviews due to the participants’ busy schedules. Many 

expressed no need to send them after each interview due to the satisfaction of the answers 
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they had given me.  Finally, I used summarizing technique during the course of each 

interview to ensure I was understanding and interpreting accurately what each participant 

was saying. 

 The research process was credible because the data collected was richly 

descriptive of the experiences each participant shared as it related to leadership, decision-

making, and their personal stories.  Also, participants were allowed to define spirituality 

and how it relates to their decision-making from a curriculum and instructional vantage 

point through their own words, actions, and experiences.  In addition, participants were 

given full flexibility to express their diverse perspectives on the subject matter without 

any parameters imposed by me due to the fact I did not give them a definition in which to 

use for spirituality, leadership, and decision-making. 

Dependability 

 Dependability was established by reflecting on the effectiveness of the process 

which was used during the case study.  To further establish the idea of dependability, an 

audit trail was created for the current study.  Lincoln and Guba (1985) wrote: 

An auditor examines documentation (through critical incidents, documents, and 

interview notes) and a running account of the process (such as the investigator's 

daily journal) of the inquiry. The auditor examines the process of the inquiry, and 

in determining its acceptability the auditor attests to the dependability of the 

inquiry. The inquiry auditor also examines the product--the data, findings, 

interpretations, and recommendations--and attests that it is supported by data and 

is internally coherent so that the "bottom line" may be accepted. (p. 243) 

 

 The audit trail began after receiving approval from my dissertation committee and 

the approval of the International Review Board to conduct my study in March 2018 

(Appendix A).  During the research process I kept thorough and accessible records of my 
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documents used and collected during the research process, including: interview protocol 

for interviews 1-3 (Appendices C, D, and E), participant journal prompts (Appendix F), 

recruitment letters (Appendix G), and transcribed interviews.  

Transferability 

 Transferability can be defined as the extent to which those who read the study can 

apply the findings in other contexts.  In order to achieve the idea of transferability, rich 

and thick description of the experiences of the participants was needed.  Lincoln and 

Guba (1985) explained that rich and thick description is a way to achieve a form of 

external validity.  Along with the use of rich and thick description, purposive sampling 

was used to support the idea of transferability.  This type of sampling allowed for 

purposeful and strategic selection of the participants for this study.  Rreaders will be able 

to decide if the findings are applicable in some way to other situations or scenarios they 

show interest and curiosity into understanding on a deeper level.  

Confirmability 

 Lincoln and Guba (1985) noted, confirmability is the ability of the research 

findings to reflect the same conclusions others would find, and addresses bias.  

Confirmability is geared towards determining if the researcher allowed his or her values 

to interfere in the interpretation process to a degree which would distort or influence the 

findings.  As mentioned earlier, the current research was triangulated to minimize the 

bias and distortion of the data gathered, as well as using reflection on my own personal 

and professional experiences and pre-suppositions to ensure a place of neutrality during 

the research process.  This was achieved by an undefined and flexible open stance as it 

relates to spirituality, leadership, and decision-making in the realm of public school 
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administration, as well as my open recruitment process through the use of invitation or 

even nomination.   

 Reflexivity was also used during the research process.  According to Reay (2007), 

“reflexivity is about giving a full and honest account of the research process, while 

explicating the position of the researcher as it relates to the research” (p. 611).  Jootun, 

McGhee, and Marland (2009) believed that qualitative researchers have some degree of 

subjectivity since interpretation of the participants’ behavior and data collected is 

influenced by values, beliefs, experiences, and the genuine interest of the researcher.  

These are characteristics which are part of the research process used in an authentic 

matter, not to be confused as a biased point-of-view.  I critically reflected on the research 

process and findings, and this was exemplified by the number of drafts and re-drafts 

submitted periodically.  The professional dialogue and critique which took place after 

each submission contributed to the reflection of what spirituality is and how it is used in 

leadership and the decision-making process for four public school administrators.  In 

addition, the conformability audit as established earlier are supported by the materials 

provided which affirms the data and interpretations made during the research process.   

 Table 3.1 summarizes what I did in order to establish rigor within the current 

study. 
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Table 3.1 

 

Qualitative Criteria used for Research Quality and Rigor 
 

Qualitative Term  Strategy Employed in Research Process 

 

Credibility 

 

• Triangulation 

• Member checking  

• Rich, thick description 

• Clarify bias, presentation of bias 

information,  

• Prolonged time in the field 

• Presenting negative or discrepant 

information 

Dependability • Audit Trail 

• Triangulation 

Transferability • Rich, thick description 

• Purposive sampling 

Confirmability  • Triangulation 

• Reflexivity 

 

Data Analysis and Procedures 

 The process began once I started to gather data and extended through the four 

steps outlined in the model.  All interview data was entered using NVivo 12 Pro 

(www.qsrinternational.com) which is a software program for organizing and analyzing 

qualitative data.  The data was transcribed, read, and re-read, then as coded into themes 

and nodes to reveal patterns or connections to the research, as well as to draw meaning 

from the themes which emerged.  Initially, the data was coded in major themes to align 

with the research questions; however, once themes emerged from the major themes, they 

were identified as nodes which were derived from the major themes within the current 

study.  The major themes that emerged from the data collected were School 

http://www.qsrinternational.com/
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Administrators’ Daily Practices of Spirituality, Spiritual Leadership as a Guide to 

Become a Better Leader, and Spirituality in Decision-making for Public School 

Administrators. 

 I used QSR International’s NVivo 12 Pro software to conduct an analysis of the 

data I collected to identify emerging themes and patterns.  After each participant 

interview, I transcribed the audio recording and made each interview transcription 

available to the participants at their request.  The transcriptions were loaded into NVivo 

12 Pro software and coded into major themes aligned to the research questions.   

 Using NVivo 12 Pro software, themes and patterns were identified, connections, 

make inferences were made, and conclusions were drawn.  When themes emerged, I 

created theme-based nodes which correlated to the identified themes.  Relevant 

statements, phrases, and paragraphs from the transcripts used within the theme nodes 

were also used to create parent nodes.  When additional themes or patterns were 

discovered within the data coded as theme nodes, I created parent nodes that correlated to 

the identified theme nodes.  The relationship between the theme and parent nodes are 

displayed in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 

 

Relationship between Theme and Parent Nodes 
 

Theme Nodes Parent Nodes 

School Administrators’ Daily Practices of 

Spirituality 
• Daily Practices of Faith as an 

Extension of Spirituality 

o Faith in Prayers 

o Faith in a Higher Power 

o Faith in Religion 

 

Spiritual Leadership as a Guide to Become a 

Better Leader 
• Hope/Faith 

• Vision 

• Altruistic Love 

• Calling/membership 

• Organizational commitment and 

productivity  

Spirituality in Decision-making for Public 

School Administrators 
• Decision-making through the Influence 

of Role Model(s)/Mentor(s) 

• Decision-making through the Influence 

of Reflection 

• Decision-making of Life Experiences 

• Decision-making through the Influence 

of Collaboration 

• Decision-making through the Influence 

of Family 

 

  

Each phrase, statement, or paragraph was coded into theme nodes, and parent 

nodes, and is considered a designated reference within the research.  Figure 3.1 is a visual 

representation of the percentages of each reference coded into the different nodes 

described above from each participant’s transcript or each source. 
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Figure 3.1. Percentage of references coded in participant transcript and each source. 

  

 

In addition to the major themes that emerged, as the participant’s data were being 

coded, parent nodes, such as Daily Practices of Faith as an Extension of Spirituality 

began to emerge.  As the parent nodes were created, relevant data was coded for each 

parent node.  To further explore the interview data, I created nodes for each interview 

question and each follow-up question session, which was conducted with each 

participant.  Nodes were also created for each of the participant’s journal entries and were 

used in the creation of major themes and parent nodes.  Figure 3.2 confirms the sample is 

represented in the data that was collected and coded. 

Melissa: 
38.81%

Sam: 30.22%

Rose: 30.97%

PERCENTAGE OF REFERENCES
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Figure 3.2. Samples collected and coded from NVivo Pro 12 software. 

 

Summary of Chapter III 

 The methodology for the current study was qualitative in nature with participant 

data collected from one-on-one semi-structured interviews, as well as participant 

journals, and additional documents/records (pictures) which were submitted voluntary by 

participants.  Purposive sampling was used to select the public school administrators for 

this study who had a minimum of five years of educational experience working in a 

public school district.  The research study was designed to collect and explore qualitative 

data from the semi-structured interviews, participant journal entries, and 
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documents/records about how public school administrators use of spirituality in 

educational leadership and decision-making.   

 Participant interviews were conducted off site via phone interviews due to the 

geographical distance for two participants (Sam and Rose), as well as for convenience for 

the participants.  On site interviews were used for one participant (Melissa) due to the 

close proximity in which her campus resided to my current geographical location.  In 

addition, documents/records were analyzed to assist in the creation of the participant’s 

portraiture.  Participant interviews and journal entries were transcribed and included 

member checking, and then entered into the NVivo 12 Pro computer software for 

qualitative data analysis.  The data was coded into categories representing each question 

asked to ensure only the participants’ responses, then into nodes to identify emerging 

themes, patterns, and trends. Triangulation of the data was accomplished through: the 

recruitment of three public school administrators within three different school districts, 

the use of multiple research instruments to obtain data, and a year-long approach in the 

collection of the data for the study, member checking used during the data gathering 

portion of the research process by participants being sent a copy of their transcript via 

email of their first interview for editing and transparency purposes, and summarizing 

technique during the course of each interview was utilized to ensure I was understanding 

and interpreting accurately each participant’s response.  Credibility, dependability, 

transferability, and confirmability were accomplished with various strategies employed in 

the research process.  
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
 

You can go to church every day, all the time and still not truly be spiritual, you  

know, it's what's inside of you and how you live and what you know.

 (Melissa, Interview 4.1) 

 

 The above quote from Melissa, an elementary principal, describes how spirituality 

within any realm of a person’s life or profession is not strictly isolated into a theological 

or religious perspective.  Spirituality is what one defines it to be, as well as how one 

chooses to practice such traits within everyday actions, words, and decisions.  The focus 

of my research was to inquire into the life experiences of four public school district 

administrators to understand how spirituality plays a role in their decision-making and 

how they lead within their respective roles in their organization.  In Chapter IV I include 

a participant’s portraiture, a discussion on the key findings of the research conducted, 

focusing on describing and interpreting the data into main themes and how they relate to 

one another. 

Participant’s Portraiture 

 In the early part of this chapter, demographic information was given for each 

participant’s district and/or campus in which each worked; however, facts and figures 

alone do not provide an intimate and detailed portrait of whom the participant is outside 

of the research process.  The use of portraiture was utilized to give the reader a deeper 

and more intimate understanding of how important the influence of family is and why 

family influences each participant’s decision-making as an internal element only 

recognizable to the participant. The methodology of portraiture was first introduced by 
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Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot (1983) in her book titled The Good High School, and later was 

assisted by Jessica Hoffman Davis in 1997.  The use of portraiture is not to test a theory 

or hypothesis, but to explore participants’ experiences and study how meanings are made 

within a specific context.  Denzin and Lincoln (2005) asserted that qualitative research is 

grounded in participants’ experiences of their respective worlds and involves interpretive 

representations that make the world of the participant visible.  Furthermore, portraiture is 

associated with not interpreting complex meanings, but on the contrary, to take such 

complex meanings and to give existence or organization to what makes something 

“good” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997).  In addition, Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis 

(1997) explained that a portraitist is not a passive listener to the stories and experiences 

of the participant, but actively listens to stories that the researcher uses to identify and co-

create within the research process.  Lawrence-Lightfoot (1983) wrote: 

 One formulates a view that recognizes the myriad of ways in which goodness… 

gets expressed in various settings; that admits imperfection as an inevitable  

ingredient of goodness and that reveals goodness in holistic concept, a complex  

mixture of variables whose expression can only be recognized through detail  

narrative of institutional and interpersonal process. (p. 25) 

 

The qualitative researcher showcases the strengths and triumphs of the participants within 

a study.  By the portraitist becoming an active listener versus a passive listener, the 

portraitist is able to create a narrative which unveils the participants’ life experiences and 

how individuals use these experiences to make sense of their world and life.  With 

participants becoming vulnerable when speaking about their mistakes and 

“imperfections,” the portraitist is able to elicit the participant’s authentic voice and 

support the expression of intimate details of a person’s life by creating a climate of safety 
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through the practice of respectful listening, power sharing, and learning with the 

participant (McCarthy, 2017, p. 39).  

 According to Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis (1997), portraiture is a type 

qualitative research method because “in its focus on the convergence of narrative and 

analysis, in its goal of speaking to the broader audiences beyond the academy…in its 

explicit recognition of the use of self as the primary research instrument” (p. 14).  The 

portraitist recognizes that the descriptions are interpretative in nature, and infuses the use 

of creative writing to organize and develop a narrative which integrates the data 

collected, but manages to leave the text open for interpretation (Gaztambide-Fernandez, 

Cairns, Kawashima, Menna, & VanderDussen, 2011).  The use of portraiture is not the 

only qualitative method to be used in order to create a personal and intimate approach in 

researching complex meanings, but it does allow the reader an opportunity to draw 

multiple insights on a specific account through the use of description within the narrative 

developed by the portraitist (Bloom & Erlandson, 2003).   

 In this section, the information provided for each participant, through the use of 

portraiture strives to move beyond the outcome typical quantitative measures and 

provides the reader with a better understand of whom the participant is as a person, and 

not just a participant within a study.  Two participants, including myself, submitted 

pictures that were used to gain a better understanding of who we are beyond mere 

quotations provided in an interview.  It should be noted that all participants reviewed the 

portraiture I created for each of them, and there was only one minor change made by one 

participant (Melissa).  This member checking was conducted to bolster transparency and 

credibility of this study.  In addition, Rose submitted an email once she had read the 
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portraiture I had created about her and it read, “Wow! You made me cry when I read 

what you wrote about me.  You truly have a gift of insight, and great listening skills 

(Email 1).  

Melissa: Insight into the World of a Campus Principal 

 Melissa is 40 years old and has been married for 22 years.  She has two school-

aged children and has been in her current district for 11 years, nine of which were spent 

as a teacher and two as a principal at an elementary campus.  Her home structure was one 

in which she was raised in a two-parent home where her father was a public school 

teacher.  Melissa has one sister whom, early on in her life, she was not really close to, but 

later admitted that as her sister left for college, they began to grow closer, and Melissa 

considers her older sister to be her best friend.  Her love and passion for students and 

teachers is one that grew from her early upbringing by her parents.  During the interview 

process, which will be discussed in depth later in this chapter, Melissa recalled watching 

and listening to her parents and how they spoke to and treat one another, especially as she 

and her sister were growing up in their home.  Melissa spoke about the love and 

admiration she has for her parents, as well as the leadership and mentorship each 

provided during her upbringing and even today as she fulfills her role as a principal. 

 Melissa is a very compassionate and passionate person when it comes to her work 

family and her immediate family.  This was evident during the interview process when 

she teared up and had trouble speaking when she expressed her desire and love for the 

people she worked with and the students and parents she served.  She truly believes that 

the students she works with at her campus have the ability to succeed in everything they 

put their mind to, regardless of the poverty in which a majority of her student body lives.  
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Melissa goes beyond test scores and benchmark data to gauge success of students.  On 

several occasions, Melissa commented to me how students do succeed on a daily basis on 

her campus even though it is not reflected on a state accountability test score.  She 

marvels at and is driven by a student who achieves academic growth even though he or 

she may not have a passing grade on a particular assessment.  According to her, this is a 

success story because the student showing growth and confidence can be gleaned from 

that experience.   

 Her enthusiasm for teachers comes from her time in the trenches as a teacher 

herself on the same campus that she currently serves as the principal.  Melissa has many 

close associates on her campus; however, she does not allow this familiarity with her 

teachers to thwart her leadership, decision-making, or the professional standard she holds 

her staff to on a daily basis.  Melissa wants teachers to teach their hearts out every day 

and be prepared to do so.  Teachers come to her for advice, for guidance, and even for an 

opportunity to be counseled by her even though she has no specific training in this area.  

Melissa knows that the only way a student can be successful in life is with a solid 

education.  This can only be accomplished with a competent teacher in her classroom.  

Melissa does not accept the status quo from the teachers, and her leadership is not one of 

demanding others to do as they are told, but it is displayed by her work ethic and 

humbleness and belief that no one is more important than the student. 

 Melissa has a tremendous passion for faith in God.  Several times during the 

process, Melissa spoke about how her belief in God has helped her in so many different 

ways and in many different circumstances.  Melissa’s source of peace, love, balance, and 

the ability to lead comes from a love for and dedication to God.  Set in motion early on in 
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life by her parents, she describes herself as a Christian who tries to model the example of 

Jesus Christ in her daily walk at home and at work.  Melissa strives to be a great person 

and a great leader in that particular order.  Even though she has sacrificed many things in 

her life to accomplish what she has thus far in her career, she will not sacrifice her family 

or her faith, no matter what.  In addition to her faith in God and Christianity, Melissa 

reads the Bible as much as she can as a practice to fill herself with teachings and wisdom 

from biblical people and experiences, which helps mold and shape her leadership style 

and decision-making mindset.  To her, reading the Bible allows her to stay connected to 

things that are important to her and to devote time to her faith to keep her life balanced. 

 Melissa knows that she cannot accomplish the many things she hopes to 

accomplish without the help of people.  She acknowledged that she is only one person, 

and cannot afford to isolate people when it comes to educating students and being the 

mother and wife she wants to be every day.  Melissa strongly believes in collaboration 

and certainly associates power in team.  Her journey on her campus is one that she has 

chosen not to happen without including as many people as possible such as teachers, 

students, parents, community members, and other district administrators.  Melissa knows 

that she must model many of the traits she wants to see in her teachers and students to 

create the buy-in that she is looking for within the process of educating students.  This 

modeling is not one of false bravado, but one of intrinsic beliefs and traits demonstrated 

in for others to see.  Examples of these actions are: welcoming every student each day as 

they enter the building before school begins, wiping down cafeteria tables in between 

lunch sessions, dressing up with her students and teachers during special days on her 
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campus, and visiting parents in their homes after work hours just to let them know she 

cares for them.   

Sam: Interpretation of the Life of an Executive Director 

 Sam’s submission of her photographs was an immense collection of her mother 

and father, son, and grandmother.  For the purpose of the portraiture, I have selected to 

focus on the portrait that she submitted, which included herself, her mother, and 

grandmother.  The purpose behind this selection in Sam’s numerous responses she gave 

during the interview process in which she talks about her grandmother and mother and 

the role they played in her life growing up and even today.  The time I spent with Sam 

and the conversations I had with her have revealed an admiration she has for both 

women.   

 The picture captures all three women in front of a school building with worn brick 

and mortar which has aged with the elements of the season.  Sam is dressed in a black 

graduation robe with a turquoise stole, signifying her academic achievement within her 

educational career.  With her near-perfect, upright posture, an aura of pride, 

accomplishment, sheer joy beams from her stance and the smile that she adorns on her 

face.  Her carefully coiffed hair, her simple, but elegant earrings speaks of the 

momentous occasion marking a milestone that Sam reached while being a single mother 

to a son who will soon follow in the footsteps she has carefully crafted throughout her 

life.  What a moment to experience with the two women in her life whom she loves and 

admires.   

 Sam’s mother, standing to her right, is enveloped in a fuchsia dress decorated 

with gold buttons across her chest.  Her hair neatly styled, studious reading glasses worn, 
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and jewelry to match the dress create the impression that careful consideration and 

thought has been given to what is seen by others and what is displayed for the moment at 

hand.  With her left arm closely embracing her daughter, Sam’s mother stands by her 

side, smiling as one would when presenting or boasting of someone whom she is 

presenting to the world for the first time – a coming out party of sorts.  Holding her 

daughter tight, the picture resonates love and respect for her child, not because she has 

received her degree from a higher institution of knowledge, but a respect that comes from 

a mother’s heart as to affirm a job well done. 

 Sam’s grandmother, while holding a white and wrinkled program in her left hand, 

embraces her granddaughter closely to her side with her right hand.  She also paid careful 

attention to detail in selecting the outfit in which she is clothed.  Sam’s grandmother 

makes a statement with her crisp white top and professional black pants that exudes grace 

that matches her posture of reverence.  As with her other two family members, Sam’s 

grandmother’s hair and makeup are neat and well designed to complement her attire. The 

watch she wears around her left wrist is traditional and of modest design, which matches 

perfectly with her attire, and the smile she displays signifies her satisfaction.   

 While Sam’s mother and grandmother secure her with one arm, Sam has one arm 

wrapped around her mother and the other around her grandmother.  The close clasp that 

she has on each of them speaks to the spectator as to tell them “‘We have done it!’”  As 

one looks upon the faces of each woman, displays a passage of time for all three women 

and what life once was, what life is, and what life will be after from this point forward.  

The three generations represented in this picture cement an experience that many families 
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across the world will have—college graduation; however, to Sam this moment is unique 

to her due to the many life lessons and experiences she has had with these two women.   

 Sam is currently 43 years of age and is a single mother to a son who currently is 

pursuing his bachelor’s degree.  Sam has been in education for 22 years; 10 of those 

years she spent as a teacher, 10 as a Director of ESL/Bilingual Coordinator, and two 

years in her current role as an Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction.  Her 

entire career has been spent in west Texas, of which she is very proud, especially since 

her roots are close to where she has been employed over the last 22 years.  Sam’s passion 

for all students, especially students who are labeled ESL/Bilingual comes from her early 

experiences, told to her by her mother and grandmother, and stories of how they were 

treated in school growing up.  Sam recalls very vividly in many of her responses the 

scrutiny and prejudice that her mother and her grandmother faced due to their limited 

understanding of the English language.  The home structure in which she grew up was 

similar to all the participants in terms of having both her mother and father raising her in 

a small town.  

 In addition, Sam shared various memories of when she was growing up in a small 

town in west Texas and some of the struggles she faced, being a person of Mexican 

decent.  Sam was extremely proud of the many accomplishments that she was able to 

attend while battling a form of racism in her life inside and outside of school.  Being the 

first person in her family to attend and graduate from college was a tremendous 

accomplishment because she knew that she was setting the stage for her son who she 

absolutely loves and adores.  In essence, Sam was paving the way that she wanted her son 

to follow, as well as the students she has and continues to help in the past and the current 
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role she currently holds, to follow.  These negative experiences motivated Sam to lend 

herself to those students who come from poverty, who lack financial security in their 

lives, and who may not be the most intelligent in their class.  Sam believes that every 

student can learn and that every student can be successful in their lives as long as there is 

someone to help them along the way. 

 In interviewing Sam, another trait that came to light very quickly was her 

unwillingness to allow others to do the bare minimum for students and parents.  Sam 

spoke about teachers who were unwilling to change because they have always done 

certain things for so many years, and their attitude was that students are either lazy or 

their parents need to do more with their children.  In essence, these teachers were 

communicating that it was not their fault that children were not learning.  Sam is the type 

of person who does not and will not stand for that type of excuse.  Her response to this 

situation was to work with teachers and show them data and remind them that all of them, 

including Sam, were here to serve students.  Additionally, Sam is not afraid to have 

difficult conversations, even though she does not enjoy them and she does not like 

confrontation.  She will do this because of her love for students.  She cannot stand and 

allow others to harm students or even get by with underperforming and failing to meet 

the expectations she has for each and every individual she oversees in her district.   

 The idea of servant leadership, which will be addressed more in depth later in this 

chapter, is one that Sam holds near and dear to her heart.  Sam challenges herself to be 

more than a leader.  She gravitates to a place where she wants to be seen as a person who 

cares for others and not this public school administrator who complains and corrects 

people all the time.  She weaves through the maze of being a leader, a curriculum 
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decision-maker, and sometimes the boss with diligent and calculated measures, keeping 

in mind that although she cannot be friends with people she leads, she can allow herself 

to be seen as a person who does care about people beyond their job responsibilities.  Even 

though Sam does get frustrated with people she works with, she knows that many of them 

may not know any better and that they are not trying to sabotage kids intentionally.  It is 

this compassion that drives her to sit down with teachers or other public school 

administrators and develop a plan of action, or even just discuss their philosophical 

beliefs to come to a shared agreement about what is best for students and staff members 

moving forward.  She truly is there to serve them because of the countless hours she 

spends at work and sacrificing time with her family at a certain time of the school year to 

ensure the needs of everyone in the district.   

 Family, to Sam, provides hope and balance to her hectic daily life in being a 

public school administrator.  Sam verbalized the admiration she has for her mother, 

father, grandmother, and son and how all of these individuals have been her source of 

hope and motivation.  As mentioned early, Sam adores her son of whom she is extremely 

proud due to his many academic accomplishments thus far.  For many years, as he was 

growing up, it was only Sam and he who did everything together.  She did have the 

support of her mother and father as her son grew up, but Sam knew it was she and her son 

who made up their family and it was her sole responsibility to raise him.  Sam felt extra 

pressure to perform a dual role as a mother and father to her son, and at times, she felt 

that she had failed in some areas of his upbringing. However, Sam knows that she did 

something right because her son has been so successful and is nearing the end of his 

journey in receiving his degree.  What Sam did and does is for her son in order to set him 
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up for continued success, as well as to work and lead in a manner for her parents to 

continue to be proud of her.  It is not affirmation that Sam seeks, it is the joy she wants to 

provide her family in knowing that they too did a great job in raising her.  

Rose: Vantage Point for a Language Development Specialist 

 Rose is currently 53 years of age and is married with two children. She has been 

in education for 28 years, 23 of those years spent as a teacher, two as an Instructional 

Coach, and three years as a Language Development Specialist in which she assists in 

providing support and supervision for 25 elementary campuses.  Rose has spent the 

majority of her career in her current district, and is extremely grateful for the opportunity 

she has been given to work with students and staff members on a daily basis. Like the 

prior two participants, Rose’s passion and dedication to her job and her district are 

extremely noticeable in the way she spoke about the honor she has working with students 

every day.  Her pursuit of accomplishing her job and to make a difference in the lives of 

others was instilled in her at an early age 

 Rose spoke about how her parents instilled a sense of pride and a job-well done in 

her daily tasks as a child.  She recalls on several occasions where she talked about her 

father wanting her to have an impeccable work ethic and she was driven to meet the 

expectation from her father which was modeled by her father according to Rose.  Her 

mother instilled a commitment to have a positive attitude while performing her work, and 

doing so with a smile on her face.  This is important for Rose because her interactions 

with the people she works with, and the students she serves views this as opportunities to 

be that visual example of hard work, integrity, and success.  She always is mindful of 

being a person who comes to work happy.  Rose finds pleasure in the daily grind of her 
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job, and manages to find the beauty within the struggle of the daily demands, as well as 

the obstacles that she encounters while serving in her current role.  One unique 

characteristic of Rose is how much she believes in the work that she does, and she 

embraces the fact that, while her work is not easy, it is fulfilling because she is helping 

shape the future in her community and in the world.  She truly understands and accepts 

the fact she is not more important than one person or one organization.  She is a part of a 

greater whole that molds and shapes children for what they will encounter in their lives 

once they leave her district. 

 As mentioned earlier, Rose’s work ethic is one that provides a sense of pride. In 

several instances Rose aligns her work ethic as the way she honors her mother and her 

father for all the wonderful things they provided for her and her siblings.  She takes this 

same type of attitude to show her gratitude towards her mentor, whom she gives credit to 

for growing and holding her to a very high expectation in her past role as a teacher.  

Rose’s mentor, who was her former principal, saw something in her and always 

challenged her to do a job better than what she did the day before.  Rose knows that she is 

the leader she is today because of her mentor.  Rose’s attitude of paying it forward 

resonates in her willingness to spend many sleepless nights to get the job done because 

she whole-heartedly believes that, to do what she does, and to perform at the level she 

expects of herself, she cannot be tied down with a nine to five workday schedule.  Her 

mindset is one of mental toughness and sacrifice of her time and energy to serve and lead 

the way her mentor and parents modeled.  She strives to be just like the people she 

admires, and to be compared to them is a reward within itself.  She longs to hear that 
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what she is doing is helping students, teachers, parents, and her community, and the 

dedication she displays is making a positive difference.  

 During the time I spent with Rose, her interest level in the subject matter grew 

with each interview.  After every interview, she asked me what I had learned, and if my 

findings were what I anticipated.  This growth mindset of Rose, one of always searching 

for information and knowledge to perform certain tasks, or just being a better leader, 

resonated in my interactions with her.  She gravitates to learning, because she admits that 

she does not know everything.  Rose uses one of her siblings as a source of information 

she quizzes him on what he is working on, and what new things or research is out there 

for her to know and try.  Her unwavering and unwillingness to allow herself to remain 

stagnate and perfect her craft is something that makes her the person she is today.  Rose 

is curious, a life-long learner, a critical thinker, and a champion for children because of 

her drive to improve her life constantly, both at home and at work. 

 Rose described her current family make-up, presented earlier in this section.  This 

was vital because she wants to be known as an excellent mother and wife first, and an 

excellent employee second.  Rose believes she can satisfy her home and work 

commitments on a high level every day; however, she also understands that each one 

must be met in its correct order.  Rose’s love for her family does not supersede her love 

for her work.  In her experiences as a mother and spouse, she has always been supportive 

of her two sons by being involved in their extra-curricular activities by volunteering her 

time.  In addition, Rose managed to maintain her responsibilities as a wife to her husband 

by taking charge when he travels for his business.  This labor of love she exhibits is 

evidence that she will not sacrifice those who are near and dear to her to promote her 
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professional career.  Her life revolves around her family and it is a source of comfort, 

balance, and motivation.  In essence, it is the heartbeat of her existence, and one source of 

her passion is to see others succeed, because Rose sees the children she works with in her 

district, as her children.  She wants them to be just as successful as her two sons have 

been, and to help others achieve this level of success in their future would give her great 

satisfaction.   

Inside the Mind of a Superintendent: John the Researcher 

 My mother and father played a huge role in teaching and instilling numerous 

qualities that have made me the man I am today.  The following description of a single 

photograph of my parents (see Appendix J) is not an all-inclusive representation of them 

or me; however, it does offer insight into who I am as a person, a public school 

administrator, and a son, while offering a more in-depth foundation and correlation of my 

self-portraiture.   

 The picture was taken outside of the Catholic Church we attended during my 

upbringing in Lamesa, Texas.  My parents are standing beside a 1992 Chevrolet car 

which was modest in nature and matched my parents’ personality.  My mother is dressed 

in her white blouse, along with her brown pants and black dress shoes that she wore 

frequently when attending services or special events.  I often joked with my mother about 

her outfit, telling her that it was one many had seen before, and I advised her to buy new 

clothes.  She always replied with “‘I am not there to impress anyone because God doesn’t 

care what I wear to church.’” With a chuckle, I remember thinking, “My mother does not 

care what she looks like,” but I always knew Sundays and church was her time to get out 

of the house and worship just like her parents had taught her.  While standing only 4’ feet 
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11” tall, my mother was able to curl her arm around my father’s back as he squatted his 

6’ foot 1” inch body down to reduce the awkwardness of the height difference while they 

posed for the photograph.  My mother has a smile on her face that I consistently saw after 

church service, which assured me that my mother was happy even after a challenging 

week that comes from raising six children. 

 In the photo (see Appendix J) my dad is in his faded blue dress shirt with a 

Buglers cigarette pouch showing, which I am pretty sure he forgot to take out of his 

pocket before entering the building; dressed in his pressed, black pants spoke volumes to 

the simplistic, yet prideful man.  My father is wearing boots that he shined every 

Saturday night, like he was trained to do while serving in the military, knowing my 

mother hated to be late for church services.  My father is holding a bulletin of the church 

events scheduled for the week ahead, which he always managed to obtain even though he 

did not plan on attending any of those events.  With his arm around my mom, the image 

speaks love to me, and I think in some part spoke love to my mother as well.  My dad 

was a man of few words, showed love in his own special way because even at his death, 

we never heard him say those magical words…I love you.  It was moments like this, 

captured in time providing evidence that indeed he did have love in his heart.  Hair 

slicked back with oil that I have not seen sold for over 22 years now, adorning his work 

safety glasses, his faced aged from working as a farm hand, oil field worker, and truck 

driver depicted a man who worked hard all his life and how life’s challenges took a toll 

on him.   

 Sacrifice, unselfishness, simplicity, and common sense were elements that 

radiated from this photo of my parents.  These are things they taught us during my years 
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in their home, traits that I too exhibit in my home and at work.  Their life of simplicity 

was evidence that they went without so we, their children, had everything we needed.  I 

know now why my mother and father wore faded clothes; it was because they put us first 

before themselves. What great teachers they were for me, and how my children have 

gained from their teachings as well.  I learned what to do and what not to do with my own 

wife and children. Each day I say, “I love you” to all three of them, but I hold on to the 

lessons which have helped me be the person I am today.   

 Although the portraiture is not all encompassing, it is my intent to lend a glimpse 

of what my life was and currently is, and to provide context within this section that my 

experience in public education does bring credibility to this study.  I am 43 years of age, 

and married with two school-aged children.  I have been the superintendent at a 4-A 

district for the last four years.  Before obtaining this position, I had been a teacher, an 

assistant principal, a principal, a human resource director, and a superintendent for 

another school district.  In all, I have 22 years of public school district experience, where 

the majority of that time was spent working in districts where there have been high rates 

of economically disadvantaged, at-risk student population.  I truly consider working in 

districts with diverse student populations, with high needs academically as my calling in 

life as a public school administrator.   

 I was raised by my mother and father in a small town in west Texas.  My father 

was bilingual and completed the eighth grade in his education, while my mother spoke 

Spanish only, and was a stay-at-home wife, who completed the third grade.  Growing up, 

we did not have much to show for my father’s hard work.  I was the youngest of six 

children, and was the second sibling to attend college after graduating high school.  My 
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parents always expected all their children to do well in school, and excuses for poor 

grades was never acceptable.  My father knew that if we wanted a better life, education 

would be the key.  My father once told me, “Go to school and finish your education.  You 

see how me and your mother struggle.  We do not want that for you.”  I will always 

remember my father having such a strong belief in education, and he made sure we 

understood that mindset as well, especially when he held us accountable for “not taking 

care of business” in the classroom. 

 Upon graduating high school, I began my post-secondary education career at 

Texas Tech University.  Once again, the words my father spoke to me were forever in my 

brain.  The day I was leaving for college, my father was cutting weeds in the front yard.  I 

stopped to tell him goodbye and he told me, “Remember to finish what you start, because 

if you don’t you will be cutting these weeds like I am for the rest of your life.” I quickly 

responded to him, “No way, I like sitting in the A/C behind a computer better.” On my 

drive to Lubbock that day, I could not stop thinking about all the sacrifices my parents 

made for me and how I wanted to repay them for all they had done for me.  My father 

and mother were parents who did not want monetary payments for their hard work.  All 

they ever wanted for their children was for them to live a great life, and to help others do 

the same. 

 My parents were certainly role models for me, and when I lost both of them 2 

years ago, I was absolutely crushed.  The support system I had form them was absolutely 

amazing.  They taught me how to be a better dad, a better leader, a better husband, and a 

better person all around, and for them to be gone from my life was definitely a punch in 

the gut for me.  I am forever grateful for them, because they were so full of wisdom and 
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common sense, and I find myself bestowing that same wisdom to my children every 

chance I get.  One thing is clear, I am who I am because of the love and upbringing they 

provided me.  They always wanted me to live a better life then what they had, but I will 

never forget what they gave me which goes beyond tangible things that one could buy in 

a store or online.   

 Upon completion of college, I quickly jumped in the workforce as a teacher and 

coach in a small west Texas town.  I was a teacher and coach for 9 years in various 

districts, but one thing I quickly realized was the leaders I worked for inspired me to do 

better each and every day.  It is through this passion they modeled for me I desired to be 

like them.  I wanted to inspire people to push themselves, to perform at high levels, and 

to believe in greater things and accomplish each desire when the odds were against them.  

In 2004, I started working on my Master’s Degree in Educational Administration.  

Teaching and coaching at the time, plus working on my degree was extremely difficult.  I 

am forever grateful for my family supporting me in this endeavor because I sacrificed so 

much time with them to reach my professional goal. Not too long after I received my 

degree, I took a job as an assistant principal in a middle school.  I was so amazed at all 

the behind-the-scene things that happened on a daily basis which I was oblivious to as a 

teacher.  I had always questioned certain decisions my principals made when I was 

teaching and recall thinking how stupid those decisions were because administrators did 

not understand what teachers endured. In reality, I had no idea what administrators went 

through daily, or the demands that were placed on them by students, parents, teachers, 

and district level administrators.   
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 I progressed through the ranks of administration while working on my 

superintendent’s certification. It was at this time in my life that I knew I wanted to be a 

superintendent.  I truly believed I could do this job better than anyone else.  It was not 

arrogance that drove me to believe this way; it was seeing so many teachers and so many 

students struggle and lose passion for what they did which caused me to work towards 

the superintendent’s certification. I wanted to be a leader who instilled hope, love, 

compassion, and motivation into a profession that was quickly being overtaken by the 

pressures of high-stake testing and accountability.  I felt the pendulum was swinging in 

the wrong direction on how we were expected to educate kids from the state and federal 

level, and I detested it.  About three years after I completed my superintendent’s 

certification, I began to work on my doctoral degree.  I was not finished learning and I 

was truly searching for ways to perfect my craft, ways beyond the professional 

development model that many schools had adopted.   

 As I was preparing to select my first course in the doctoral program, one of my 

professors I knew from my bachelor’s course work told me about this class in spirituality 

in education, and how this course was focused around the works of Palmer (1998b).  She 

said, “I thought about you when this course came up and I think you should take it.”  I 

told her I would.  It was allowing me to kill two birds with one stone: I could get credit 

for a class and I would appease my professor by saying “yes” because I really admired 

her.  The first night of the course the professor began to talk about education and how we 

have lost sight of the mission, which is to foster creativity and passion for learning, and 

how all these things are missing because education is a business now.  We began to read 

passages from Palmer’s (1998b) works, which told us how we should be evoking a new 
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kind of spirituality; one that is centered around love, respect, and how these things should 

rejuvenate one’s spirit in their work and daily lives.  I was hooked!  This is what I was 

searching for as a leader: a new way to lead teachers, students, and parents.  I wanted to 

collaborate; I wanted to engage others, I wanted to evoke passion and rejuvenation in 

other people’s lives.  I finally knew what I was searching for and it was spirituality in 

education.   

 I will admit that when I heard spirituality in education, I quickly referred to my 

upbringing as a Catholic and my current practice as being a non-denominational.  There 

were components from my past religious beliefs and current theological thinking that 

continued to engage my interest level in the subject matter.  The idea of love for others 

was a component of spirituality that we all could practice without worrying about 

violating the idea of separation of church and state. I was so energized to know the things 

I aspired to do, and to some extent was doing, had a name.  I never knew I was a spiritual 

leader of sorts until I started to learn more about the subject matter.  I began to reflect on 

how spirituality played such an important role in my life at work and at home. I knew that 

my dissertation would revolve in some way, shape, or form around this subject matter.   

 As a current superintendent, practicing spirituality is not difficult for me because 

it is who I am and who I want to be.  I was asked if spirituality leadership can be taught 

and learned.  I responded to this question by saying, “Spirituality can be taught and it can 

be learned, but to me, spirituality should be lived.”  Spirituality is a term that can take so 

many different meanings, hence why there is not one academic definition that scholars 

can agree upon.  Spirituality is something that is practiced on a daily basis; at least that is 

my belief.  The subject matter of spirituality has been discussed by several leading 
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researchers; however, there still is an argument about where spirituality fits in the world 

of public education.  The answer to this question is up to the practitioner.   

 I know there is concern about not imposing one’s views upon another, even 

outside of religion; however, one can still practice such views and beliefs in a respectful 

and courteous manner.  It is acceptable to have compassion, love, hope, and to evoke 

passion for others in their work.  Is this not what a person in a leadership position should 

be doing anyway?  It is safe to say that there are leaders who are practicing these traits in 

their profession or organization without violating the law or imposing their views on 

another employee.  What I strive for is to create an environment, through spirituality, in 

which people feel appreciated, valued, and respected for who they are as human beings 

first, and employees second.   

 The four descriptions provided are not all encompassing.  It is tedious and a 

tremendous task to try to put into words a total of 179 years of experiences, thoughts, and 

beliefs in one study.  The profile was generated to provide the reader a snapshot of who 

the person is beyond just being a participant within in a study.  In addition, it was my 

intention to provide facets of each person’s unique life and belief system so that these 

qualities move past the perception of being mere data points and numbers.  They are 

unique individuals whose inner being has a story to tell and whose unique traits add 

meaning and quality to their lives, as well as those who they serve and work with each 

day.  

Findings 

 The study explored the role of spirituality in educational leadership and decision-

making for four public school administrators, while using Fry and Nisiewicz’s Model 
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(2013) Spiritual Leadership Model and Phipps’s (2012) Model of Moderating Variables 

as theoretical lenses in which to analyze the data.  Specifically, data was collected and 

analyzed to answer the following research questions:  

 Over-arching question: 

 In what ways does spirituality influence educational leadership? 

 Sub-questions: 

1. How do public school district administrators practice spirituality in their 

work? 

2. What are public school district administrators’ daily practices of spirituality 

like? 

3. What does it mean for public school district administrators to practice 

spirituality at work? 

4. What role does spirituality play for public school district administrators in 

becoming better leaders? 

 The data collected provided insight into the participants’ beliefs and daily 

practices of spirituality, and decision-making.  The expressed beliefs and practices 

highlighted several elements within Fry and Nisiewicz’s, and Phipps’s aforementioned 

priori models, which are presented in the following sections.  Furthermore, percentages 

of references coded in participants’ transcripts and from each source in Chapter III have 

been provided for the purpose of clarification and ease in visualizing the data.  A 

comprehensive list of the participants’ references, document sources and location within 

the current study have also been provided in the audit trail chart found in Appendix G. 
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Public School Administrators’ Daily Practices of Spirituality 

There is no one definition for spirituality and that's the beauty about the subject 

matter. Spirituality is what you make it to be. Some people define it through their 

actions, some people define it through experiences, or define it through both. 

(John, Interview 4.3) 

 

 Figure 4.1 is a visual representation of School Administrator’s Daily Practice of 

Spirituality which demonstrates the different forms of practices used by the participants 

in the current study. 

 

Figure 4.1. Spiritual leadership for public school administration. 

  

The theme of Public School Administrators’ Daily Practice of Spirituality touches 

upon each research question in various and subtle ways.  The perspective of what 

spirituality is from the lens of each participant is one that is defined and constructed by 

each participant’s internalized understanding of spirituality.  The Daily Practices of Faith 

as an Extension of Spirituality (parent node) encompasses the following: the participants’ 

Public School Administrators' Daily Practice of 
Spirituality

Faith as an Extension of Spirituality 

Faith in Prayer
Faith in Higher 

Power
Faith in Religion
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faith in prayer, faith in a higher power, the participants’ view of spirituality perceived 

from the lens of religion.  In addition, the practices of spirituality further fostered the 

participants’ love for people (students, teachers), and love for their job.  It should be 

noted that during the research and interview process, participants were never given a 

definition of spirituality.  This was withheld intentionally in order not to evoke a certain 

pretense or denotation to the word spirituality, as well as not to construct a metaphorical 

box in which participants felt they needed to stay in when answering specific questions or 

responding to a journal entry.   

 The participants perceived spirituality in diverse, authentic, and personalized 

ways, and yet shared common views.  Common views, such as their compassion for 

students, their belief in God, and faith as a support system were connected to the 

participants’ intrapersonal views as what they use as a support system and reminder about 

the work they produce on a daily basis.  Each participant’s personal vantage point of 

spirituality was conveyed in a complex, yet intimate way. At times, it was difficult for 

them to verbalize, but each knew what role spirituality played in their lives. However, a 

sense of understanding of spirituality was developed over time from their life 

experiences, their daily work demands, the decisions that were made, as well as those 

close to each of them as they were growing up.  

Faith as an Extension of Spirituality 

Each participant’s development of what spirituality was and looked like in their 

daily life was organic and intimate for each of them, even though some of them shared 

the same views and belief systems.  The participant’s daily practice of faith as an 

extension of spirituality was evident in their faith in prayer, their faith in religion, and 
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their faith in a higher power.  To better understand each participant’s use of faith as an 

extension of spirituality, it was significant to understand how each of them view 

spirituality from a general term.  For example, Rose stated, “You know, I'm a spiritual 

person and so that helps me to stay balanced” (Rose, Interview 3).  Rose’s realization she 

is a spiritual person provides insight on how she consciously uses this element in her life. 

Rose does not necessarily use her faith in making decision when it comes to curriculum 

and instruction; however, the perspective that she uses is one of assistance in her daily 

life at work and at home by using her internal gauge of spirituality that is ever present at 

work, as a mother, or public school administrator.   

I also think just in my spiritual side it helps me stop a lot of times and just think 

about my practices at here and at home. I can relate a lot of things to the leaders 

of the Bible what they were doing and what they were not doing and it does help 

me reflect. Am I that leader or am I this leader? And I again, I feel like when I 

feel stagnant when I feel, “gosh, things are just running but there's no growth in 

all areas of my life,” then I know that I need to make a change. Melissa 

 Interview 3) 

 

Melissa acknowledged she has a spiritual side to her as well, but she perceives spirituality 

as a reflection of the type of person she is and whom she wants to be.  Melissa brings an 

element of non-division in her response as it relates to her spiritual practice when she 

asserts in her response about desiring growth in all areas of her life.  Melissa sees a 

connection and an importance of staying connected in her daily practice of who she is as 

a spiritual being, and how this connection allows her to truly assess her life in all areas to 

meet her own expectations, or to make the necessary changes as needed. In essence, she 

sees that she cannot have one without the other.  

 “I do see myself as one that does use spirituality daily, but by no way does that 

define that spirituality is my faith” (Sam, Interview 4).  Sam expressed that spirituality in 
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a general and broad sense is part of her daily practice, but she makes a significant 

distinction between spirituality and faith.  She explained that spirituality alone does not 

define her faith, implying that faith has a deeper meaning to her and it cannot be isolated 

to a single component.  Sam’s perspective of spirituality is that spirituality is only one 

component of her overall faith that she expounded upon in another interview which will 

be discussed later in this section.   

 “Spirituality to me is one of those things that evokes passion and dedication that 

rejuvenates and reinvigorates people” (John, Interview 4.2).  My comment was in 

response to Sam’s question about my thoughts on spirituality and the basis of my 

research.  Spirituality, to me, is what is inside a person and not what a person does on the 

outside.  The comment was one of transparency and a reminder of what I truly believe: 

educators and administrators need to provide hope in what they do for students and 

parents every day.  The passion for teaching and leading seems to be squelched by the 

numerous state and federal mandates, as well as the over-emphasis on standardized 

testing.  Spirituality gives one the ability to teach, learn, and lead in a way that does bring 

the passion back to teaching and educational leadership.  In other words, I have faith that 

spirituality is a characteristic we all have inside each and every one of us, and it can be 

displayed in various forms that do not promote or intrude on a specific religious belief.  

 In each of the participants’ responses listed above, there is a commonality that all 

participants share: spirituality is an internal process that each of them use to keep balance 

in their life, to be the mother or father and leader, or simply that spirituality is a 

component of faith.  Each participant used the term as one that was internal to them and 

was utilized as part of their lives which was drawn upon on a daily basis.  Spirituality is 
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the inner part of the participants, which helps them demonstrate their faith in their daily 

lives. 

Faith in Prayer 

 During the process of reviewing and coding the data, prayer emerged as the action 

of three of the participants’ faith.  Prayer was used by three of the four participants, not to 

make decisions, but to help them through the process of making difficult decisions in 

their role as an educational leader.  Melissa (Interview 2) stated, 

The other part of me is truly my faith. If there's a difficult decision that has to be 

made and it doesn't have to be made right now, I do think about it and I pray 

about it. I just feel in my heart of hearts I know what decision needs to be made 

and that's who I am as a person to. I'm not I'm not afraid to share that and people 

know I do pray.  

  

Melissa’s faith is part of who she is, and through prayer, the outward expression of her 

faith, she makes difficult decisions in her professional life.  Prayer, to Melissa, was used 

to receive clarity and peace in her heart before making a decision, not used to wait to hear 

from God or a higher power to give her the answer.  Melissa’s assertion that she uses 

some other form of guidance to help her make the best decision for a specific instance is 

evident when she speaks of knowing in her heart what is right.  Melissa’s faith in prayer 

is one she is proud of and does not hide.  Furthermore, she is not embarrassed for others 

to associate her with prayer, as a person and as a leader.  

 Sam also discussed the use of prayers to lead: 

 I just feel that my upbringing and my faith in praying for others and situations 

 helps at work. I know what's right. I know what I you have to do in treating 

 everybody fairly and treat them equally. And so that's how I lead is by praying 

 and doing what is right by students, and parents and teachers. (Sam,  

 Interview 2) 
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Sam’s faith in prayer is used as a way to lift people up in a spiritual sense when she prays 

for others, specifically for the people she interacts with on a daily basis, (students, 

parents, and teachers) as well as act of faith when dealing with issues at work. When Sam 

discussed the actions she takes when leading, she explained prayer is separate from doing 

what is right; however, prayer is a practice Sam engages in at work, which reflects the 

type of leader she is.  In addition, there is evidence which suggests she too draws upon 

prayer as means to bring clarity to her daily tasks at work, but not necessarily to decision-

making.   

 Rose’s outlook on prayer was seen with the following statement: 

I pray every day and you know, and I want to do good and I ask for help to make 

good choices and good decisions. And so you know, I'm a spiritual person and so 

that helps me to stay balanced in my life. (Rose, Interview 3)  

 

Rose’s perspective of prayer is one of guidance, support, and balance in her life and in 

her decision-making.  Rose’s outward action of prayer is a petition to a higher power to 

aide her in the choices and decisions she makes at work, and the guidance she seeks prior 

to making these decisions and choices.  Her desire to do “good” can be seen on several 

different perspectives; however, Rose identified what drives her to do what she does and 

her mindset as she works each day.  Given the context in which Rose responded, “good” 

encompasses the actions she wants others and herself to be proud of, and those which 

serve others she works with. 

 For Melissa, Sam, and Rose, prayer was used either to gain peace during a time of 

tremendous stress in making a difficult decision, as an act of kindness in offering a prayer 

for others in their organization, or as a petition to help guide and perform in a manner that 

is pleasing to others.  For the participants, prayer is an act derived from faith, either in 
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God or a higher power within their belief system, acquired either by going to church or 

their upbringing from their family.  Nonetheless, prayer is something that they spoke 

about and turned to without hesitation during their time of need, and as a support system 

for themselves and others.  

Faith in a Higher Power 

 The faith each participant has and exercises in a higher power involves God and 

in some cases religious symbols.  I did not ask the participants specifically to identify the 

higher power in which they placed their faith, but this power came to light authentically 

as they answered questions about leading through spirituality.  Melissa stated: 

I always go back to, “Am I making the right decision and is it best for kids?” 

Again, some are faster decisions than others, but when I make a decision, what I 

don't want to do is regret it, and that's what I always have to try to keep in mind; 

but I do feel like at all times my faith is right. That is my “first and foremost” and 

you know, sometimes I'll just say, “Okay God. Make that be the right decision for 

it for right now and where we're at that moment in our lives or in our season 

within the school year, or that specific situation.” (Melissa, Interview 2). 

   

Melissa draws upon her faith in God when it comes to making decisions for her campus 

and her students.  Her inner battle to make a good or right decision is evident when she 

entertains the idea of not wanting to make a bad decision for those she leads.  God is a 

higher power from whom she draws security and divine intervention, as evidenced in her 

asking God to make her decision right for that specific moment.  Knowing there is an 

uncertainty that decisions made are not always the best ones, Melissa believes God will 

right her wrongs as long as she puts her faith in Him, and this gives her a sense of peace.  

God puts things together for her when she makes decisions; her hope is that her faith in 

Him will create positive results from her decision-making. 
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 Sam provides evidence of her belief in God and a higher power in her rather 

unique response, emphasizing not only believing in God but also believing in powers 

associated with God. 

I believe in God. I believe in the saints, because in the Catholic Church we 

believe in the saints and you pray to the saints to get you to God. It's not 

worshipping an idol. And so that's another thing that irritates me at work, when I 

hear, “Oh you are they who worship all these idols.” No, we don’t. I believe in the 

Virgin Mary. She's the mother God and I pray to her, because I believe that she's 

up there with God, and so those are my beliefs, my faith. (Sam, Interview 2) 

 

 Sam is passionate about her faith in God, in which she includes the Virgin Mary 

and saints, adding that these are not idols as others conclude.  She alludes to a three-

group hierarchy when she mentions that she prays to saints, to the Virgin Mary, and to 

God, not diminishing the importance of any one of them in her daily faith.  Although Sam 

mentions prayer in her response, prayer was not the focal point considering the question 

asked: Define faith to me and what do you have faith in, since you mentioned this word 

in your previous response?  This faith system that is part of her life and what she 

staunchly defends is the source of who she is as a spiritual being. 

Rose’s response, as it relates to God, is: 

We also understand that it’s the value in your life; and I don't know how other 

people live life but it is precious and you know God's giving us days and we 

might as well live them to our fullest. And that's another thing that employees 

have to realize – that we're at work more than we are at home. You might as well 

change your mindset and you might as well have a great time at work, because we 

have been blessed to be here for students. (Rose, Interview 3)   

 

 Rose acknowledges God’s presence in her life and gives Him credit as to why she 

and others exist each day in the world and at work.  Rose believes that because of God, 

she and her co-workers are provided with the opportunity to work with children. She 
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describes this opportunity as being blessed.  Also, Rose explains that everyone should 

have a positive mindset because they have been given a gift of life by God to do what 

they do, and their attitude and actions should honor the Giver of Life.  To Rose, God not 

only gives life, but He also helps her find value in what she does. Rose finds honor, joy, 

and pride in serving children each day. 

 Each participant’s faith is both intimate and unique as each goes about her daily 

life as a leader at home or work.  Each participant’s response, as it relates to faith in a 

higher power provides perspective about one’s inner makeup which includes faith 

providing balance and structure in daily living.  Each participant’s expression of faith 

presents an inner portrait of who she really is and what intrinsically motivates her daily 

work; faith in a higher power is a spiritual compass in a daily journey.  

Faith in Religion 

 Religion is defined in various ways depending one’s belief system, faith, and 

upbringing.  In this section, all four participants give a glimpse of how religion 

contributes to either their daily tasks at work or in family life.  Some participants’ 

responses fit the traditional definition of religion that associates it with churches or 

temples, while some provide insight about religion from a different lens. Melissa, for 

example, cited a “Christian home” as influencing her as an educational leader. 

Responding to the prompt to discuss characteristics guiding her, Melissa says,  

 I work very hard to model integrity in not only my talk, but my walk.  I grew up  

 in a Christian home where my parents practiced what they preached and I   

 watched how, in leadership roles, they valued others and how they treated others.  

 I have always known that is how I would want to be treated and remember that in  

 all interactions with others as Christians. (Melissa, Journal Entry 3) 
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Melissa associates her idea of Christianity to watching what her parents did and how they 

modeled elements such as valuing others and how they treated people.  Her parents’ 

example, integrity, value of others, and good treatment of people are characteristics 

Melissa strives to embody and associates with being a Christian.  Religion for her is not 

so much associated with religious groups such as Baptist, Methodist, or Catholics, but is 

an outward expression of who one is and what one believes.  Even though Melissa does 

not verbally express that being a Christian is a form of religion, she provides a 

perspective that specific beliefs can be seen outside of churches and temples.  In other 

words, Melissa challenges the traditional view of religion by viewing it at an individual 

instead of institutional level.   

 In contrast, Sam attributes her guidance as a leader to being Catholic.  In her 

response cited previously, Sam referred to believing in God, the Virgin Mary and the 

saints; but in the following response, Sam attributes her behaviors at work to what she 

learned as a practicing Catholic. 

 I believe that my faith in being a Catholic has taught me to accept anyone and  

 everyone, you know, not to judge ... to help people in need. Do unto others as you 

 want done unto you. I strongly believe in that and so even as a leader, I believe in  

 that. I believe that when I go in and help the teacher or principal I'm not going to  

 go in there and be ugly about it. I'm going to treat them the way I want to be  

 treated. So that's how my mistakes and my beliefs mold me who I am. I want to  

 help everybody. (Sam, Interview 3) 

 

Sam states that what she was taught as a Catholic shapes her interactions with those she 

leads.  Sam loosely quotes a passage from the Bible as her guide for treating others the 

way she wants to be treated.  Her hope is that others will see the help she offers as a sign 

of the kind of leader she wants to be – fair, positive, and helpful, and not “ugly.” Her 
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leadership style and approach are shaped by her religious instruction about not judging 

others and accepting people for who they are in a given situation or setting.   

 Rose’s daily practice of her religion is one she believes should be seen outwardly, 

not only at work but also in her community. 

I have to practice what I preach. If I want them -- the employees -- to do a great  

 job at what they do as often things that I tell them then I have to do it too.  I teach  

 CCD at church, I teach freshman, and they see me in the community.   

 And so what kind of person would I be if I didn’t do these things that I’m   

 teaching and asking others to do. (Rose, Interview 2)   

 

Rose mentions that she wants and needs to “practice what she preaches” before her 

employees, especially when it comes to doing a great job.  She relates this need to 

modeling exemplary behavior by being a good example of the teachings in her Catholic 

Christian Disciplining (CCD) for students at her church, to freshmen students in her 

school.  These are the same students and employees who are part of her community and 

her strong connection to the Catholic teachings is what drives her actions seen by others 

not only at work but in the community in which she lives.  When Rose verbalizes the 

need to do this, it is not a need which carries a negative denotation as one would perform 

an action with great hesitance.  On the contrary, her desire is to show others the type of 

person she is all the time, not just at work and not just when she teaches classes.  It is 

these teachings within the Catholic faith that drive and make up the person she is today, 

and how she works and treats others inside and outside of the workday.    

 My upbringing as a Catholic shaped my religious views and contributed to who I 

am as a person.  In my response below, I affirm this by discussing how faith was instilled 

in me early by my mother.   
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 My mom raised us Catholics. I will say, “My mom raised us Catholic, but my dad 

 had to go to church, too.” This is what I tell everybody, but that would really big  

 for us and then just growing up. (John, Interview 4.1) 

 

Although I am no longer a practicing Catholic, I learned ideals and beliefs, such as 

forgiveness and love that I still carry with me.  My mother viewed the Catholic religion 

as something her children should practice as traditional beliefs passed down by my 

family.  My father’s view of religion was more from the perspective of doing certain 

things versus believing certain things.  Early in my life, and still today, I use a 

combination of both parents’ views when practicing forgiveness and love in daily 

experiences at work and at home.  I believe forgiveness carries different meanings for 

different people, but I see it as understanding we all make mistakes and we all deserve an 

opportunity to right these wrongs.  Forgiveness was shaped for me in the Catholic faith 

by hearing the pastor talk about God forgiving our sins through Jesus Christ.  At work, I 

see forgiveness as giving people a second and even a third chance, when the 

circumstance allows.  Forgiveness does not absolve people of accountability, but it offers 

opportunities to correct mistake and wrongs.  We are all human and we will all make 

mistakes, but we do not need to be harshly punished for each one. 

 The idea of love was introduced to me at a young age when, in the Catholic 

Church, I learned how God loves me and others so much that Jesus died on the cross for 

us.  Love, to me, has evolved over time from being a religious teaching to a characteristic 

that can be seen in making decisions about, offering help to, and in the manner of 

speaking to others. I constantly tell people with whom I work that I love them.  It is not 

the type of love their spouses or parents have for them, but a love that wants to see them 

be successful and happy. This love differs from romantic or familial love and is 
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expressed in compassion for others, enthusiasm to help others reach goals, or in support 

for a greater good without expecting anything in return. Forgiveness and love are 

attitudes introduced to me by the Catholic faith, but have evolved and developed in my 

professional life and decision-making by experience, maturity, and interaction with others 

with whom I work on a daily basis.   

 For all four participants in this study, religion and the daily practice of faith 

influence their experiences and belief systems.  Each one’s view and definition of 

religion is unique, authentic, and intimate.  The participants’ responses sometimes 

challenge traditional views and religious practices, but instead of contradicting these 

views and practices, they provide another lens to view their benefits in a public school 

setting.    

Spiritual Leadership as a Guide to Become a Better Leader 

I'm not too sure what drives what a person style to lead is, but the other thing I do 

have to say, I know that I am a spiritual person. I believe in God, I pray every 

day, and I want to do good, and make good choices, and good decisions for 

people in our district. (Rose, Interview 3) 

 

 Spiritual leadership for many of the participants is defined by their life 

experiences: their belief system as it relates to love, faith, vision, values, commitments, 

their calling within in their role; and how they serve within their organization.  From the 

participants’ responses, the idea of Spiritual Leadership and the qualities of this type of 

leadership became evident throughout the research process.  Even though the participants 

identified themselves as spiritual, using language like that used by Rose in the quote 

above, the participants were unaware that many of their thoughts, practices, and ideas 
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aligned with Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) Model of Spiritual Leadership as shown in 

Figure 4.2  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) model of spiritual leadership.  

 
Note. Adapted from (Spiritual Model section, para. 4, 221).  
  

Fry (2003) defines spiritual leadership as a collection of values, attitudes, and 

behaviors which are essential to motivate oneself and others so they have a sense of 

spiritual survival through the modes of membership and calling.  In effect, the 

participants of the research project led in their positions as administrators in keeping with 

Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) model. Although all the model’s components and 

accompanying characteristics were not investigated with the research participants, the 

components themselves and how each participant used them in various dimensions of 

their daily work came to light during the research process.  Palmer (1998b) notes that the 

spiritual is present in public education even though any particular person may not 

recognize it.  In other words, leadership may incorporate components of spirituality 
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without the leader being cognizant of what is at work.  The components and 

characteristics discussed in the following section are aligned and supported by 

participants’ responses as they relate to spiritual leadership.  Although some may argue 

that spiritual leadership is necessary for the transformation and success of an organization 

(Fry, 2003), the components and characteristics will be discussed in the realm of those 

used by the participants intrinsically and authentically without any prior knowledge of 

how they lead fell into the area of spiritual leadership.  

 Definitions of the components and qualities of spiritual leadership are presented 

in a book entitled Maximizing the Triple Bottom Line through Spiritual Leadership 

written by Fry and Nisiewicz (2013). In the following discussion, the definitions are 

stated followed by evidence of the participants’ work experiences and/or practices that 

employ the model’s components.    

Hope/Faith 

 Hope is a desire with an expectation of fulfillment. Faith adds certainty to hope.  

 Taken together, hope / faith is a firm belief in something for which there is no  

 evidence; it is based on values, attitudes, and behaviors that demonstrate   

 absolute certainty and trust that what is desired and expected will come to pass.  

 (Hope and Faith section, para. 1, 860) 
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Figure 4.3. Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) spiritual component: Hope/faith. 

 

  

Hope/Faith were common responses of the participants.  Although faith was 

discussed in the previous section in terms of a spiritual component having ties to religion 

or theological beliefs, faith in this section relates more to an inner belief that the work 

conducted by oneself and others will glean a visible or tangible outcome. In short, this 

hope/faith relates to the outcomes. In the following response, Sam explains her hope, 

rooted in her faith, that others see the job which she has spent so much time on as good 

and helpful for those with whom she works. Sam’s response is to a question about how 

her co-workers and peers describe her as a leader:   

 I would hope they would say is, “She knows what she's doing. She knows her  

 curriculum. She knows data. She’s energetic. She's approachable. I can   

 communicate with her. She listens to us.” That's how I would hope that people  

 describe me (Sam, Interview 3). 
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Sam’s hope of being seen as a listener, as being approachable, and as knowing her job is 

important to her.  She also desires to be viewed as knowledgeable as a leader for 

curriculum and instruction.  Sam takes great pride in her job and in what she does for 

students, and to have the affirmation from those with whom she works with in the 

organization confirms that her deeds have not been in vain, nor have they gone unnoticed. 

 “Everyone around you is seeing what you're doing and hopefully, you know, it 

will spread and everybody also wants to do it too” (Rose, Interview 3). Rose’s hope 

becomes her work ethic and in modeling the example will spark a vision of dedication for 

students within the people in her district.  Rose’s hope is that others will take notice and 

be motivated to move past the bare minimum and evoke a passion to go the extra mile or 

do whatever it takes to make sure students are successful.  Rose hopes that hard work will 

generate good test scores and graduates in her district.  

 I hope I'm seen more as a practitioner versus an expert. Because if we are   

 walking the walk and modeling then people can learn from  our actions as well  

 and in a positive way. (John, Interview 4.3) 

  

In my response to Rose’s question, which delves into what I want to see happen in the 

future with the district I work in, I express my desire for those I work with to see me 

practice what I preach.  The outward or tangible evidence that my hope is realistic and 

not misguided is that I intend to be a superintendent who is different in the way I lead.  

For many years as a teacher, I watched superintendents sit in their ivory tower asking 

teachers to do things they would not themselves do, and this was disheartening.  I want 

teachers, administrators, and students of our district to see what I am doing, not to give 

me recognition or praise, but to motivate them to be enthusiastic and great at whatever 

they do.  I hope my willingness to go the extra mile will inspire others to do the same.  
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My hope may not be earth-shattering or a world-changing view, but it grows out of faith I 

have in people to do good, to persevere regardless of their challenges, and to succeed.    

Vision 

 Vision refers to a picture of the future with some implicit or explicit commentary  

 on why people should strive to create that future.  A vision defines the journey and 

 the reason the leaders and followers are taking it. It energizes workers, gives  

 meaning to work, garners commitment, and establishes a standard of excellence  

 (Vision section, para. 1, 862).  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4. Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) Spiritual component: Vision. 

 

 Melissa’s vision for her campus is seen in the following response:  

 When I couldn't see going anywhere else to work just because I've seen we get  

 kids that, you know, we're 87% economically disadvantaged. So when you get  

 these kids, you think that they can't do it, and what I love most about this district  

 is that we expect these kids to succeed. We expect these kids to succeed and more 

 than that most of our teachers believe that our kids can do it, but all of our   

 teachers need to believe that all kids can learn. (Melissa, Interview 2) 

 

Melissa knows the vision of the district is to move students toward academic 

achievement despite the fact that the student population on her campus is predominately 

economically-disadvantaged.  Melissa aspires, expects, and leads in a way in which 
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teachers will believe all their students can learn at a high level, regardless of the obstacles 

they face.  The vision Melissa has for herself and her teachers is striving to move beyond 

test scores and reading levels, which she knows are important, to setting up students for 

success in life.  Melissa knows that through their actions or words all teachers do not 

believe in this vision, but this is not acceptable to her.  Her response indicates Melissa 

knows she could move to work in a district in which the work would be easier, but she 

chooses to stay where she is because she believes in the vision that all students can 

achieve academically. 

 Sam’s vision is to foster a culture of trust and respect for others’ talents, and to 

use those talents to serve students, parents, and community members within her district. 

Sam responds, 

 No one wants to work for somebody who tells them what to do all the time, but  

 they would love to work with people who allow them to use their skillsets for the  

 greater good of kids and teachers and parents and community members. I have to  

 be willing to step aside sometimes and help others take on their roles and work so  

 they can do their jobs for kids. (Sam, Interview 2) 

 

Sam recognizes her staff longs for a leader who provides autonomy and trusts them to 

make decisions that are best for kids.  She takes what she knows about her staff’s desire 

and shapes a vision in which people can take risks as long as they keep students, parents, 

and community members in mind.  She wants to create an environment in which people’s 

talents are recognized and appreciated, and that they are utilized to ensure that all 

stakeholders are working towards a common goal.  She knows that a dictator leadership 

style will not accomplish this, but a leadership style that is collaborative, especially in 

giving voice to those who may not necessarily have a say in what happens on a day to 

day basis.  In essence, Sam’s vision for her district is working as a team for the benefit of 
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students, and she is willing to take a back seat at times, offering guidance and security for 

teachers to move forward in their skillset. 

  Rose’s vision for her district revolves around building relationships with 

students, which she believes is a catalyst to spur learning and change. 

 So, treating people humanly and treating those students humanly, with respect,  

 with dignity, with love is key. They know when you're genuine or not, and  

 once you establish that rapport with them, then you're able to be able to do what  

 you're asking them to do. We have to get them to believe in us. (Rose, 

 Interview 3) 

The idea of treating all people humanly and with respect fosters a vision of a culture 

where people come to work and exhibit kindness toward each other, free of criticism and 

negativity.  The underlying issue that this may not be happening in her district is one 

Rose chooses to challenge every day.  She recognizes the need for her staff to show 

kindness and respect to others in order to accomplish the district goals.  Rose uses the 

word “genuine” to further bolster her position that authentic respect will not be reached if 

people only put on a façade at work.  Effective rapport and genuine relationships must be 

built by sincere care and mutual respect for each other.  In turn, these relationships will 

motivate students to work and learn in a manner that sets up everyone for success.  The 

result is success, but this cannot be achieved unless others buy into the vision and align 

with it their work of educating students. 

 In my interview with Sam, she asked what my vision was, and I quickly 

responded with, Every Student Every Day (John, Interview 4.2).  This vision statement is 

associated with our district; I implemented it my first month on the job.  To me this 

vision statement is more than words; it is my belief that every student counts regardless 

of race, ethnicity, gender, religious belief, or economic status.  Growing up, I felt my 
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educational experience would have been different in terms of things available to me if my 

parents had more money.  Our family could not afford tutors to prepare for the Scholastic 

Aptitude Test (SAT) and American College Test (ACT) exams; we did not have 

academic advisors to help my parents fill out paperwork for financial aid, nor did we 

have access to the latest technology to help me or my siblings during our educational 

career. Every Student, Every Day helps remind me to not let this happen to students in our 

district.  

 Every Student, Every Day is a rallying point for me and staff to do everything in 

our power to provide our students with every opportunity possible to realize our district’s 

vision.  It is not acceptable for students to go without, and this is a shared vision I 

constantly keep in front of our faculty and staff, parents, board of education, and 

community members.  To educate every child moves beyond a slogan and must be a 

shared belief that it does “take a village” to raise and educate our students, and to keep 

them safe.  I remind myself that superintendents and staff come and go, but students are 

the constant in every school district, and I ask our staff to keep in the forefront of their 

minds that it is students who are the reason we have a job and must effectively fill 

whatever role we are in at the moment.   

 It is not enough to come to work each day and say we educate students.  As 

educators, we must strive to move past state assessments and norm-referenced exams to 

help students be successful in life beyond their school years.  The vision of Every 

Student, Every Day is bigger than any person or any exam.  The passion I have for this 

vision is to promote a culture that bonds together for a greater good that demolishes 

obstacles which may try to impede our progress, and that offers equitable education for 
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all students.  Commitment to our jobs, courage to take risks for the betterment of all 

involved in our district, and the willingness to achieve our goals with love, respect, 

humility, and trust form the cornerstone for executing and attaining a vision made up of 

four simple words: Every-Student-Every-Day. 

Altruistic Love 

 For spiritual leadership, altruistic love is defined as a sense of wholeness,   

 harmony, and well - being produced through care, concern, and appreciation for  

 both self and others (Altruistic Love section, para. 2, 868).  

 

 

Figure 4.5.  Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) spiritual component: Altruistic love. 

  

Many of the participants used the word “love” not in the sense that some may to 

verbalize their like for something or someone.  The word takes on a deeper meaning 

which conveys the unselfish devotion and regard the participants have for others, and the 

dedication they have to the people that they serve.  Rose states the following: 

 A lot of people think oh I will just go into teaching because you know, I couldn't  

 find another job. You are dealing with people.  You are dealing with children.  
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 You need to love that child and treat them well, and do the best you can for that  

 child. That's crucial.  I like my job because I get to be a part of that love, and  

 caring for the children, and for my teachers. You have to love what you do, and  

 do it with a good spirit and good intentions. (Rose, Interview 2)  

 

Rose rebukes those who enter the teaching field as a fall back plan, or as a way to make a 

living, without understanding the importance of teaching.  Rose’s view of teaching is that 

one should have honor and pride in working with other people’s children, and a 

responsibility that should not be taken lightly.  Rose raises a charge for those who work 

with children to exemplify love, humility, and respect.  It is not enough to say that you 

teach a child, but one must move beyond the academic sense and begin to delve into the 

deeper parts of what it truly means to care for children, not just as their teacher, but as a 

human being who has a genuine longing to invest into someone’s life.  Rose wants her 

teachers to move past their specific position job description and begin to treat others as 

they should be treated.  Rose infuses the idea of modeling the example for others when 

she discusses the love for her job.  The love which can be seen by the way she works with 

children, and with others in her district.  In essence, when Rose speaks of having a good 

spirit coupled with good intentions, she brings emphasis to the idea that these traits 

cannot be learned, but must reside in one’s inner being.   

 I truly love these kids and I love our teachers, our staff, and our    

 community. It is important to be in a place where you feel love and you are  

 supported. So, if you're not feeling loved or supported then you don't want to be  

 there. I want students to be here. But I also try to love on teachers and   

 parents. I try to be respectful to everyone on campus even if a teacher did   

 something wrong or a parent yelled at me.  I still try to be respectful. They're  

 still a person and they still deserve to be valued. (Melissa, Interview  

 3) 

 

 Melissa acknowledges love moves beyond the connotative images such as 

hugging and kissing one another.  The love she speaks of is one that creates passion, 
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motivation, respect, kindness, and a sense of belonging.  Melissa’s love is used as a way 

to create a space where one is welcomed, and to experience all the good things her 

campus has to offer.  She recognizes the human need to be loved, but Melissa takes this a 

step further and offers the idea of a support system for all stakeholders.  She understands 

the support system is vital in creating security, especially for students.  Children will fail 

in their educational career; however, failure does not mean they go through it alone, nor 

does it mean they should be punished for failing.  The support system Melissa seeks is 

one that embraces risk taking and learning from one’s mistakes, and to move to a space 

where children are not afraid to fail or afraid to talk to their teachers, or are not afraid to 

keep trying.   

 In addition, Melissa brings up the idea of forgiveness when she talks about loving 

teachers and parents when they make a mistake, or take their frustrations out on her.  

Melissa acknowledges the fact teachers are going to make mistakes, and these mistakes 

should not keep them from acquiring love from their leader.  Melissa’s compassion for 

her teachers is known because she is willing to forgive and move to a place where her 

staff knows she still wants what is best for them.  Parents also receive the same 

affordance from Melissa even when some conversations may not go as planned.  She 

talks about parents yelling at her, which can happen from time to time for any 

administrator working with children and parents.  Melissa knows she must put her 

feelings aside and still be consistent with love and compassion.  She does mention the 

word “try” which provides evidence there are situations which may be easier to model 

love versus others.  Despite the difficulty in this, Melissa knows she is dealing with a 

person, and if nothing else, people deserve to be valued even if the other person may not 
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be showing respect, humility, or love.  There are some who will argue if one is 

disrespected or yelled at then they should receive the same in return.  Melissa’s desire is 

to move past the idea of revenge and treat others as she would like to be treated.   

 If you're a person who has a lot of compassion for people, love, and   

 understanding, I think you'll tend to lead towards spirituality. It's easy for me  

 to love on people. I don’t really need to think about it.  It’s just something that  

 naturally happens. People do deserve to be treated right. My dad used to say,  

 “When things get tough, that's when people start getting squeezed and what starts  

 coming out of them is who they really are.” (John, Interview 4.1) 

 

The response was generated from the question Melissa asked me, “Can people learn what 

intrinsically is not in them?”  The response is multi-faceted in terms of the genuineness 

that must be present to say you are a spiritual leader, as well as my charge to love, care, 

and put others first in my life.  I bring up the idea of compassion for people and associate 

it with spiritual leadership because I believe you cannot have one without the other.  You 

cannot say you lead through spirituality and then constantly yell at people or treat them 

with disrespect.  One must truly walk the walk when it comes to qualities of spiritual 

leadership.  Compassion is moving past your thoughts, your emotions, and your desires 

and putting them aside, and truly being compelled to care for people regardless of the 

situation.  Many have said the phrase “my heart goes out to that person,” which does not 

mean they are not telling the truth.  What are we as leaders willing to do for those who 

are hurting or struggling within an organization?  I am motivated to move past words and 

act for the betterment of others.  Do I fail at this?  Absolutely!  However, I do not allow 

my failures to keep me from caring and loving others inside and outside of my district.   

 Love in my response carries so many different meanings, such as compassion, 

mercy, forgiveness, and grace.  It is not easy to feel and show these things all the time, 
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but I have to keep striving towards this because it is who I am and who I want to continue 

to be.  My love for people is not something I constantly think about in my day to day 

work as a public school administrator, but it does reveal itself when there is a need in our 

district such as a person suffering from cancer and we rally behind him or her and collect 

money.  You can say it is the Golden Rule.  For me, in our district, people are treated as 

human beings first and employees second.  It is human lives we are dealing with every 

day by the decisions we make, and we should not forget. 

 The idea of treating people “right” can carry so many different denotations, but 

treating people right is respecting them, showing them kindness, and always be willing to 

tell the truth.  I have said so many times in my career that, “When you meet with me you 

will always receive respect, professionalism, and the truth.”  Some people may not like 

what comes out of my mouth, but at least they will know it is the truth.  Many of the 

participants and myself say that people deserve certain things.  The word deserve is not 

one of entitlement, but one of worth.  As human beings, there are essential things we 

need to survive, and there are things we deserve even if we do not earn them.  No matter 

what, people deserve to be treated well, with honesty and respect, and when we show 

people all of these things we recognize and emphasize another person’s worth and value 

as a human being.  We as leaders should be lifting others up versus tearing them down.  

 Finally, the words my father spoke to me about what is inside of someone will 

come out or be “squeezed” out of them when things get tough is the idea of being honest 

with others and yourself.  Many have said, “Fake it until you make it.”  I always thought 

about that saying and associated it with not being truthful.  When we fake something, 

especially our words and actions, we are essentially lying.  We are indirectly telling 
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people the person you see and hear is not really who were are.  We must be courageous 

enough to stop worrying about what others think of us and truly be who we are.  I pride 

myself that I am an administrator who does not feel the need to lead through intimidation.  

I want to hear other people’s thoughts, I want others to make decisions, I want others to 

tell me when they disagree with me, and I am not afraid to take a back seat while others 

get the praise.  Eventually the real person will come out when one is challenged, so we as 

leaders should allow others to see us for who we really are, instead of putting on a show.   

Calling/Membership 

 Calling refers to how one makes a difference through service to others and, in  

 doing so, finds meaning and purpose in life. Membership includes a sense of  

 belonging and community; it involves the cultural and social structures we are  

 immersed in and through which we seek (Calling/Membership section,  

 para.2-3, 885-892). 

 

 In this section, the components of calling and membership will be addressed 

together due to its interconnectedness each plays within the participants’ responses and 

the role each plays in the participant’s district.  For example, Sam states the following: 

I do what I know to be right. Based on teachings and what my role needs to be, 

and spirituality. That's how I feel that I serve as a leader. I have to know what my 

role and purpose is for others and help them as much as I can. I support them as 

much as possible so they can do their job in helping our kids.  I do see myself as a 

servant. (Sam, Interview 4.2) 

 

The follow–up question Sam was responding to was, “How do you see yourself as a 

leader and what role do you play in leading others?”  Her sense of calling in her 

organization is to take on the role as a servant leader, and to provide those within her 

district the things her staff and students need to be successful.  She references having to 

be aware or “know” what her role is for others, which lends to the idea that her role 
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changes from day to day.  She must be willing to be flexible within her role as a servant 

in order to remain fluid in providing essentials for those she serves.   

 Being a servant is a role she embraces and does not associate with any negative 

connotations.  Too often, leaders refuse to take on role which appears to diminish their 

status as a leader within their organization; however, Sam’s attitude of being a servant 

creates a culture she strives to create.  Sam truly believes she serves something bigger 

than herself, and bolsters her idea of belonging to a specific cause which educates 

children and serves their needs.  In society today, the word servant can create so many 

negative views, but Sam knows her district, students, teachers, and parents and is willing 

to roll up her sleeves and commit to the work that must be done without seeking 

notoriety.  Sam has found her place in her district, and is convicted to pursue this calling 

of being a servant, which in turns resonates her place (membership) in the community she 

serves daily.  

I didn't feel confident in working at central office. When I was approached to  

 move up, I said, “No. I don't have those credentials. I don’t belong over there.”  

 They told me they wanted my experience. This is something that you don't  

 learn. You've lived it. So now I understand now, I understand when I'm out there  

 how my experience and what I've done can help others and that's where I feel  

 good that I can actually say I am contributing in a different way to students and  

 teachers and parents. (Rose, Interview 1) 

 

From the beginning of her promotion to central office, Rose did not see herself as a 

leader, nor did she understand her place within the community of educators.  This 

uncertainty was driven by the lack of credentials, according to Rose, and she felt she did 

not quite measure up to those who were already serving as public school administrators at 

the district level.  It was not until someone helped her shape her views off of the 
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credentials she did not possess to what she brought to the table in terms of experience is 

when Rose found her place within her district.  The idea of contributing helps Rose feel 

comfortable holding her role as a public school administrator within central office, but it 

is her experience which gives the sense of belonging that cannot be defined on where she 

falls on her district’s organizational chart.  Rose has accepted her experience does bring 

worth to her district and how she uses this experience to help others is determined by her. 

 Rose mentions the word “help” when she talks about her role or calling.  She talks 

about how she helps various stakeholders such as helping teachers with lesson plans, 

model teaching, or assisting principals by working with struggling teachers.  She strives 

to make a difference in her district, and is driven to make change in the campuses she 

serves.  For Rose, the change she creates is by serving in a capacity in which the help she 

provides is one that is “different” and makes a positive impact on those she is assisting.  

As she does this, Rose finds meaning in her work and gratification knowing she is 

playing a role which directly impacts the lives of students, teachers, parents, and 

community members. 

 I'm here for kids. I am here for teachers and parents to, but I am here for kids. So  

 with any challenge that's what I go back to everyday is that if I did what was best  

 for kids that day then I did the right thing. I have been part of this school for 11  

 years and I always go back to the idea that I am here to serve kids, and I am okay  

 with that, even when people don’t agree with decisions I make. Melissa, 

 Interview 2)   

 

Melissa associates her calling to her campus to student-centered.  She is not afraid to 

admit everything she does starts and ends with students in mind.  She recognizes the fact 

groups such as teachers and parents do play a role in educating and serving students, but 

these groups do not supersede students as she leads her campus.  Her service to students 
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solidifies her decision-making by always keeping in mind the idea of doing what is right.  

Melissa’s strong position on the student-centered approach provides meaning to her role 

as a principal and a servant, even if it means she is criticized for what she does.  There is 

external pressure to put teachers first in the process of educating students.  In other 

words, the principal should support teachers not matter what.  Melissa has drawn the 

metaphorical line in the sand and states her positon of students first. 

 Melissa has been part of the campus for 11 years, and her longevity and 

membership to the campus and connects student-centered approach to her longevity 

which seems to have served her well since she was promoted from a teacher, to an 

assistant principal, and to a principal at her current campus. It is this student first 

approach which Melissa builds the foundation of her climate and culture of her campus 

for others to see by her daily practice and belief that no matter what, students come first.  

Melissa is not consciously striving towards membership or belonging by her actions, but 

she unconsciously achieving this by holding true to her inner belief system that students 

are valuable and others on her campus should be moving towards this vision.  

 The time to be a dictator or a top-down leader is far and few between. It's being  

 genuine, being approachable, being open. Being respected because you respect  

 people. That's the kind of person and the kind of leader that I want to be. We  

 talked about wanting to be a servant leader. Lead through certain    

 characteristics of that component. I just want to, in essence for me, make a  

 difference. A big difference in a different way. I believe principals, APs, and  

 teachers and paraprofessionals make a difference in their own way. I just wanted  

 to make a difference in the superintendent’s role for the lives of students, parents,  

 and teachers. (John, Interview 4.2) 

 

 The reason for my response was Sam asked me, “Why did you want to be a 

superintendent” The reason for my desire to be a superintendent reaches far beyond the 

need to fill some type of self-efficacy in my professional career.  It is difficult for me to 
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put into words how much I want to make a difference in people’s lives by using the 

vehicle of being a superintendent in a public school district.  I have seen for so many 

years the lack of respect, dedication, and consideration for professionals that many 

superintendents have displayed.  The difference I talk about is creating an environment 

for students where they can learn, and where the learning is equitable.  Establishing a 

culture where everyone pulls together and rows the boat the same direction for the 

betterment of students is my goal each day, and to move towards a culture where we 

challenge students to be creative, love learning, take risks, and are truly loved because 

they are one of God’s children.   

 For teachers, it is to create an atmosphere where they are not looking over their 

shoulder and wonder if they are going to get in trouble because they are off in their class 

schedule.  An atmosphere that invites collaboration where all ideas are worthy to be 

shared, as well as creating a learning space where a teacher can truly tap into the real 

reason why he or she entered the profession without the stress of overemphasized state 

testing looming over their head. When they come to work they know they are appreciated 

by their principal and central office administration for all their hard work, sacrifice, and 

commitment to students.  An appreciation that reaches past a pay check, but one that is 

rooted in a shared respect for their work, and a drive to do whatever it takes to ensure 

everyone in the district is successful.  

 Parents need to have a place where their voice is heard, and for someone to 

genuinely care about what they have to say.  A place where they can communicate and 

champion for their child without being fearful of a language barrier or worrying about 

being judged for what they do not have.  Parents have a choice in where they send their 
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children to school, and it is an honor to educate their child.  What I strive for truly is a 

calling.  A calling to have a district that everyone matters and everyone contributes.  It is 

not okay to settle for average results when we only give average care for people.  As the 

leader of the district, it is up to me to infuse this passion and commitment by focusing on 

the way I speak and interact with others.  Like the other participants, I have to model the 

example in this area as well.   

 I know I belong in this district, not because scores are better and not because our 

district finances are in great standings.  I belong because there is a need.  There have been 

several occasions when I have said to someone, “I used to be one of the kids that I 

currently serve here.”  I was the child who did not have money, who did not have parents 

who could help me with my homework, who did not have the best of the best.  I was a 

child who struggled in school, and later grew up to appreciate how an education would 

help me break the cycle of poverty.  It is my time to pay it forward to all the people who 

made sacrifices and were willing to lend me a helping hand.  To be the superintendent of 

a school district is truly a calling, and one that I do not take for granted.  Leadership 

classes can make you aware of what you may encounter in a leadership position, but it is 

what is inside me that has led me to my calling and membership within this organization. 

Calling and membership are not mere words on a page within a journal article.  They are 

qualities that exists in my life which creates the outward expression of my passion for 

people.    

Organizational Commitment and Productivity 

 Organizational commitment: People with a sense of calling and membership will  

 become attached and loyal to and will want to stay in organizations that have  
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 cultures based on the values of altruistic love. (Organizational   

 Commitment section, para. 2, 926)  

   

Productivity: People who have hope / faith in the organization’s vision and who 

 experience calling and membership will do what it takes in pursuit of the vision to 

 continuously improve and be more productive. (Productivity section,  

 para. 3, 926) 

 

The participants’ commitment to their organization was revealed in their initial 

questionnaire when they were asked to document their years of service within their 

current district, as well as to their current profession.  Table 4.1 represents these findings. 

Table 4.1 

Participant Initial Questionnaire and Interview 1 Data 

Participant Years in Current District Years of Experience in 

Education 

Melissa 12 12 

Sam 3 22 

Rose 28 28 

John 4 20 

 

Although all participants are relatively new to their current position, each one has 

displayed numerous years of commitment to their current district.  In addition, all 

participants have a combined 82 years of service to the field of public education which 

further bolsters each person’s level of commitment for their organization, and each one 

has something to offer.  It should be noted that Sam spent 13 years in her previous 

district, as well as for myself spending a total of seven years in my previous district as an 

assistant principal, principal, and superintendent.   In the references made above in this 

section, the participants’ display of hope/faith, vision, and altruistic love are supported by 
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the time they have spent in their choosing field without any breaks in their employment 

when it comes to public education.  

 Furthermore, the idea of productivity comes to play because organizations, 

regardless of field, seek and retain employees who bring value to their given position.  

Fry and Altman (2013) write that the field of performance excellence has signaled a need 

to move past reporting financial measures and include nonfinancial predictors such as 

satisfaction, outputs such as quality and delivery, and employee commitment and growth 

(Section 935).  Organizations keep employees who produce and exhibit these qualities, 

which in turn, solidifies a person’s place within an organization, or in this case, within a 

public school district.  Speaking from experience, superintendents, administrators, and 

school board members do not retain people who do not do perform their job 

responsibilities well.  We seek people who make a difference in the lives of students, 

teachers, parents, and community members.  It is not enough to say that someone who 

shows up to work is guaranteed a job the next school year.  Although the participants did 

not provide their yearly appraisals or test scores for their respective district or campus, 

one can conclude due to the evidence provided in this section, that their work quality, 

service, passion for education, and service to their role and people has warranted their 

long tenure within the district that they reside in.   

 In summary, although the participants were not familiar, nor cognizant of the use 

of particular components and qualities within the Spiritual Leadership Model, it does not 

diminish the fact that the evidence supported the usage of such qualities within their daily 

interactions with people and the decisions made.  It should be noted that participants were 

not asked directly about such components such as hope/faith, vision, altruistic love, 
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calling, membership, organizational commitment, and productivity which supports such 

qualities verbalized and exhibited in an authentic and transparent level.  In addition, the 

limited knowledge base that Melissa, Sam and Rose had about spiritual leadership further 

magnifies the importance of providing more information for those who are in current 

leadership roles within public education, and how one can use spiritual leadership within 

their daily praxis of decision-making and leadership without imposing one’s personal 

beliefs.   

Spirituality in Decision-making for Public School Administrators 

I want to make sure whatever decision I make is the best. (Melissa,  

Interview 1) 

  

Melissa’s quote speaks to the heart of what every leader, regardless of the 

organization and those they serve, should desire to accomplish when making a decision.  

They want their decision to be the best one in every circumstance; however, experience 

has proven that not all decisions made are the right ones.  The role in which decision-

making plays in the arena of leadership is the heart of what each participant executes on a 

daily basis, and it is not a responsibility which is taken lightly.  Although leaders create 

vision, passion, and provide structure, ultimately it is the decisions leaders make which 

plays a role in determining a leader’s effectiveness within an organization.  It can be 

argued that one cannot make ineffective decisions and still be an effective leader.  In this 

section, I used Phipps’s (2012) Model of Moderating Variables, which was discussed in 

Chapter II, to analyze the data due to Phipps recognizing the influence spirituality played 

in the process of decision-making for organizational leaders. 
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The Use of Role Model(s)/Mentor(s) in Decision-making 

 As mentioned in the Literature Review in Chapter II, responsibilities were listed 

for a superintendent and principal within the Texas Education Code (TEC) which outline 

responsibilities.  Although the Texas Education Agency establishes responsibilities for 

superintendents (John) and principals (Melissa), they do not offer guidance for executive 

directors (Sam) or language development specialists (Rose); however, all the participants 

spoke briefly how policy, procedures, or even job descriptions help shape their decision, 

but does not ultimately determine what decision they make.  The role of the 

administrators and their decision-making extended past just following the law or school 

board policy.  Melissa in her second interview stated, “There are policies I do keep in 

mind when deciding what to do each day, but I have to remember I deal with people too” 

(Interview 2).  Sam stated, “I look at policy and procedures, but I make sure I keep my 

morals and ethics” (Interview 2), while Rose acknowledged policy when working with 

her people when she said, “Policies are bad some times because they just don’t make 

sense when you have to do what’s best for kids” (Interview 1). 

 Each participant recognized the existence of policies and procedures within their 

organization; however, with the passive manner in which each spoke of policies and 

procedures suggested that something more important drove their decision-making 

process.  It should be noted that each participant did not blatantly break rules, policies, 

and procedures, but the view of such parameters were more a starting point for the 

participants to make their decision.  With the recognition of influences present in 

decision-making, data began to emerge on what influences and the role they played on 

participants as they sifted their way towards making a decision as they fulfilled their role 
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as a public school administrator.  As participants were asked questions which were 

related to decision-making and what certain elements were kept in mind when making 

decisions, several threads were seen within their responses.  Such elements seen within 

decision-making were role models/mentors, reflection, life-experiences, collaboration, 

and family.  Although each element is unique in its own way for each participant, all 

were used as part of a whole which was interwoven with their decision-making approach. 

 The participants’ awareness of role models and mentors was evident in the data 

which was collected.  According to the participants, be it professionally or personally, all 

were influenced by others in their lives on how each participant went about making 

certain decisions.  For instance, Sam stated: 

 I didn't mention this earlier, but I think it is the most important factor, and that is 

 the fact that the superintendent is always learning new things. Like he always asks 

 questions and challenges me.  Like he says, “Oh have you done this? So, how are  

 you doing this?” He's always like going. He's not stopping. He's not stagnant.  

 He's always there and always thinking about something better, something new,  

 something different, and then he learns that he does it and he has his other people  

 doing it. One more thing. I guess. He’s always taking time think first, then react.   

 He doesn’t make decision out of emotion and doesn’t make moves without really  

 thinking about how it will affect others.  I have learned from him and that’s some  

 things I put to practice just by talking and watching him in the year’s past.  

 (Sam, Interview 2) 

 

Sam recounts her experiences with her mentor, and the elements she has picked up on 

with her interactions with him when she has reached out to receive feedback or guidance 

on specific area of her professional duties. Sam has sincere admiration for her mentor due 

to his abilities in leading others, but more specifically, when it comes to making 

decisions.  Sam acknowledges such traits as not making decision out of emotion, taking 

time to think through things, and taking into consideration how decisions can and will 

affect others within the organization.  Sam learned from her mentor by affirming she puts 
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these same things to practice in her decision-making.  Sam’s admiration and deep respect 

for her mentor was noticeable by the credit she gives him for teaching her components 

she believes are key to her own decision-making skills. The components that Sam brings 

to light is not the end of her decision-making, but a beginning to a desired end.  

Ultimately, Sam has her own philosophy and personal experiences which she lends to, 

but the guidance and structure to her decision-making in the realm of curriculum and 

instruction has been shaped by the use of her mentor which has guided her to the path she 

currently is on in her leadership and decision-making praxis.   

 Then I was fortunate to have a principal who was like my dad, but the girl   

 version, and I was like wow. And she was just dynamic and very genuine and she  

 was a true leader because it was her actions spoke volumes as a person. And the  

 behavior was modeled. The behavior was modeled. I loved working with her. 

 Don't get me wrong, at the beginning, it was really hard. I would sometimes say,  

 “My principal hates me. She’s always in my room and I would go home thinking  

 I can’t keep this lady happy,” but she was pushing me to become a better teacher. 

 It's just the struggle, and the growing pains, but that's how you learn. Yes, and I  

 learned not to take things personal, and you can't.  I  did not learn that she was  

 teaching me how to become a better teacher.  I always admire her for the things  

 she taught me, and I do, I do keep all these things when I make decisions to work  

 with struggling teachers and even struggling principals.  She taught me a lot.  

 (Rose, Interview 2) 

 

Rose’s admiration and fond memories of her mentor is seen when she speaks of the love 

she has for her former principal and the many intangibles she learned from her.  Rose 

uses the traits of meeting high expectations and the work ethic needed to accomplish 

specific things, especially in her role in providing guidance and decision-making to help 

struggling administrators and educators.  Rose is aware there will be “growing pains” in 

her current role, just like she experienced as a classroom teacher; but Rose keeps these 

growing pains in mind when creating a way to execute specific elements of an 

instructional plan once the decision has been made to move in a specific direction.  The 
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influence her former principal had on Rose is one that has changed her life, and one she 

would not replace.  It is the influence of modeling, monitoring, and tough love when she 

mentioned in her response about not taking things so personally.  Rose knows her mentor 

wanted the best for her when she was a teacher, and Rose strives to exemplify these traits 

when she works with those within her organization.  It is these traits which influence 

Rose’s decision-making each day, and she holds true to these traits as a leader because 

she knows they make a difference in someone else’s life like it did for her.   

 I grew up in a Christian home where my parents practiced what they preached, 

 and I watched how in leadership roles they valued others, how they treated  

 others, and how they always put us first when deciding certain things in our  

 home.  I have always known that is how I would want to be treated, and   

 remember that in all interactions I have with others. (Melissa, Journal  

 Entry 2) 

 

Melissa looks no further than her parents who are the source of shaping her decision-

making skills within her role as a principal.  In the journal entry, Melissa referenced 

certain elements which enhanced her ability to be a leader and decision-maker.  The way 

her parents valued others, how they treated people, and how they put others first in the 

decision-making process in their home are elements which Melissa uses today when she 

leads and makes decisions for her campus.  Interestingly enough, Melissa uses all these 

elements which make up a bigger whole when it comes to decisions made.  Melissa 

believes in their own, unique ways, the elements she mentioned are interwoven in the 

realm of decision-making and it was her parents who modeled how to keep these 

elements at the forefront.  She talks about exemplifying these elements because this is 

how she would “want to be treated” and keeps in mind that her “interactions with others” 

guides her in the process of leadership and decision-making.  No one decision is bigger 
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than the people she is working for and trying to help.   

 My dad was a workaholic, and it seemed he worked so hard and had nothing to  

 show for it.  He gave us everything we needed, even though we didn’t have a lot  

 of money.  I remember hearing him talk to my mom when he was trying to decide 

 what bills to pay, and what not, so we could have school clothes for the year.  I  

 saw him putting my brothers and sisters before bills just so we had  what we  

 needed.  Sacrificing himself for us. (John, Interview 4.1) 

 

My father taught me so many things in my life such as how to do certain things, but he 

also taught me how not to do certain things.  Role models can be seen as people we want 

to emulate, but at the same time I truly believe role models can be used to learn from by 

the mistakes they have made.  In the response above, sacrifice was truly what stood out to 

me when my father had to make tough decisions to provide for his family.  It was not 

always easy, but he did what he thought was right for my siblings and I.  In my role as a 

superintendent, there are sacrifices which have to be made, such as not allotting money 

for certain projects which need to be addressed in the district in order to have enough 

money available to hire a reading interventionist or dyslexia specialist to ensure students 

are getting what they need instructionally.  I have quickly learned in this role, there is no 

right or wrong decision as long as you keep students first.  What is the greater good that 

my decision will play for students, teachers, and administrators?  Being a decision-maker 

means putting yourself out there for criticism, but being able to handle it knowing you are 

truly making a decision for the betterment of those we serve. 

 Earlier I mentioned learning from role models on how not to do certain things.  

My father was so busy working he did not have time for his family.  This resonates in my 

life in the role as a leader, to never let the job be bigger than the people I care for.  This is 

a decision I have made on a daily basis.  I exist because of the people I serve and my 
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work should never supersede them.  I cannot consume myself in my emails, paperwork, 

or meetings.  If I never take the time to talk to people, or see them work or perform, how 

can I truly assess the situation and make an informed decision to address the need?  When 

stepping into the role as a decision-maker I try to control my schedule instead or my 

schedule controlling me.  Decision-making cannot be an art which only involves one 

element, but is a practice I try to perfect by taking the time to get out onto campuses 

where crucial conversations are had, where data gathering takes place, and where people 

are at the heart of what is decided.  Because of the intentional relationship which was 

built between each participant and their role model(s)/mentor(s), elements modeled such 

as work ethic, sacrifice, guidance, and Christian beliefs led to an intimate and unique 

development of the participants’ beliefs and practices which has played a role in their 

leadership and decision-making.  

The Use of Reflection in Decision-making 

 All participants expressed their belief of using reflection as an element in their 

decision-making within their current professional role.  Each participant has a unique 

perspective on how they use reflection within their daily practice and how this element is 

an important component to the decisions they make.  Sam noted reflection being used in 

her decision-making process in the following response: 

 Yes, reflection. Before I make a decision, before I go make a decision, I go  

 and look at everything again and read because I usually take notes when I'm  

 thinking about making some changes or what needs to be done. I take notes. I  

 usually look back at those, then I look at data. Look at research data with what  

 others are doing. Once again, colleagues that have been there or have a different  

 level expertise in certain areas. And then then I try to make an informed decision.  

 (Sam, Interview 3) 
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In this instance, Sam relied on reflection in terms of taking into consideration multiple-

data points she has gathered via her observations, examining data from a district level, or 

gaining a different perspective on the matter she was about to make a decision by talking 

to various people.  Sam’s use of reflection encompasses several points used to gain 

clarity in which direction her decision should lean towards.  Sam does not mention the 

use of past decisions made to guide her in this process, but the process of reflection 

which she puts into action is one she believes in due to her quick acknowledgement of the 

reflection process playing a key role in her decision-making.  In essence, Sam wants to 

make sure her quantitative and qualitative data points are explored and utilized when she 

speaks to her commitment level on wanting to make the right decision for her district 

each.  For Sam, reflection is part of a greater whole which she includes as she practices 

her decision-making skills. 

 We're in a position where we have to lead, and so I'm always reflecting on   

 staying focused on what I have to do, and what decision needs to be made. And so 

 self-reflection is really good as to what I need to do, and what I have done in the  

 past. “Okay, what have I done? What am I doing? You know, and my order what  

 I'm doing, is it being effective, how can I better serve others?” And the feedback I 

 get, and really being reflective to make good decisions for people.  (Rose,  

 Interview 3) 

 

Rose’s use of reflection is one she feels must be present due to the role she plays as a 

leader in her district.  Reflection to her is an element that leads her, and even others, to a 

space where the decisions made are good as long as she and others take the time to 

reflect.  Her reflection process takes into account gaining feedback, keeping people in 

mind, and self-reflection prior to any decision being executed.  Rose’s use of reflection, 

as it relates to self-reflection, is unique to her because it functions as a checks and 

balance process for her as a leader and decision-maker by going through the series of 
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questions she mentioned in her response to lead her to a place where she feels 

comfortable moving forward, assessing the situation, and making “good” decisions for 

those she serves.  In addition, Rose does take into consideration her past decisions made 

(“…what have I done?”), her present state (“What am I doing know?”) to move into a 

realm where each question takes her to a place where the decision she is searching for can 

be found.   

 It’s also taking that time to reflect.  Obviously, not every situation that arises you  

 can take time to reflect in order to figure it out what to do, but I do feel like I  

 really do try to put myself in whatever position needed to make the best decision  

 for our kiddos. (Melissa, Interview 1)   

 

Melissa response was generated due to the question asked of her to explain what factors 

she considers before making a decision.  Taking the time to actually reflect is something 

Melissa knows she must do in order for the process to happen.  She eludes to not having 

this affordance in her decision-making process due to some situations not allowing this 

take place such as situations deemed as emergencies on her campus.  When the situation 

allows, she does take time for serious consideration to be given to the situation to make a 

sound decision.  The source of this motivation to slow down and really think things 

through is directly linked to the students she serves.  Making the decisions for “our 

kiddos” speaks of her willingness to put the stress, and need to make a decision right 

away aside for the best interest of others.  

 In coming back to the reflective piece, you know, there are days where I'm like  

 “Dang it! I missed it.” I had a chance to do this and I did this because either I let  

 the stress get to me or I let being tired get to me. But the beauty is you get to pack 

 up shop and start all over tomorrow morning. I think it's made me just slow  

 down and truly reflect on how I make decisions and how I serve in the district.  

 I think we do it we just come in and we do our job and it's for some things that  

 comes easy. (John, Interview 4.1) 
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The use of reflection is something I rely on to make me a better decision-maker and a 

better leader.  Reflection leads me to a place where I know I must perfect my craft in the 

area of decision-making.  I am fully aware every decision I make will not be perfect or 

correct; however, it is a goal of mine I constantly strive towards.  Reflection does involve 

time, which is a luxury some leaders may not have enough of.  When you are pulled in so 

many different directions, the time to reflect seems to be a lost art.  In my response, I give 

a snap shot in to some of the areas which lead me to make bad decisions such as stress 

and just being tired. Reflection refocuses my efforts even after the fact.  Reflection in this 

case, is used to think about what I have done and what I can do better in order to lead me 

to better decisions in the future.   

 The use of reflection also helps me in my decision-making process by being 

cognizant of the monotony that one can venture into due to the mundane tasks that can 

come with any job or position.  I mention the idea of coming in and doing our jobs, which 

in essence, is not necessarily something positive.  Coming in and just making a decision 

just for making a decision sake can cause a person to forget about what is at the heart of 

these decision.  In a way, we allow a routine to lull us to sleep and give a false sense of 

security in the decision we make are always sound.  We must fight the temptation, and 

allow reflection to center our thought process to a place where leaders have secured the 

time and necessary information to be used for effective decision-making.  For example, 

during the process I have taken in the research of this study, I have reflected on the time I 

have spent with the participants, and unknowing to them, they have allowed me to see 

certain elements of myself that I had lost.  The reflection process revealed to me I had 

moved away from the leader, person, and decision-maker I once was, and allowed myself 
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to fall victim to forget why I became a superintendent due to the mandates placed on a 

person in my role.  Reflection centers me and puts me in a place where I truly take into 

consideration what is important in all situations and all decisions which need to be made.   

The Use of Life Experiences in Decision-making 

 Life-experiences for each participant is evident and supported within the 

responses of each individual.  Although the experiences discussed are not positive in 

nature, the participants use the lessons learned to shape who they are or who they strive 

to be as a decision-maker, which in turn, helps them grow as a leader.  Melissa recounts 

the following experience: 

I go back to my experience I had when I was a teacher working with Pre-K and 

3rd through 5th teachers. We had a principal that would hold a celebration at the 

end of the year for 3rd through 5th grade teachers.  Kind of a day off where she 

would only feed the third through fifth teachers, even though STAAR affected the 

entire campus. Schedules were changed, and it affected everybody, but yet there 

was only a select group of teachers that were ever celebrated, and the success was 

not brought down but it was always just given to those teachers.  I'm not saying 

that those teachers didn't deserve it, but those kids also came from Pre-k and 

kindergarten. (Melissa, Interview 3) 

 

Melissa’s life experience was one where her principal worked in the realm of being 

exclusive to teachers versus being inclusive.  Melissa recounts her feelings at the time as 

she endured being one of many teachers who did not have the opportunity to take part in 

the celebration because she did not teach a tested grade level.  To her, the principal did 

not acknowledge the contribution Melissa and the other teachers made in preparing 

students for success as they progressed from grade level to grade level.  The principal 

dismissed the fact this was a team effort and only celebrated and rewarded teachers in the 

grade levels in which a state assessments were given.  Melissa used this life experience to 

make a decision that her campus would celebrate the work of all individuals and a team 
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would be valued more than a test.  In addition, Melissa made a conscious decision to 

avoid making anyone feel the way she did.  Her approach was one of inclusion of all, and 

no matter what role one played, the success of students would be achieved and celebrated 

together.  The decision made to be a different leader than the one she experienced is 

something that Melissa takes great pride in, and she works each day to make people feel 

valued and appreciated. 

 I oversaw a program of Dual Language Learners, English Language Learners,  

 and I had to bring in a program in a school district that was predominately Anglo  

 and effluent.  They did not understand the whole concept.  So I would say it was a 

 difficult situation dealing with principals who had difficulties accepting that, the  

 community accepting that.  I kept reminding myself, even today, that it was  

 all about the kids and I do this for the kids, and I am making the right choice I  

 knew what was right to change the way people thought about Dual Language and  

 about teaching English Language Learners. (Sam, Interview 1) 

 

Sam recounts an experience where she had to implement a program for English Language 

Learners in a district which was not accustomed to meeting the needs of predominately 

Spanish speakers.  She faced many challenges in implementing this new program, and 

resistance from people who were in charge of leading the campus despite their 

unwillingness to embrace a program that would help their students.  Sam used this 

experience to bolster her decision-making around the premise she was doing what was 

right for students.  Sam did not become discouraged, but instead, was motivated to get the 

job done.  In her current role, Sam’s decisions revolve around what is best for students.  

Her decision-making is influenced by what she encountered, and even though the 

experience was not a pleasant one, what she learned from this situation guides her in her 

current role.  The decisions she makes may not always be welcomed with open arms, but 

Sam has been through the fire, so to speak, and knows what to expect, and can deal with 
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it appropriately because she has the schema to draw from as she moves forward as a 

decision-maker.  

 So as far as making decisions, it was kind of difficult when I came into this role  

 because I was used to having more support and more guidance as far as going  

 out and doing what I had to do; and have confirmation in what I was doing was  

 right.  My supervisors told me that when you go out to campuses it's a reflection  

 of us. I found out that I had seven low performing campuses that I was   

 going to be following up with, and I created a schedule to make sure that I would  

 visit them once a week, to be visible, to do walkthroughs, talk to principals, and  

 just see where the need was at. (Rose, Interview 2) 

 

Rose’s role was to assist campuses who were deemed low performing campuses on state 

assessments.  In her previous position, Rose had someone who would guide her and give 

her feedback on the work she was doing in her district.  Stepping into this role, she did 

not have the guidance from her supervisors on how she was doing, let alone, how she was 

supposed to work with these campuses in order to raise the student success levels.  Rose 

quickly realized she had to devise a plan of action on how to accomplish certain 

expectations.  Through this experience, Rose had to think outside of the box in her 

decision-making to serve the seven campuses, their teachers, and administrators.  Her 

decision-making centered around growing students academically, and used various data 

points to do so.  Rose moved from a place of familiarity and comfort in what she did on a 

day to day basis, to an area where she had no previous experience to draw from.  Rose 

decided to rely on her own understanding and knowledge base to help accomplish the 

things her supervisors expected her to do.  The experience she gained from this situation 

has allowed Rose to move into her decision-making process with confidence and self-

support, and moving forward, making decisions grounded in student-centeredness with 

the element of raising success for all within a given campus.  Rose managed to use a 
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negative circumstance to bring security into her decision-making skills in her current 

role. 

 The life experience which effects the way I make decisions today goes back to the 

event I briefly brought up with my interview with Rose when I mentioned that “I lost 

both my parents in the span of three months last year” (John, Superintendent, 4.3).  This 

was a very trying time in my life, and I remember fighting the depression, and I 

entertained the idea of doing something completely different with my life.  This life 

experience brought me to a point in my life where I was either going to let the situation 

control me, or I was going to control the situation.  A few weeks after I buried my second 

parent, I began to tell myself that tough times do not last, but tough people do.  I 

remember using the loss of my parents to help me make decisions that would bring pride 

and joy to them.  I felt like I owed it to my parents to be the person they raised me to be. 

 As I returned to work, I began to see decisions in a whole different light.  I began 

to see myself as a change agent for people’s lives, and I could produce positive change 

for those I lead.  Decisions centered around others, and there was no room for self-

centeredness in the decision-making process.  I had recommitted myself to be that person 

who truly looked after the best interest of others, and brought to life the idea that all 

people must be considered.  I noticed my decision began to bring hope, joy, and much 

needed assistance to various stakeholders in the district I work in, which is not to say it 

did not before; but I was actually taking the time to notice these aspects.  People would 

come up to me and tell me I was different, and how much they appreciated certain 

decision I had made.  A new view of decision-making was created which brought a sense 

of accomplish for the many hours I spent working each day.  Although I would love to 
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have my parents back today, through their loss, I gained a new found identity as a 

decision maker and for that I am forever thankful to my mom and dad.  

The Use of Collaboration in Decision-making 

 In this section of the chapter, I present the findings relating to the influence that 

collaboration has on the participants’ decision-making.  As with the other sections of this 

chapter, influence in this context refers to any perceived or tangible effect either partly or 

as a whole when it comes the participant’s integration of collaboration.  Each participant 

recognized and affirmed their use of collaboration during the decision-making process, as 

well as acknowledged collaboration was part of their leadership style. 

 Melissa’s response below shows how collaboration is used two fold for her within 

the process she takes when making a decision, specifically as it relates to curriculum and 

instruction. 

 I think you have to collaborate with everyone that's involved with the curriculum  

 and instruction. I think without collaboration then we would all be making our  

 own decisions. My experience also leads me to collaboration because I have only  

 been in the principal role for a year. Again, I've had the teaching and I've had AP  

 experience, but I think of one of our principals. She's been in her role for 11  

 years. She has lived through more of the leadership aspect than I have at this  

 point, and her experience, and collaborating with my teachers, is    

 huge. Collaboration and the experience, really going back to those people that  

 have been in the trenches before is definitely important. (Melissa,  

 Interview 2) 

 

Melissa confesses her experience level is one reason she leans towards collaboration with 

her peers and her staff. At the time, only having one year of experience as a principal, 

Melissa treated the decisions of curriculum and instruction as extremely important due to 

her admission that she does need assistance when it comes to making these decisions.  In 

essence, she relies on collaboration to tap into others thoughts, experience, and guidance 
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when moving towards a decision.  In addition, Melissa’s use of collaboration is an 

inclusive practice she implements on her campus by including her teachers within the 

decision-making process.  She knows the decision will ultimately be hers and she will be 

held accountable for it, but she uses collaboration to gain valuable information prior to 

anything happening.  She realizes the experience from others whom she collaborated with 

did not guarantee every decision will be right, but it did lend itself to the idea that her 

decision-making is truly a team effort within her campus.  

 As a leader, I am hoping that they could trust me and they could see me like  

 we can collaborate together so that we can make a difference. The decision I  

 make for them are ones that are good for students and the people I  serve.  I am  

 slowly getting there when it comes to their trust, and as long as my decisions  

 produce good results, and I keep involving them we can really collaborate and  

 work for the students to get good results. (Rose, Interview 2) 

 

Rose’s use of collaboration influenced her desire to build trust and gain good results from 

the decision made.  Rose was determined to build a team mindset which was built on a 

foundation of trust, and she knows she must include others within each campus she 

assists to achieve her goal.  Making a difference in the decision made through 

collaboration is an idea Rose has discussed in previous responses; however, in this 

instance, she desires to make a difference with the help of many stakeholders and this can 

only be achieved by creating an environment where others are allowed to share their 

ideas.  She also recognized the people she included in the collaborative process help her 

attain the “good” results for students, that is why she keeps “involving them” in the 

process because she wants what is best for the people she is entrusted to help.  For Rose, 

collaboration is joint discovery process where she digs through the various ideas and 

comments, and comes to a decision that produces trust, results, and unity.   
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 Then I also collaborate with colleagues here, and in another district with different  

 levels of experience, and get their input before I make decisions because I don't  

 want to make decisions off the cuff. I want to make sure that I'm thinking in  

 the right direction without making a decision so quickly. (Sam,  

 Interview 3) 

Sam took a similar approach like the other participants by involving others, but for her, 

the involvement of others also included those outside the district she serves.  

Collaboration for Sam is one which took time and she understood the importance of this.  

Making decisions “off the cuff” is something she avoids due to her deliberate style of 

decision-making such as calling others outside her district and involving her “colleagues” 

where she works.  Also, collaboration for Sam is a metaphorical compass for her when 

she states “heading the right direction” when formulating thoughts and ideas when 

ultimately coming to a decision.  This compass of collaboration used by Sam to keep her 

on track to limit the opportunity to make a bad decision by tapping into other’s 

experience level, as well as not allowing the situation and moment rush her in rash 

decisions which can cause more harm than good.  

 I like to collaborate with people. I like to ask people their opinion. I like to listen  

 to them, research different options that are out there, and then I like to do what  

 some people have heard me say and that is let it marinate in my mind before I  

 make a decision.  I cannot do this alone because I am only one person, and what  

 we do is so much bigger. (John, Interview 4.1) 

 

Collaboration is an element which is essential for me when making a decision.  

Collaboration represents so many things in the response I gave Melissa as she 

interviewed me.  First and foremost, working with people through collaboration helps my 

decision-making because I want to know what they think.  I want to know what they are 

struggling with, and how the decision I make can help.  I want to know why certain 

things in our district are the way they are so my decisions can turn things around to 
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benefit others.  To me, when you are making decision for others, you should include 

those your decision will effect.  Give people a voice who have never had one before.  

 Collaboration goes beyond just gaining input, but it allows me the time I need to 

think about the decision which need to be made.  So many factors go into consideration 

before making a decision, such as asking myself questions that include: How will this get 

us to where we need to be? Is this decision best for students? Is this decision within our 

district policy? What will be the unintended effects if I make this decision?  In some 

instances, I will never know the answer to all of these questions; however, by allowing 

collaboration to take its course, I afford myself the time I need to make the best decision 

possible for those I serve.  In my response, I talk about what leaders do is bigger than any 

one person.  I am not foolish enough to believe that I can do this job alone.  There are 

people in our district who are in place to do great things if allowed.  By collaborating 

with them, I can tap into their knowledge base which creates worth in their job and in 

themselves.  They do have something to offer within the decision-making process, and it 

is up to me to create this collaborative space where their ideas will be heard, free of 

criticism.  The influence and importance of collaboration is one I recognize, and is an 

element that has served me well in my current role. 

The Use of Family in Decision-making 

 During the research process, the idea of family was evident in many of the 

participants’ responses, but it was most prevalent when participants were asked to 

describe what influenced and guided their decision-making.  All participants noted that 

elements of beliefs and morals guided this process; however, the influence of family 

emerged due to the participant’s acknowledgement of family members teaching these 
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traits.  The term family is used to describe their mother, father, grandmother, and 

siblings.  Within each participants’ response, differentiation of each has been made.  

 I don't know if I make all the right decisions. I think you have to know what your  

 values are, and what your beliefs are, and your morals are walking in before you  

 ever can lead people to follow you. I think those all have a big impact on my  

 decisions that I make, but all those things were instilled by my parents.  My mom  

 and dad taught us things like being of good character and treating people right.  

 Those are things I keep in mind when wanting to make a good decision for others.  

 (Melissa, Interview 3) 

 

Melissa first recognizes the decisions she makes are not always right, and she gives us a 

glimpse of what guides her decision-making such as values and morals.  The source of 

these traits came from her parents.  In her response, Melissa spoke of her mom and dad 

teaching them traits such as kindness and character.  Her mom and dad are the source 

which has shaped Melissa’s value system when making decision for her campus.   

Furthermore, Melissa reaffirms the teachings of her mom and dad are the foundation of 

her decision-making process, and surfaced in the same interview when Melissa was asked 

what she was not willing to sacrifice to grow as a better decision maker. She responded, 

“So I wouldn’t sacrifice my morals and values that were taught to me just so I can be 

successful.” (Melissa, Interview 3).  Melissa’s parents taught, molded, and shaped her 

into the person that she is and no form of success will cause her to be moved in what she 

holds true within her decisions.  Although Melissa does not make this element of 

decision-making public to others, I was able to get a snap shot as to what the heart of her 

decisions revolve around, and her parents played a huge role in her development of this 

process.  

 Okay. I go back to what my mom, dad, and grandmother taught me.  Treat  

 others like you want to be treated. I don’t like when decisions are made by people  

 without even thinking about others. I'm not willing to sacrifice my upbringing, my 
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 beliefs, my faith. I'm not willing to sacrifice that just so I can impress people with  

 making decision that only make me look good. (Sam, Interview 3) 

 

Sam reemergence of the Golden Rule when she mentioned treating others like you would 

like to be treated bolsters the idea that the teachings and influence of her family are 

firmly fixated in her decision-making.  Sam extended the idea of family by also including 

her grandmother in her upbringing.  Sam identified similar elements as the other 

participants did such as beliefs, but the conviction of her beliefs was cemented by her 

family; hence, even when it came to her work and decisions made, her grandmother’s 

influence was still evident.  In addition, Sam further illuminated how the elements which 

were engrained in her by her family is not worth letting go just to impress others.  Sam 

knows that letting go of what has been instilled in her is more valuable to her as a leader 

and decision maker than what is to be gained to make decision out of selfish motives to 

only self-promote herself.  Decisions generated and executed with her upbringing, and a 

belief system taught are elements guided Sam to achieving decisions that she and her 

family would be proud of regardless of the outcome.   

 My mother and father always taught us that when we were working, it didn't  

 matter if it was the last hour of the day, that we still had to work the last hour like  

 if it was your first hour. They also taught us to be good examples, and to be  

 honorable in all the things we did. I have two sons of my own, and I have to  

 practice what I preach at home and at work. I can’t be a dictator when I make  

 certain decisions, but I have to go back to being a good example on what I want  

 others to do. (Rose, Interview 1)   

 

Rose’s upbringing from her parents instilled work ethic, providing a good example for 

others to see, and having honor in how she conducted herself.  Rose reverts back to these 

values when making decisions at work.  She mentioned not being a dictator when making 

certain decisions, and being a “good example” when moving through this decision-
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making process.  She realized that others are watching, and she also understood people do 

watch to see how and what decisions are made which can lead to scrutiny.  Rose’s drive 

to model the example and to include others, correlated to the upbringing she experienced 

with her parents.  Not only do the values Rose has learned from her parents motivate her 

to be a good decision maker at work, but at home as well.  She brought up the fact she 

has two sons at home who also watch her, and she knows that she must be the same 

person at home that she is at work.  Rose aspired to make sound decisions for her family, 

or model the example, and it all ties back to the value system influenced by her parents 

which guided her as a leader and mother.  

 Rose: So you just mentioned that you wouldn't trade any of those 

experiences. Which experiences stand out to you in relationship to what you use  

for making decisions? 

 

 John: So I would say, I'm looking into decision-making and my  

 experiences growing up, you know, I can sum it all up is the experiences that my  

 mother and my father taught me. As it relates to discipline, hard work, character,  

 moral,  ethics. (John, Interview 4.3) 

 

In my interview with Rose, she asked me the question as to what experiences I relied on 

to make decisions, and the answer revolved around the teachings my parents provided me 

when I was growing up.  For my parents, discipline, hard work, character, morals, and 

ethics were at the center.  I was told the way I carried myself and my actions would speak 

about the type of person I was on the inside.  When it comes to making decisions, some 

of these traits just are habit for me.  These are habits which were instilled in me at a very 

young age, and emerge when I come to a situation where a difficult decision has to be 

made.  I make sure I take the time needed, and do my due diligence in researching the 

right information to make the best decision possible.  I do not go around thinking, “Now 
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John!  Make sure you keep hard work and discipline in mind before you act.”  As 

mentioned, discipline and hard work emerge when going through the decision-making 

process, and this is why I have chosen to call them habits versus traits.   

 In summary, the elements (role model(s)/mentor(s), reflection, life-experiences, 

and family) influenced their decision-making, and each element was unique to each 

participant and how each of these elements guided them during the decision-making 

process. Each element was used as part of a whole which was interwoven with their 

decision-making approach, as well as their development of their beliefs and practices 

which influenced the intrapersonal guidance of each participant.  One element did not 

stand alone or dominant over another; yet, the participants used each element as 

continuous cycle which ultimately led to decisions being made within their work in a 

public school district.  Spirituality in the model serves as an influence within the overall 

process taken by the participants using the elements of role model(s)/mentor(s), 

reflection, life-experiences, and family.  The participants’ practices and influences within 

the internal process influences the output of what decisions will be made, as well as the 

actions from the participant (leadership) will leads to the practices used within the give 

situation the participant is in at any given time.  Figure 4.6 offers a visual description in 

how the elements worked in unison as influential parts to a decision.  
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Figure 4.6.  Elements of influence on decision-making. 

  

Summary of Chapter IV 

 Using the process of one-on-one interviews via phone and in-person, that data 

was collected in order to explore the usage of spirituality in educational leadership and 

decision-making from the perspective of four public school administrators from various 

geographical areas in Texas.  Each of the participants’ interviews were transcribed by me 

and entered into NVivo 12 Pro computer software which is a qualitative data analysis tool 

developed by QSR International.  The interview data was then coded and categorized 

using NVivo 12 Pro to reveal major themes and parent nodes.  The participants’ full 

responses to the interview questions were coded into categories representing each 

question asked to ensure only the participants’ responses were included which were free 
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of my explanations, questions, or follow-up questions asked to the participants.  

Interview data and participant journal entries were then coded into three major themes 

were Public School Administrators’ Daily Practices of Spirituality, Spiritual Leadership 

as a Guide to Become a Better Leader, and Spirituality in Decision-making for Public 

School Administrators.  To better understand the role of spirituality within leadership and 

decision-making, the data was once again coded and the data analysis resulted in the 

creation of parent nodes. 

 The role of spirituality in educational leadership and decision-making was not 

identified in isolation from the data gathered, but the findings showed that spirituality 

was a component which was interwoven, either consciously or unconsciously in the role 

they served as public school administrators.  In Chapter V, the implications of the data 

analysis regarding the role of spirituality in educational leadership and decision-making 

will be discussed.  In addition, Chapter V will provide future implications, 

recommendations for future research in the research topic area, and a conclusion section.  
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS  

 No Child Left Behind (2002) was designed to help increase student success 

without leaving any students behind regardless of race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic 

background.  Because of this federal mandate, educational leadership models have 

changed immensely for public school administrators because of the pressures faced to 

attain student success, as well as meet federal and state expectations as it relates to high-

stake tests. Shields, Edwards, and Sayani (2005) contend that today’s educational leader 

faces an enormous amount of responsibility and demands to ensure all students achieve 

academic success.  This success is measured by students preforming well on state 

assessments, the inclusion of parents in academic decision-making process, as well as the 

assurance of a safe learning environment for students.   

 Hunter and Soloman (2002) implied that for educational leaders to be successful, 

leadership style needs to be one that moves beyond academic performance and evokes a 

component which focuses on the purpose and meaning of choosing to lead.  With stress 

and pressure placed on public school administrators, passion and enthusiasm quickly 

fades giving way to leadership styles that do not take into consideration those within the 

organization, and how they play a vital role in the decisions made on a daily basis. Over 

the last 20 years, the concept of leading through spirituality has emerged as a means for 

educational leaders to find deeper meaning within what they do each day.  Leaders who 

accept this style rely less on top-down leadership styles and more on collaborative, 

grassroots leadership.  Houston (2002) believed that a hunger exists for finding deeper 

purpose and conducting work in a more of enlightened manner has contributed to the 
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movement to find alternative forms to lead and make decisions for those within their 

organization.  Spirituality can be an important and effective characteristic, which 

specifically, public school administrators can use to lead people within their campus or 

district.  Palmer (1998c) argues that the spiritual is present in public education even if we 

recognize it or not. 

 The reason I wanted to research spirituality and its role in educational leadership 

and decision-making is due to my vocational background as a teacher, campus 

administrator, and currently my role as a superintendent of a public school district.  

Educating students is the reason schools exist, and schools strive to accomplish this by 

using the curriculum they have adopted and the instructional practices which occur in the 

classroom.  I have always been intrigued to find out what motivates public school 

administrators to make the decision they make, as well as what guides them during the 

decision-making process, what factors they take into consideration, and why they lead the 

way they do.  It was not enough to know what decisions were made; I wanted to know 

why they make the decisions that they do.  Secondly, I have always searched for a 

different way to lead and was intrigued if others were in search of a different way of 

leading and making decisions that moved past the top-down mentality of leading and 

decision-making for an organization.  Is there a better way to increase student success 

without placing so much stress and fear in people to perform? 

In this chapter, a discussion and a summary of the study are provided.  In addition, 

implications and limitations section is included, as well recommendations to be 

considered for future research. 
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 The current qualitative study was designed to explore the use of spirituality in 

education decision-making as it relates to curriculum and instruction by public school 

administrators.  Public school administrators for this study was defined as district or 

campus level administrator who worked in a public school district.  The following 

research questions were addressed: 

 Over-arching question: 

 In what ways does spirituality influence educational leadership? 

 Sub-questions: 

1. How do public school district administrators practice spirituality in their 

work? 

2. What are public school district administrators’ daily practices of spirituality 

like? 

3. What does it mean for public school district administrators to practice 

spirituality at work? 

4. What role does spirituality play for public school district administrators in 

becoming better leaders? 

 The study was significant in two primary areas.  First, the research which exists 

concerning the use of spirituality in educational decision-making is limited in nature.  

Phipps (2012) asserts that the absence of such literature is based on the failure to examine 

spirituality at the strategic level of leadership and the strategic level of decision-making.  

Very little research has been conducted on how spirituality influences decision-making 

for public school administrators, as well as agreed framework on how these influences 

play a role in the decision-making process.  Second, the use of spirituality in a public 
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school district setting is a form of leadership and decision-making can be accomplished 

without imposing one’s personal beliefs upon those they lead which affirms Lyon’s 

(2004) argument that educational leaders are within their rights to lead with spirituality 

by refraining from imposing one’s personal beliefs on another.  Separation of Church and 

State can still be adhered to without sacrificing the use of spirituality on a daily basis.   

 Participant interview data and participant journal entries were then coded into 

three major themes: School Administrators’ Daily Practices of Spirituality, Spiritual 

Leadership as a Guide to Become a Better Leader, and Spirituality in Decision-Making 

for Public School Administrators as well as parent nodes.  The themes and parent nodes 

represent the ideas that most often appeared during the qualitative data analysis with the 

use of NVivo 12 Pro. 

School Administrators’ Daily Practices of Spirituality 

 The perspective of what spirituality is from the lens of each participant is one that 

is defined and constructed by all of the participants’ internalized understanding of 

spirituality.  The participants’ personal vantage point of spirituality was conveyed in a 

complex, yet intimate way even though at times it was difficult for them to verbalize.  A 

sense of understanding of spirituality was developed over time due to their life-

experiences, their daily work demands, the decisions which were made, as well as those 

close to each of them as they were growing up.   

The participants’ development of what spirituality was and looked like in their 

daily life was unique for each of them, and how they practiced spirituality was evident in 

the daily practice of faith at work and at home.  The participants’ shared a daily display 

of faith in the areas of faith in prayer, faith in a higher power, and faith in religion.  
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• Daily Practice of Faith as an Extension of Spirituality: The participants’ daily 

practice of faith within their leadership and decision-making role as a public 

school administrator was displayed in various ways which included the daily 

practice of faith in prayer, daily faith in a higher power, and faith in religion.  

Daily practice of faith as an extension of spirituality was not used as an 

isolated technique for decision-making, but was interwoven within the three 

ways faith was displayed on a daily basis for each participant. 

o Faith in Prayer: Prayer for the participants was used for various reasons 

within their daily practice of decision-making as a public school 

administrator such as gaining peace during a time of stress, an act of 

kindness in offering prayer as assistance for others, or as a form of petition 

to ask for guidance.  The participants’ use of prayer was rooted in their 

belief system they had acquired growing up, or within the specific church 

they attend.  Each participant recognized the importance of prayer for their 

daily practice as a decision-maker and utilized it whenever possible.  

o Faith in a Higher Power: Participants’ daily practice in belief in a higher 

power was used as a spiritual compass for each them, as well as a source 

of balance and structure in their lives as a public school administrator.  

Although the question was not specifically asked about faith in a higher 

power, the participants’ daily practice of faith in a higher power 

authentically was verbalized and discovered asserting the participants’ 

strong bond with this form of daily practice.  
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o Faith in Religion: The daily practice of faith in religion was constructed 

by each participant due to their life-experiences and belief system.  For 

each participant, religion was practiced and defined in their own personal 

and authentic point-of-view, and how each used this daily practice of faith 

to benefit their daily work and decision-making within a public school 

district.  

Spiritual Leadership as a Way to Become a Better Leader 

 Spiritual leadership as a way to become a better leader for the participants was 

defined by their life experiences, their belief system as it relates to love, faith, vision, 

values, commitments, and their calling within in their role as a public school 

administrator.  The participants, through their responses and the research process, 

revealed elements of Spiritual Leadership which correlated to Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) 

Model of Spiritual Leadership.  Even though the participants identified themselves as 

spiritual, the participants were unaware that many of their thoughts, practices, and ideas 

fell in line with the Spiritual Leadership Model.  The participants unconsciously 

displayed definable elements within the Spiritual Leadership framework such as: 

Hope/Faith, Vision, Altruistic Love, Calling, Membership, and Organizational 

Commitment and Productivity which was supported by the participants’ lived worked 

experiences and/or practice of the elements, as well as specific characteristics, associated 

with the model.   

• Spiritual Leadership Model: Spiritual leadership for the participants was 

evident through the life-experiences and belief system and it direct relation to 
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love, faith, vision, values, commitments, and their calling to serve a greater 

good within the public school system they were employed in during the study.  

Although all participants were unaware of the spiritual leadership model, their 

thoughts, practices, and idea fell in direct correlation to the spiritual leadership 

model’s components and characteristics.  

o Hope/Faith: Faith and hope were defined by the participants’ belief that 

the work that was being conducted by all within the organization would 

glean a favorable and tangible outcome for those they served, as well as a 

source of motivation to continue their daily practice as a public school 

administrator regardless of the challenges they faced each day. 

o Vision: The use of vision was utilized by each participant to help them 

shape and form a campus or school district for what they envisioned it to 

be in the future.  Such ideas of trust and respect for others, a belief in all 

students, building meaningful relationships, and bonding together for a 

greater cause were visions that participants strove for within their campus 

and/or school district.  

o Altruistic Love: The use of altruistic love by three of the participants 

promoted and displayed characteristics such as kindness, integrity, 

humility, and compassion.  Love took a deeper meaning that conveyed an 

unselfish devotion and the participant’s genuine regard and dedication to 

the people they served.   

o Calling/Membership: Calling and membership had an interconnectedness 

within the participants’ responses, and the role each played within the 
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organization.  Through service, contribution, belonging, and purpose, each 

participant evoked their place within the organization and how they make 

a difference in their current role.   

o Organizational Commitment and Productivity: Organizational 

commitment was displayed through the years of service each participant 

possessed within the field of public education, as well as their desire to 

serve the students and teachers within the public school district they were 

employed by during the study.  In addition, productivity was determined 

by the participants’ continued employment within each school district, as 

well as their continuous promotion their educational career track took 

during their years of service in public education.   

Spirituality in Decision-making for Public School Administrators 

 The participants desire to make the best decision for the organization and the 

people they served was part of the decision-making process.  The role in which decision-

making played in the leadership role each participant held was at the heart of what each 

of the participants executed on a daily basis, and was a responsibility each took very 

seriously.  The participants recognized the role they played within the organization as it 

relates to setting or supporting a vision or creating structure.  The participants realized it 

was the decisions they made that played a role in determining their effectiveness within 

an organization.  Within the decision-making process, evidence of influence manifested 

themselves through the data which was collected which provides a deeper look into 

ongoing process of decision-making for public school administrators.  
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• The Use of Role Model(s)/Mentor(s) in Decision-making: All participants 

were aware of the influence role model(s)/mentor(s) had on their lives both 

professionally or personally, and how these individuals help mold and shape 

them into the leaders and decision makers they are today.  

• The use of Reflection in Decision-making: Decision-making through the 

influence of reflection was a practice that each participant engaged in within 

their daily practice.  Reflection was used to take various data points into 

consideration, a form of checks and balance, gaining time back, and a 

cognizant approach to succumb to a monotonous attitude within decision-

making process prior to decisions being made for their organization.   

• The Use of Life Experiences in Decision-Making: Life experiences for each 

participant played a role in their decision-making process regardless in the 

experiences were positive or negative, which in turn, helped participants shape 

who they are as leaders and decision makers today.  

• The Use of Collaboration through Decision-making: The use of collaboration 

was evident for each participant, and each affirmed its role within the way 

they make decisions.  In addition, participants used collaboration as a fact 

gathering mechanism, as well as a trait within their leadership style which 

helped guide their thoughts prior to a decision being made.  The use of various 

stakeholders within the organization and giving them a voice within the 

collaboration process provided participants with the data they used to craft a 

decision.   
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• The Use of Family in Decision-making: The influence of family in the 

decision-making process was constructed by the participants’ 

acknowledgement of the teachings and traits each of them received from their 

family as it relates to their parents, grandmother, or siblings.  Once again, the 

influence of family was not used as an isolated practice for decision-making, 

but as a part which was interwoven within the entire decision-making process 

with other factors considered. 

 The themes which were constructed from the participants’ responses, as well as 

how the interview questions were designed addressed the research questions which 

guided the current study.  Furthermore, Fry and Nisiewicz’s (2013) Spiritual Leadership 

Model and Phipps’s (2012) Model of Moderating Variables was not only used to analyze 

the data collected, but also aided in addressing the research questions as well.  In the 

discussion section, more in depth commentary is offered supporting that all research 

questions were addressed within the study.   

Discussion 

 The current study explored the practice of spirituality by public school 

administrators in their work within a public school district or campus, as well as the 

application of spirituality within the praxis of leadership.  The means in which all 

participants practiced spirituality in their work was through their daily practices of faith 

which was used an extension of their own spirituality.   

 The participant’s internal process of spirituality was one that was unique and 

defined by each participant as they spoke about the various methods used throughout 
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their daily work as a public school administrator.  Each participant’s meaning and use of 

spirituality was authentic to each of them, and the way they defined spirituality in their 

life differed from each other; which aligns to the idea that spirituality is difficult to define 

to one succinct definition (Stokely, 2002).  Participants’ broad meanings of what 

spirituality was, and how they implemented the use in their praxis in educational 

decision-making was not summarized into a single definition or a single method.  

Shields, et al. (2005) write that spirituality functions as an epistemology which creates its 

own systems of explanation and meaning that provides the framework for individuals to 

interpret their own world and generate knowledge and truth from their experiences.  The 

wide meanings conveyed by the participants asserts that spirituality is complex human 

phenomenon, in which the individual shapes and reshapes his or her meaning of 

spirituality through his or her life-experiences and differing perspectives.  To attempt to 

carve a succinct definition to spirituality legitimizes an individual’s experiences, or the 

way each finds meaning in the world around them because no longer is spirituality an 

individualized term, but now has been defined in a superficial way to try to make 

everyone fit into a metaphorical box.  To do this, takes away from the innate human 

dimension which makes one’s spirituality unique and intimate for each person. 

 In addition, daily practices of faith as an extension of spirituality utilized by the 

participants in the forms of the use in prayer, in higher power, and in religion to assist in 

their role as a public school administrator.  The participant’s natural use of the practices 

(prayer, higher power, and religion) listed give support to the literature which insists that 

spirituality is an innate dimension, but not all people may recognize as such (Fraser & 

Grootenboer, 2004).  The participants were exercising various practices which were an 
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extension of their spirituality, but unaware of their actions feel into the realm of 

spirituality due to the strategic decision to not give participants a definition of spirituality 

in order to evoke and collect authentic responses.  To not know spirituality’s presence 

does not diminish its existence in one’s daily life at work or the decision that are made.  

  The intrapersonal connection that each participant had with prayer, a higher 

power, and religion supports the literature that a person’s intrapersonal connection one 

has with spirituality is unique, and individuals have the need to delve into the deep 

realities of one’s own world and to be connected to something larger in one’s own life 

(Palmer, 1998b; Strarratt, 2004).  The participants use of prayer, a higher power, and 

religion was not done to yield better organizational outcomes, but was used to provide 

balance and find peace during times of stress within their daily responsibilities as a public 

school administrator.  The identification of such practices was not done to create a 

universal approach on how leaders should implement spirituality in their work as leaders 

or a decision-maker, but to offer identifiable practices which current and future leaders 

can identify with in order to assist in their own leadership and decision-making. In 

addition, the extension of spirituality does not promote a false claim for those who 

choose to incorporate such practices will make good or better decisions.  To the contrary, 

such practices are left up to the individual to utilize by taking into consideration his or her 

situation, political, religious, or organizational practices (Shields et al., 2005). 

 In the current study, the participants utilized spiritual leadership and the elements 

of hope/faith, vision, altruistic love, calling, membership, organizational commitment, 

and productivity in their pursuit to become a better leader for those within their 

organization.  Although spiritual leadership is seen as new type of leadership approach 
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over the last twenty years, the literature suggest that spiritual leadership is a viable option 

for those in education to utilize, and have the right to use (Lyon, 2004).  In addition, 

leadership as a whole, regardless of the organization, is grounded with spiritual ideals 

which provides leaders the opportunity to align personal and organizational values 

(Klenke, 2003).  The participants’ use of spiritual leadership was not one they spoke 

about openly to others in their organization, but the elements and nature in which each 

utilized was unknown to them.  Rose said, “I'm not too sure what drives what a person 

style to lead is, but the other thing I do have to say, I know that I am a spiritual person” 

(Interview 3).   

 Rose affirms her stance as being a spiritual person, but what she and the other 

participants are unaware of is the role spiritual leadership plays in her responsibilities as 

leader within their organization.  Each person has guiding force, or spirit so to speak, 

which becomes evident in the participants’ personal and professional lives.  This is 

supported by the literature which claims each person has one spirit, and it manifests itself, 

and leaders must be willing to exercise spiritual leadership to engage those they lead 

(Fairholm, 1997).  By using the personal and professional aspect of their lives, 

participants utilize spiritual leadership to help them grow as a leader and to improve their 

praxis as an educational leader, while at the same time incorporating the needs of those 

they lead.  A comprehensive system that links the interior world of reflection with the 

outer world of social and work relationships (Fry, 2005).  By doing so, public school 

administrators are able to weave through organizational policies, state mandates, and 

social issues while utilizing spiritual leadership to move their organization to where the 

leader envisions it going without abandoning his or her spiritual leadership style.  
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 Elements of the spiritual leadership model were noted in the participants’ 

responses which were used to help the participants utilize their internal motivation for 

those they led and made decision for within their organization.  This is affirmed by the 

study conducted by Malone and Fry (2003) where a practical meaning of some of the 

concepts were researched in which they assessed that leaders created a vision for their 

followers which included:  Experience, a sense of calling in that their life has meaning 

and makes a difference, establishing a social and organizational culture based on the 

values of altruistic love in which leaders and followers have a sense of membership, feel 

understood and appreciated, and have genuine care, concern, and appreciation for both 

self and others.  However, the elements which were displayed by the participants went 

beyond setting a vision for those they led.  The elements were used to fulfill the needs of 

those they lead and to create an environment where all felt appreciated and respected, 

which in turn allows for the use of the spiritual leadership model by current and aspiring 

public school administrators as a foundation in which to refer to when deciding which 

leadership style is best for each of them, or simply, another option for a current or future 

leader to choose from.    

 The elements from the spiritual leadership model are not just labels placed on the 

participant’s actions, but were utilized due to the participants’ belief system in leading by 

example and constructing an organization which embodied a sense of self-worth, service, 

and modeling as components of their leadership ability.  This is in line with the research 

conducted by William, Perkins, and Wellman (2009) which the findings yielded a 

significant relationship between spirituality and leadership elements, as well as 

establishing a strong relationship between spirituality and modeling the way for followers 
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within an organization.  Not only were elements of the spiritual leadership model 

discovered, other elements such as forgiveness, compassion, mercy, and grace were 

identified as well.  We must be careful not to limit the spiritual leadership model to only 

elements identified by Fry and Nisiewicz (2013) in their book titled Maximizing the 

Triple Bottom Line Through Spiritual Leadership, but to be open to incorporate new 

characteristics, such as I have listed above, and study how each one plays a relevant role 

in the decision and praxis of leaders in public education and in a given organization 

outside of education.  Each new characteristic has meaning, and it is up to the researcher 

to identify and report such meaning so the limited literature can continue to be expanded 

upon, and also challenged. 

 Within the study, the influences in which participants noted their decision-making 

was influenced by life experiences, collaboration, and family.  The influences which 

emerged is not an all-encompassing list, but rather, a list of influences in which 

participants acknowledged played a role in their decision-making process.  Neither 

influence guaranteed a right or better decision for each participant; however, the 

influences were used as a compass to guide participants to a decision that seemed the best 

for those they served.  The influences on each participant acted as a filter of information 

in which each participant considered during times of decision-making which helped mold 

what course of action to take within a given circumstance.   This is supported by the 

literature from a study conducted in which participants used a spiritual filter as a basis of 

decision-making, and as an informed framework of their leadership style which aligned 

to spirituality, as well as participants going inward and being reflective and listening to 

their inner voice to seek guidance and direction from schema which had been established 
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due a cache of wisdom which was constructed through their life experiences (Ramirez, 

2009).  Unfortunately, there is not a handbook for leaders to use in order to guide them or 

assist them in making good or right decisions, but the influences discussed in the study 

can be used to assist in the conversation as to how influences play a role in decision-

making for leaders. 

 Although experiences have shown as influential factors, one must be careful not 

to simplify this to the only factors to be considered in leadership and decision-making in 

the realm of spirituality. Woods (2007) writes, “…it is important not to make simplistic 

associations between spiritual experiences and attitudes and attributes of leadership; 

spiritual experience is not the only factor to influence attitudes to spirituality and 

leadership” (p. 136).  Decision-making is a by-product of leadership, and we must be 

careful not to make the process so prescriptive that it creates an attitude that everyone can 

become an effective leader and decision-maker by following simple steps within a 

leadership framework.  In other words, the influences discussed within the current study 

is not intended to create a standalone framework for decision-making, but to add to the 

literature in exploring the effects such influences play in the daily praxis of leadership.  

Influences should be seen as a means to an end where a leader increases his or her 

capacity to take action, and can be part of a multi-leveled approach which leaders can 

examine in order to assist in their daily decision-making and leadership.  

 When it comes to character, morals, and ethics, one cannot exist without the 

other.  In the literature review, I listed numerous responsibilities for a superintendent 

which came out of the Texas Education Code.  Not once was there any mention of 

character, morals, or ethics; however, when someone is placed in a leadership role there 
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are people who expect the leader to exemplify these qualities.  For my parents, these 

qualities instilled in me took shape by the decisions I made growing up, and I can 

honestly say not all were great choices.  It was through trial and error, that character, 

ethics, and morals began to play a role in my decision-making as I grew older.  I 

understood as that these qualities do play a role on how others view you, and how they 

view your decisions.  Decisions grounded in elements that are admirable, honorable, 

transparent, sound in judgement, and not grounded in self-preservation are products of 

decision-making through character, ethics, and morals.  Some may argue it is these 

elements which guide my decision-making and that of the other participants, but if we did 

not have the teachings of our parents and family members, would these elements exist in 

us today?  The influence of our decision-making reverts back to having those in our lives 

who took the time to build qualities inside of us to help us as leaders and decision makers 

today.   

 Through the current case study, many beliefs and practices were identified and 

discussed; however, more research should be conducted to address the area of the 

intrapersonal connection a person has with spirituality.  Researchers can identify traits, 

characteristics, and elements of spirituality, but it is the story which is to be told on how 

the intrapersonal connection of spirituality motivates a person to execute specific actions 

as they lead an organization and others.  The intrapersonal connection is at the heart of 

spirituality, but often times the area goes under researched because of its allusive and 

complex structure within each person.  Just because one person’s intrapersonal 

connection is one way, does not mean it will be the same for the next person.  It is 
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certainly a daunting task, but certainly worthy of exploring in the never ending 

exploration of spirituality. 

 Furthermore, the data collected explored factors that were taken into 

consideration for the participants during their decision-making process.  The data is not 

intended to create a standalone framework for decision-making, as mentioned earlier in 

this section, but to help current and aspiring educational leaders reflect on their own 

practice of decision-making, as well as identify what factors motivate them to make the 

decisions that they do.  So many times, leaders are criticized for the decisions that they 

make, but no one ever bothers to explore what influences such decisions, or even offer 

suggestions how they could improve.  The body of literature in leadership is vast, but the 

literature on the art of decision-making is not existent.  That’s because the art of decision-

making must be defined by the leader’s internal and external influences, and only the 

leader can determine if he will allow these influences to play a small or large role in his 

or her decision-making.  The framework for decision-making should not be created by 

the observer of the decision, but by the one who is actually making the decision; hence, 

why I do not feel it is my place to create such a framework for others.  It is my hope the 

research presented will assist others in their ongoing practice of decision-making, and 

evoke inner spiritual reflection which can guide educational leaders in effective decision-

making which meets the needs of those they serve, as well as the needs of the leader.  

Future Implications 

 The findings showed that the role of spirituality within educational decision-

making as it relates to curriculum and instruction for public school administrators was 

evident and relied on several elements which were used to assist the participants in their 
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decision-making.  Participants were able to use these elements in unison versus in 

isolation to make decisions they felt were best for various stakeholders, and for their 

organization as a whole, which in turn, bolstered the influence and space available for 

spirituality to be utilized by public school administrators.  Woods (2007) expressed that  

 Spiritual existence is part of the practice of leadership and should be a part of the  

 theory of leadership, as well as emphasizing the point that models of leadership 

should take into account the spiritual experience as a dimension of educational  

leadership. (p. 152) 

 The first implication is directly related to educational leadership preparation 

programs and the use of spirituality as a viable leadership model.  Because spiritual 

leadership is still relevantly new in the field of educational leadership, many have not 

been exposed to the differing perspective which it offers to educational leadership, yet 

alone, many are not aware of its existence and how it fits within the praxis of leadership 

within a public school setting.  By studying spiritual leadership, it allows this form of 

leadership to move from an avenue of idealistic thought to a place where future 

educational leaders are encouraged and taught how to apply this model in their everyday 

tasks, assist with their decision-making, and develop and discover their preferred 

leadership style. 

 A second implication for educational leadership preparation programs is to expose 

aspiring educational leaders to the responsibilities and situations one may encounter in 

their chosen leadership role within a public school district.  In Texas, the Texas 

Education Agency has established responsibilities for superintendents and principals, but 

has not provided guidance to executive directors or even language development 

specialists.  With the absence of guidance from Texas’s governing body over public 
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education, it is imperative educational leadership preparation programs expose future 

leaders to the lack of support from the state, to the real world experiences they will 

encounter, and how they can navigate through times of difficult periods of decision-

making.  The discussion of these real challenges moves leadership training from vague 

theories to grounded, applicable strategies which future leaders can use to assist them in 

their role.  Open discussions with instructors and peers who share similar belief systems 

or struggles, offers an array of perspectives to help one build their schema prior to 

entering the realm of leadership.   

 A third implication as it relates to spirituality within a leadership approach is 

being cautious on how one proceeds utilizing this approach within the public school 

setting.  To know about spirituality is one thing, but how one expresses this approach is 

another.  Lyon (2004) asserts that educational leaders are within their rights to lead with 

spirituality as long as they refrain from imposing their personal beliefs upon those who they 

lead (p. 26) which is key in keeping with the idea of Separation of Church and State.  

Dantley (2005) suggests that the topic of spirituality has been muted due to the political 

pressures of separating religion from public schools; however, with careful consideration 

and tutelage, current and future educational leaders can be guided to the space where 

spirituality can co-exist within a public school setting without promoting one’s personal 

beliefs onto another within the school or district they lead.     

Recommendations for Future Research 

 Overall, the participants conveyed the role that spirituality played in their 

educational leadership and decision-making through the use of various elements and 

characteristics.  Future research could broaden the scope by including more diverse 
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perspectives to gain a different perspective as it relates to spirituality, as well as consider 

including assistant principals due to their daily presence on the campus level, both 

elementary and secondary, and the role they play in decision-making for various 

stakeholders.  In addition, decision-making in this study focused on curriculum and 

instruction; however, other areas such as discipline, personnel, and finance all play role in 

the education of students and support for teachers and administrators within a public 

school district.  Finally, although elements of decision-making through the role of 

spirituality were researched, one area that was not explored in the current study was the 

effect that a public school district’s organizational chart has on an individual’s ability to 

make decisions, and what empowerment/autonomy is given to public school 

administrators which promotes or limits affective decision-making for administrators.   

Conclusions 

So What? 

 So why should anyone care about spirituality, and what role it plays in leadership 

and decision-making?  Speaking as a current public school district administrator, there 

are so many stressors which are involved in the job, unless you have lived the world of 

public education, it is difficult to grasp the constant pressures many public school 

administrators face.  There is literature which speaks of the pressures of a public school 

administrator, and the literature offers general examples; however, the pressures have not 

been fully delved into to give readers a true picture of what administrators in a public 

school setting have to contend with on a daily basis.  Through this section, I strive to give 

the reader a deeper look into the pressures which public school administrators must battle 

in order to achieve success. 
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 Pressures to do more with less has been a constant for public education in the 

State of Texas.  There is a belief from legislators that public school districts are failing 

students, and have continually funneled money away from public education to charter 

schools, yet the Governor of Texas just ran a campaign on how graduation rates in the 

state have been the highest they have ever been.  So is public education failing, or are 

legislators failing to see what public education is really accomplishing?  Yes! Yes! 

Politics is politics, but when politics begins to move valuable resources away from 

students in the realm of public education, then who is really failing students?  The lens in 

which I speak from is one which has been shaped from my past and current role as a 

public school administrator.  For example, one pressure is the expectation that all 

students pass a state assessment exam in various grade levels.  I am all about 

accountability, but when legislators cut over $5 billion in funding from public education 

in 2011, and use formulas from the early 1980s to fund our schools today in order to pay 

for valuable resources such as: human capital to assist students who require special 

education, bilingual (English is their second language) and dyslexic services, meeting the 

needs of emotionally disturbed students, or providing counseling for students who are 

parentless because their mother and father have either abandoned them, are incarcerated 

or now belong to the state because the student has been sexually abused by a family 

member and could possibly be pregnant; the state still expects these students to perform 

on the state assessment because we must have accountability! 

 Let us consider another pressure which is to provide each student with a highly 

qualified teacher within each classroom.  Once again, great in theory, but what is a public 

school district administrator supposed to do when each year in the United States, not just 
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in Texas, more and more teachers are leaving the profession because they no longer want 

to deal with the constant pressures of the profession?  It is said there is a shortage of over 

200,000 teachers in our nation today, yet, public school districts in Texas are still 

expected to find highly qualified teachers for every classroom, and if you cannot find 

one, you have to file a waiver with the state and hope it is accepted; but remember, you 

must perform on the state assessment regardless.  Let us not forget districts must find 

ways to pay for education and utilize the tax payer dollars in a manner that is pleasing to 

all.  When creating this budget, you have to make sure you are compensating all your 

staff well because public school districts are in competition for certified teachers, but if 

you have a district like mine where you have declining enrollment and your special 

programs population is growing, it means additional staff has to be hired to meet the 

needs of students. Districts are not receiving more money from the state to assist you with 

this because the State of Texas has to pay the federal government over $200,000 million 

because of violation of federal law in respects to special education.  This makes things 

just a little complex.   

 It is not uncommon for 80% of a public school district’s budget to go towards 

paying personnel (teachers, paraprofessionals, administrators, custodians, maintenance 

and transportation workers, and child nutrition workers), which leaves 20% to pay for 

supplies, buses and the fuel, equipment, address aging facilities, fund extra-curricular 

programs, provide professional learning opportunities for staff, and technology for 

classrooms. These are just some of the few expenditures which must be covered with the 

20% which is left for school districts to allocate.  Finally, the one thing which truly keeps 

me up at night, is the safety of our students.  In recent years, more and more gun violence 
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in schools is our new reality which we must battle every day.  Depending on who you 

ask, there is not a single remedy to address this threat; however, school districts expected 

to keep every child safe.  Resources such as mental health counselors, resource officers, 

training teachers to carry handguns, cameras, secure entry ways, bullet proof doors for 

each classroom, and training our students on what to do in case of an active shooter 

situation does occur in school is the reality we face each day.  Now remember, you only 

have 20% of the budget left to address this issue.  In the Fall of 2018, I spoke with a 

congresswoman from our state about the problem of gun violence in our schools, along 

with other superintendents and resource officers.  The number one thing which came out 

of the conversation is that schools and emergency response teams needed more resources 

to protect our students.  Her response was, “I am not here to promise you more money. 

My hopes were to offer ways for you to create partnerships with other organizations to 

help you.”  After that comment, she lost me and many others in the room, and we had no 

reason to listen to her anymore.  Fair or unfair, public school districts are the first line of 

defense for a problem which federal and state governments should be taking more of an 

active role to assist.   

 I am fully aware the examples given are few on a long list of pressures which 

public school administrators face constantly.  I also know the picture I offered is not 

filled with great hope or motivation to entice others to enter the field of public school 

administration, but what I have offered is a sampling of what awaits those whom choose 

to make public school leadership a calling for their lives.  The job has it challenges, but it 

also has so many rewards, such as seeing a student succeed inside and outside the 
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classroom regardless of the challenges they may face.  That is what motivates me every 

day to come to work and do what I do…it is for the students. 

The Balance Scale and the Life Line 

 Spirituality represents a balance scale and a life line which I must have in order to 

conduct my work and responsibilities on a daily basis.  First, as a balance scale, 

spirituality brings balance to my life at home and at work.  If I am not careful, I will let 

the problems of work bleed over into my life as a father and husband.  For so many years, 

I brought work home and it made my home life miserable for me and my family because 

I took the pressures at work inside my home and my family paid the price.  As I have 

implemented spirituality in my life as an administrator, there is peace and faith in things I 

know I cannot control, but I do believe through practices such as prayer, collaboration, 

and reflection, problems faced at work can be addressed.  Do I succeed every time?  

Absolutely not; however, I keep trying.  Spirituality keeps me grounded, and brings me 

back to a place where I can be compassionate and caring for people at work, even when I 

feel the walls may be caving in.  If I go too far off the left or the right, I am no good to 

anyone as a leader.   

 Frustration and disappointment is part of the job as a public school administrator, 

but that does not mean leaders should take it out on their staff or family.  During the 

process of conducting this study, I was reminded why I became a superintendent.  Not to 

sign endless paperwork or stay locked up in my office, but to be a leader who evokes 

passion, motivation, love, and a mutual respect for all people in the district I serve.  For a 

while, I had lost sight of that, but I kept going back to what motivated me to do these 

things which was to utilize spirituality not in some aspects of my life and job, but in all 
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facets of my life.  I needed a reminder, which we as humans need from time to time, and 

began to learn from my mistakes as a leader.  Again, are there times I forget to do this? 

Yes!  Spirituality does not make me perfect, but what it does do is bring balance to 

decisions which should be made regardless of the political pressures I face, and it is my 

choice to be courageous enough to make these decisions even though it means facing 

some backlash.  In other words, spirituality brings me back to the person and leader I 

want to be for my family and those whom I work with in my district.   

 The life line spirituality offers me is one I choose to hold on to due to the isolation 

I feel being the leader of a district.  Many people I have spoken to and listened to have 

said many times, “It can be lonely at the top of an organization.”  Through my 

progression as a public school administrator, and moving to the highest seat an 

administrator can hold within a public school district, I have sacrificed the luxury of 

having close friends.  The reason for this is because one day I may have to let that person 

go from our organization because of a bad mistake they made which does not allow me 

the flexibility to give them another chance.  I do not have anyone I can vent to, nor do I 

have a person whom I can confide in due to confidentiality reasons.  Unfortunately, 

movies and books have made leaders out to be invincible and able to do great things 

alone which simply is not true. Just the opposite, leaders do need help from others to 

move an organization forward when times get tough.  Being a superintendent is difficult, 

and there are times when I hold on to spirituality as my life line to keep me from 

drowning in the constant criticism, problems, and current political charged environment 

in which our nation faces. 
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 The life line of spirituality helps me keep my head above water, and survive the 

struggles at work until I have reached a calm within a storm.  So many times I have felt 

alone, and I have felt no one knows what I am going through, and honestly, sometimes 

people do not care.  If I lose composure or do not keep on moving towards our mission as 

a district, it is with certainty our organization will start to falter.  I am not saying I am the 

source of all success for our district, but it is true when people say that the organization 

takes the personality of its leader.  Calmness, meekness, professionalism, compassion, 

and growth mindset is what I strive for our organization to embody even when situations 

and decision become difficult.  Spirituality infuses me with a determination and 

confidence to keep moving forward even when the odds are stacked against me.  I hold 

on for dear life until I have weathered the storm in which I find myself in that moment, 

and I am not ashamed to admit I could not survive the trials and tribulations without the 

use of spirituality in my life.   

 There has been a search for a model that academic researchers can agree on as it 

relates to spirituality and its influences.  I am not saying this is not needed or should not 

be achieved, but there should be more attention paid to how they are used on an 

individual basis instead of a one size fits all approach.  Every public school administrator 

has a story to tell on how spirituality plays a role in their leadership and decision-making.  

Maybe we should spend more time listening to the stories and writing about them instead 

of looking for ways to make these stories fit into a box.  Just because they do not align to 

a recognizable model or leadership approach, does that make the stories of public school 

administrator less important?  Spirituality and how it has been used by an individual is 

special and intimate, and if we get lost in the academic search for a succinct definition 
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then we as researchers could miss the unique lesson we can learn from the life practices 

of spirituality.   

 The purpose of the current study was to explore the role of spirituality in 

educational leadership and decision-making in the role of a public school administrator.  

The results of the study indicated that several factors such as Public School 

Administrator’s Daily Practices of Spirituality, Spiritual Leadership as a Guide to 

Become Better Leaders, and Spirituality in Decision-making for Public School 

Administrators were evident within the participants’ process of generating and executing 

decisions for the campus or district in which they led.  Recognition of such factors and 

the elements which assisted them were not used in isolation, but as an interwoven 

process. 

 The literature on spirituality and how it functions as an epistemology which 

creates its own systems of explanation provides the framework for individuals to interpret 

their own world and generate knowledge and truth from their experiences (Shields et al., 

2005).  In addition, spirituality as it relates to making sense of situations, significance of 

life, deriving purpose, beliefs, standards, ethics that one holds sacred, increased 

awareness of a connection of life that calls for reflection and experience including a sense 

of how one is and how one knows (Martsolf & Mickley, 1998).  Each participant in their 

own personal lens communicated how spirituality and other elements assisted them.  

Participants’ definition of spirituality was discovered through their personal belief 

system, life-experiences, and family influences, and how each played a role in the praxis 

of educational leadership and their decision-making.   
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 While there have been suggestions made to further increase the awareness of 

spirituality in educational leadership and decision-making, the current research revealed 

specific elements used by public school administrators within a public school setting 

which provides evidence that spirituality can be implemented in leadership and decision-

making without violating the idea of Separation of Church and State.  It should also be 

noted that elements conveyed by the participants which were present during their 

leadership approach and decision-making process is not all inclusive, but provides an 

avenue for future research to investigate the importance of a person’s inner most thoughts 

and experiences, and how each does play a vital role. 

What’s New? 

 Through the analysis of the current literature, many frameworks and models have 

been created to explain what spirituality is and how it can be used within an organization 

or situation.  However, if I were to propose a new model for others to consider, then I 

would be breaking from a core belief when discussing this subject in which spirituality in 

educational leadership is squelched by the need to place spirituality into a box or 

scientific model.  Instead, I propose to look at spirituality from a lens which gives more 

flexibility when exploring its benefits, as well as offering an alternative lens as it relates 

to a spiritual leadership model.   

 First, spirituality is unique and different for each person; hence, why it is so 

difficult to come up with one succinct definition (Stokley, 2002).  The purpose of the 

current study was to explore what role spirituality played in the lives of four public 

school administrators’ educational leadership and decision-making.  Often times, 

researchers feel a need to create a model or framework to appease those who believe 
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qualitative research has a limited place in academic research.  As a qualitative researcher, 

it is my charge to “…study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of or 

to interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000, pp. 4-5).  Although there may be shared characteristics and elements 

which can be compared from one participant to another, who am I to say these shared 

characteristics and elements are what defines spirituality?  What if researchers moved 

away from the temptation to create models and frameworks, and continued to explore and 

appreciate people’s meaning and present the findings for others to consider in order to 

help them make sense of their life, leadership style, or decision-making?   

  I am not saying researchers cannot compare or contrast what they find to existing 

models or frameworks, but to place one’s story, personal beliefs, and practices, which is 

distinctly unique to the individual telling the story would water-down the intimate and 

sacred lessons which can be learned.  What if we spent less time creating boxes for others 

to fit into and truly focused on listening and interpreting the stories in which many are 

willing to tell?  In other words, we must strive to transcend from a numerical value or 

label of a person to a space where life experiences and beliefs can be admired, and accept 

that reality can never be totally understood or apprehended (Guba, 1990).  

 Secondly, I offer an alternative perspective in viewing spiritual leadership, not as 

an approach or style, but as journey through which leaders take to arrive at a place where 

what they seek is found.  As a current public school administrator, I do not profess that I 

am a spiritual leader, but I do implement qualities of spiritual leadership both at home 

and at work.  Qualities such as love, vision, commitment guide my journey as an 

educational leader when fulfilling my daily responsibilities or assisting others.  No day or 
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human need is ever the same, so why would anyone believe one approach or one style 

can address every situation or need that may arise?  In all the research I have examined, 

not once has spiritual leadership been deemed as the ultimate leadership approach for 

current and aspiring educational leaders; yet, many are fixated on the idea that a leader 

can be successful by implementing a simple leadership approach.  Spiritual leadership is 

a journey, which takes leaders from their current state to where they want to be.  What 

that place is can only be defined by the individual who has set forth on the journey to find 

whatever it is he or she seeks.  It could be a right answer, peace, love, or even a sense of 

belonging and self-worth.  Regardless of the desired outcome, spiritual leadership is a 

journey in which the leader can take beliefs, practices, life experiences, or anything else 

he or she feels in imperative to reach the final destination.  The beauty of spiritual 

leadership journey is that the individual charts the course using a personal spiritual 

compass to lead the way.   

 By proposing the two alternative lenses, I know some may agree or disagree with 

my views; however, this is what makes spirituality so unique; yet so allusive.  A person’s 

view, definition, and understanding is solely established by the individual regardless of 

what filters one chooses to use to help explain spirituality in his or life.  Instead of shying 

away from the subject, it should be embraced for its unique, complex, sacred, and 

intimate phenomena that it is, and researched and reported as such.  It is the stories that 

have been told and those yet to be explored which makes spirituality a topic with endless 

lessons to be learned.   
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APPENDIX B 

INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

Pseudonym: (Choose your own) 

1. Mailing address: 

2. Telephone number: 

3. Best times to contact you: 

4. Preferred Email address: 

5. Gender: Male  Female 

6. Race: 

7. Age: 

8. Marital Status: Single________ Married________ Divorced_________ 

Widowed____ Other__________ 

9. Number of years as a teacher: 

10. Number of years as an assistant principal: 

11. Number of years as a principal: 

12. Number of years in another position (please specify position): 

13. Number of years in current position: 

14. Number of employees you currently supervise: 

15. Number years of total professional educational experience: 

16. Circle the term that best describes your campus setting: 

Rural   Urban   Suburban 

17. Total number of students in your building (if a campus administrator): 

18. Grade levels served on your campus (if a campus administrator): 

19. Demographic breakdown of student population: 
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APPENDIX C 

INTERVAL PROTOCOL # 1 

Interview #1 

In what ways do administrators in district/campus leadership positions perceive 

spirituality as influencing their educational leadership from a curriculum and 

instructional standpoint?  

 

1. Reconstruct your work experiences as district/campus leader as they relate to co-

workers and other stakeholders.  How have these experiences shaped who you are 

as a decision maker when it comes to making decision in the realm of curriculum 

and instruction? 

 

2. Can you describe what elements/characteristics of leadership you draw upon 

when making difficult decisions for a district as a whole/for your campus as it 

relates to curriculum and instruction?  

 

3. Why do you feel these elements/characteristics are crucial to your decision 

making? 

 

4. Describe what event(s) in which you used the elements/characteristics in your 

decision making which you previously described?  How do you believe these 

elements/characteristics made the situation better or worse? 

 

5. Do you have anything you would like to add in terms of your experience(s) as a 

decision maker for your district/campus? 
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APPENDIX D 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL # 2 

Interview #2 

How does school district administrators practice spirituality in their work? 

 

1. Reconstruct your work experiences as district/campus leader as they relate to 

co-workers and other stakeholders.  How have these experiences shaped who 

you are as a decision maker when it comes to making decision in the realm of 

curriculum and instruction? 

 

2. What kind of decisions do you make? How do you make them? How often? 

 

3. Can you describe what elements/characteristics of leadership you draw upon 

when making difficult decisions for a district as a whole/for your campus as it 

relates to curriculum and instruction?   

 

4. Why do you feel these elements are characteristics you just describe are 

crucial to your decision making?  

 

5. What decisions, aside from curriculum instruction, do you have to make on a 

daily basis? And what do you usually rely on for making those decisions?  

 

6. Describe what event or events in which you use the elements and 

characteristics of your decision-making which you previously described, and 

how do you believe these elements are characteristics made the situation 

better or worse?  

 

7. Do you have anything you would like to add in terms of your experiences as a 

decision maker for your district?  

 

8. What kind of leader are you? How would you describe yourself as a leader? 

And how does it mesh with who you are as a person, a mother, and an 

educator. 

 

9. Is there any leader you admire the most? Or any role model and why do you 

admire this person? 

 

10. What challenges do you have when you wear the leaders hat?  
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APPENDIX E 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL # 3 

Interview #3 

 

How does school district administrators practice spirituality in their work?  What 

are their daily practices of spirituality like?  What does it mean for district 

administrators to practice spirituality at work?  What role does spirituality play for 

district administrators in becoming better leaders? 

 

1. In your own words, please describe to me what an effective leader is/looks 

like when making decisions as it relates to curriculum and instruction? 

 

2. What are some defining characteristics that you use to make yourself a better 

leader and a better decision maker?   

 

3. From the characteristics you just described in the last question, which do you 

feel is the most crucial characteristic and why? 

 

4. What do you do on your own to grow as a leader and a decision maker? 

 

5. What reference or data points do you use to reflect and determine that you are 

growing as a leader and a decision maker? 

 

6. What are some of the challenges you face which keep you from being the 

leader you would like to be? 

 

7. What sacrifices, if any, have you made to be the leader and decision maker 

you are today? 

 

8. What are some things you are not willing to sacrifice to grow as a leader and 

decision maker and why? 

 

9. How do you believe others would describe you as a leader? 
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APPENDIX F 

PARTICIPANT JOURNAL PROMPTS 

Journal Prompt #1: Referencing your past/present experiences, describe a situation you 

faced in your current role in which you have/had to make a difficult decision, what 

factors did you consider in the situation, what guided your decision making, and 

ultimately what decision did you make and why? 

Journal Prompt #2: Referencing the various characteristics you have discussed in the 

previous interviews, how have these characteristics enhanced your ability as an 

educational leader? 

Journal Prompt #3: I have included two links: First link is a newspaper article 

describing a situation which occurred in a school out of state.  The second link is the 

superintendent's Facebook response to parents and community members about the 

incident.  If you were the administrator at this school or over the entire district, what 

would be your decision/course of action concerning this situation?  In other words, what 

would you do? 
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APPENDIX G 

AUDIT TRAIL CHART 

Participant Refers to the name of the participant being cited.  

Date 

Collected 

Refers to the actual date the data was collected.  

Document 

Name 

Refers to the document being referenced.  

Location Refers to the page within the current study the document 

was referenced. 

 

Text Refers to the chronological number given to a sentence 

within a specific document. 

 

Date 

Collected 

Document Name Document 

Referenced 

Location Text 

8.2.18 John. 4.1 Interviewed by 

Melissa 

103 377-378 

2.25.19 Email 1 Email sent by Rose 106 3-4 

1.25.19 John 4.3 Interviewed by Rose 126 114-116 

12.15.18 Rose 3 Third Interview with 

Rose 

128 489-490 

6.9.18 Melissa 3 Third Interview with 

Melissa 

128 369-372 

8.25.18 John 4.2 Interviewed by 

Participant 2 

128 212-213 

8.25.18 John 4.2 Interviewed by Sam 129 172-173 

5.1.18 Melissa 2 Second Interview with 

Melissa 

130 331-334 

5.17.18 Sam 2 Second Interview with 

Sam 

130 

 

158-160 

12.15.18 Rose 3 Third Interview with 

Rose 

131 489-490 

5.1.18 Melissa 2 Second Interview with 

Melissa 

132 

 

360-366 

6.27.18 

 

Sam 3 Third Interview with 

Sam 

133 344-348 

12.15.18 Rose 3 Third Interview 

With Rose 

133 474-476 

5.14.18 Journal Entry 1.1 First Journal Entry by 

Melissa 

134 49-52 
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Date 

Collected 

Document Name Document 

Referenced 

Location Text 

6.27.18 Sam 3 Third Interview with 

Sam 

135 351-355 

11.17.18 Rose 2 Second Interview with 

Rose 

136 311-314 

8.2.18 John 4.1 Interviewed by 

Melissa 

137 289-290 

12.15.18 Rose 3 Third Interview with 

Rose 

138 488-490 

6.27.18 Sam 3 Third Interview with 

Sam 

141 437-439 

12.15.18 Rose 3 Third Interview with 

Rose 

142 143 

1.25.19 John 4.3 Interviewed by Rose 142 233-235 

5.1.18 Melissa 2 Second Interview with 

Melissa 

143 251-255 

5.17.18 Sam 2 Second Interview with 

Sam 

144 310-313 

12.15.18 Rose 3 Third Interview with 

Rose 

145 202-204 

8.25.18 John 4.2 Interviewed by Sam 145 181 

11.17.18 Rose 2 Second Interview with 

Rose 

147-148 496-499 

6.9.18 Melissa 3 Third Interview with 

Melissa 

148 248-252 

8.2.18 John 4.1 Interviewed by 

Melissa 

150 202-205 

8.25.18 John 4.2 Interviewed by Sam 152 212-214 

10.1.18 Rose 1 First Interview with 

Rose 

153 496-501 

5.1.18 Melissa 2 Second Interview with 

Melissa 

154 413-415 

8.25.18 John 4.2 Interviewed by Sam 155 77-82 

April 2018 Questionnaire 1 Initial Questionnaire - 

Melissa 

158 17-19 

April 2018 Questionnaire 2 Initial Questionnaire – 

Sam 

158 17-19 

April 2018 Questionnaire 3 Initial Questionnaire – 

Rose 

158 17-19 
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Date 

Collected 

Document Name Document 

Referenced 

Location Text 

4.25.18 Melissa 1 First Interview with 

Melissa 

160 89 

5.1.18 Melissa 2 Second Interview with 

Melissa 

 

161 139 

5.17.18 Sam 2 Second Interview with 

Sam 

161 348 

10.1.18 Rose 1 First Interview with 

Rose 

161 395 

5.17.18 Sam 2 Second Interview with 

Sam 

162 352-358 

11.17.18 Rose 2 Second Interview with 

Rose 

163 328-336 

5.31.18 Journal Entry 1.2 Second Journal Entry 

by Melissa 

164 50-53 

8.2.18 John 4.1 Interviewed by 

Melissa 

165 304-307 

6.27.18 Sam 3 Third Interview with 

Sam 

166 153-157 

12.15.18 Rose 3 Third Interview with 

Rose 

167 407-411 

4.25.18 Melissa 1 First Interview with 

Melissa 

168 90-93 

8.2.18 John 4.1 Interviewed by 

Melissa 

168 217-222 

6.9.18 Melissa 3 Third Interview with 

Melissa 

170 120-127 

4.18.18 Sam 1 First Interview with 

Sam 

171 81-85 

11.17.18 Rose 2 Second Interview with 

Rose 

172 15-22 

1.25.19 John 4.3 Interviewed by Rose 173 33 

5.1.18 Melissa 2 Second Interview with 

Melissa 

174 101-108 

11.17.18 Rose 2 Second Interview with 

Rose 

175 283-287 

6.27.18 Sam 3 Third Interview with 

Sam 

176 147-150 
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Date 

Collected 

Document Name Document 

Referenced 

Location Text 

8.2.18 John 4.1 Interviewed by 

Melissa 

176 104-108 

 

6.9.18 Melissa 3 Third Interview with 

Melissa 

178 390-395 

6.9.18 Melissa 3 Third Interview with 

Melissa 

178 514 

6.27.18 Sam 3 Third Interview with 

Sam 

178-179 328-332 

10.1.18 Rose 1 First Interview with 

Rose 

179 329-334 

1.25.19 John 4.3 Interviewed by Rose 180 37-44 
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APPENDIX H 

RECRUITMENT FOR STUDY: EMAIL TO PARTICIPANTS 

 

Dear [Participant’s Name],  

 

I am writing to tell you about a study I am conducting, entitled, “The Role of Spirituality 

in Public Education Decision Making: Curriculum and Instruction.”  I received 

permission from your school district to contact you.  

 

The purpose of this research study is to explore campus/district administrators use of 

spirituality in their decision making as it relates to issues in curriculum and instructional 

issues.  This study will help the researcher complete a dissertation under the supervision 

of Dr. Jeong-Hee Kim, Committee Chair, Texas Tech University (jeong-

hee.kim@ttu.edu) and will provide information that school districts may use to modify or 

adjust decision making within the realm of curriculum and instruction.  

 

It is important you know that your participation in this study is voluntary and you can 

withdraw from the study at any time without adverse consequences. To compensate you 

for your time, approximately 180 minutes, you will receive a $25 gift card.  

 

If you are interested in learning more, please review the attached informed consent 

document. After reviewing the attached informed consent document, you decide you 

would like to participate, please contact me at john.ramos@ttu.edu, to schedule an 

interview time and provide an address where the informed consent document may be 

mailed. Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing from you!  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

John Ramos 

 

 

mailto:jeong-hee.kim@ttu.edu
mailto:jeong-hee.kim@ttu.edu
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APPENDIX I 

INFORMED CONSENT 

ATTACHMENT - ADULT CONSENT FORM 

 

What is this project studying? The study is called “The Role in Spirituality in Public 

Education Decision Making: Curriculum and Instruction” This case study will help us 

gain insight into what role spirituality plays in district leaders’ decision making in 

curriculum and instruction. 

What would I do if I participate? In this study, you will be asked to take part in three 

interviews which will take no longer than one hour each.  In three interviews, you will be 

asked a set of questions which will range from your administrative experience to what 

spirituality means to you.  In addition, you will be asked to respond to three journal 

prompts after each interview to reflectively respond to the process of interviews as well 

as decisions made throughout the course of the study.  You will also have the opportunity 

to submit documents such as work calendars, meeting agendas, memos submitted to staff 

members, and photographs just to name a few which will allow for better understanding 

your view of day to day work related decision making.  

How will I benefit from participating? Besides providing the project with valuable 

information, you may find that this opportunity helps you better understand and critically 

examine your own spirituality in your life, especially as you write journals about your 

spirituality in your educational practice. In addition, for your time to this study, you will 

receive a $25 Visa gift card to use at your discretion.   

Can I quit if I become uncomfortable? Yes, absolutely. Your participation is 

completely voluntary. Dr. Kim and the Institutional Review Board have reviewed the 

questions and think you can answer them comfortably. You may skip any question you 

do not feel comfortable answering. You can also stop answering questions at any time. 

You are free to leave any time you wish without any penalty.  

How long will participation take? We are asking 3 hours of your time (3 interviews x 1 

hour each if needed.) for the interviews, and 45 minutes total to respond to three journal 

prompts.  

How are you protecting privacy? Your name will not be linked to any documentation 

and any use of this material in reports, publications or presentations will never be 

associated with participants in this study without permission. No one other than the 

researcher associated with this project will have access to the data. All related 
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documentation will be stored either in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s office or 

on a password protected computer.  

I have some questions about this study. Who can I ask? 

1. I would be happy to answer any questions that you may have about this study.  

You may contact me at xxx-xxx-xxxx or by email at john.ramos@ttu.edu or 

contact my faculty advisor, Dr. Jeong-Hee Kim at jeong-hee.kim@ttu.edu.  

2. TTU also has a Board that protects the rights of people who participate in 

research. You can ask them questions at xxx-xxx-xxxx. You can also mail your 

questions to the Human Research Protection Program, Office of the Vice 

President for Research, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409 or email 

them to hrpp@ttu.edu. 

 

 

______________________________________   ____________________  

Signature        Date  

 

______________________________________ 

 Printed Name  

  

mailto:john.ramos@ttu.edu
mailto:jeong-hee.kim@ttu.edu
mailto:hrpp@ttu.edu
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APPENDIX J 

DOCUMENT FROM JOHN 

 


